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Abstract

Deep learning has revolutionized the field of 3D shape reconstruction, unlocking new possibilities and achieving superior performance compared to traditional methods. However, despite being the dominant 3D shape representation in real-world applications, polygon meshes have been severely underutilized as a representation for output shapes in neural 3D reconstruction methods. One key reason is that triangle tessellations are irregular, which poses challenges for generating them using neural networks. Therefore, it is imperative to develop algorithms that leverage the power of deep learning while generating output shapes in polygon mesh formats for seamless integration into real-world applications.

In this thesis, we propose several data-driven approaches to reconstruct explicit meshes from diverse types of input data, aiming to address this challenge. Drawing inspiration from classical data structures and algorithms in computer graphics, we develop representations to effectively represent meshes within neural networks. First, we introduce BSP-Net. Inspired by a classical data structure Binary Space Partitioning (BSP), we represent a 3D shape as a union of convex primitives, each obtained by intersecting half-spaces. This 3-layer BSP-tree representation allows a shape to be stored in a 3-layer multilayer perceptron (MLP) as a neural implicit, while an exact polygon mesh can be extracted from the MLP weights by parsing the underlying BSP-tree. BSP-Net is the first shape decoder neural network that can produce compact and watertight polygon meshes natively. Next, we present Neural Marching Cubes (NMC), a data-driven algorithm for reconstructing meshes from discretized implicit fields. NMC is built upon Marching Cubes (MC), but it learns the vertex positions and local mesh topologies from example training meshes, thereby avoiding topological errors and achieving better reconstruction of geometric features. In our subsequent work, Neural Dual Contouring (NDC), we replace the MC meshing algorithm with Dual Contouring (DC) with slight modifications, so that our algorithm that can reconstruct meshes from signed/unsigned distance fields, binary voxels, and point clouds, with high accuracy and fast inference speed. Furthermore, inspired by the volume rendering algorithm in Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF), we introduce differentiable rendering to NDC to arrive at MobileNeRF, a NeRF based on triangle meshes with view-dependent textures that can reconstruct scenes from multi-view images. MobileNeRF is the first NeRF-based method that can run on phones and other mobile devices, exhibiting its efficiency and compatibility.
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Figure 6.9 **Limitations** – (a) the monitor/table are hollow, because the reflections are modelled as real objects behind the monitor and below the table. (b) our method generates scattered small fragments in the semi-transparent parts. (c) the camera is too close to the scene and details in the grass cannot be represented at the chosen texture resolution.

Figure 6.10 **Scene editing** – (a) four objects learned from the synthetic scenes are added into an unbounded scene. (b) a branch of the ficus is bent. (c) the horns are removed.
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Problem Statement

Deep learning has been a game changer in computer science. During the past decade, deep learning methods have evolved from experimental tools in research labs into real life applications such as those in autonomous driving, recommendation systems, object and action recognition, machine translation, speech recognition, generative AI for content creation, and many others. These deep learning methods have profound impact in our lives. One recent example is AI-generated art achieved by large text-to-image models, such as Stable Diffusion [206], which have made creating art accessible to general public and have changed the workflow of many artists. Another prominent example is AI chatbots, such as ChatGPT [183], which are powerful productivity tools that can help people with various tasks ranging from summarizing and drafting documents to coding and debugging.

The success of these deep learning models can be attributed, in part, to their well-established data representations. For instance, images are represented as 2D arrays of pixels, where convolutional neural networks (CNN) have been developed to process and generate them; texts are represented as sequences of words, where sequence models such as recurrent neural networks (RNN) and Transformers [246] can be applied. These representations have been widely accepted in both academia and industry. Therefore, both the software (neural network architectures and algorithms) and the hardware (AI chips and Tensor Processing Units) have been designed and optimized to handle these types of data, accelerating the adoption of deep learning methods in real life.

However, there is no standard data representation for 3D shapes in deep learning models. Various representations have been proposed for neural networks to generate 3D outputs, such as point clouds, voxels, and neural implicit. Point clouds have been a popular representation as the input to neural networks [195, 196, 256], but they may not be a desirable representation as the output, since sparse point clouds cannot be used in realistic rendering, and dense point clouds have high space and computational complexity to be generated by neural networks. Voxels also have the issue of high complexity, even when adaptive spatial
structures such as octrees are used [43, 92, 236]. Neural implicit representation [38, 163, 185] was designed to provide a compact way to represent 3D shapes as continuous implicit fields stored in neural networks. It guarantees to produce watertight shapes with manifold surfaces, which is ideal for rendering. And unlike point clouds and voxels where the neural networks have to generate the whole output shape in a single forwarding pass, models with the neural implicit representation can naturally break a shape into small mini-batches for training and inference, making the representation highly scalable. The various advantages of neural implicit make it quickly become the most adopted representation in 3D reconstruction and generative models.

Unfortunately, these popular representations are not suitable for most real-world applications, as polygon meshes are the dominant 3D representation in the industry. Their dominance is reflected in two aspects. First, polygon meshes are the standard representation used by artists to create 3D models. The entire 3D content creation pipeline revolves around polygon meshes, from modeling to texturing (UV mapping) to animation (rigging). Second, polygon meshes are the only 3D representation that GPUs (Graphics Processing Units) accept and render. Modern GPUs have been specifically designed and have gone through heavy optimizations to perform a single type of rendering: on polygons. Thus, even in the case when 3D models are initially created using other methods, such as 3D sculpting or particle simulation, they still need to be converted into meshes for rendering purposes.

Despite the dominance of polygon meshes in real-world applications, they are rarely used as a representation for output shapes in neural networks. The primary reason is that polygon meshes are essentially a special kind of graphs, with arbitrary numbers of vertices and faces that need to be connected in specific ways to form manifold surfaces. In contrast, neural networks are typically constrained to generate fixed-length outputs in a single forwarding pass. As a result, treating meshes as graphs requires the networks to be recurrent and to generate vertices and faces one-by-one. This is neither efficient nor practical, as networks tend to overfit and/or underfit when no inductive bias is present.

Indeed, neural networks do not have to produce meshes natively; they can simply convert their output representations into polygon meshes whenever necessary. However, this raises two issues. First, there needs to be algorithms that reconstruct polygon meshes from other representations. Classic model-driven mesh reconstruction algorithms were built on heuristic assumptions that may not always hold in real-world scenarios, resulting in a range of issues and reduced reconstruction quality. It is expected that data-driven mesh reconstruction algorithms that can learn from shapes in the real world should outperform their traditional counterparts and exhibit improved generalizability, but this ironically leads us back to the question of how to generate meshes with neural networks. Second, mesh reconstruction is a post-processing step applied to the outputs of the neural networks, which is detached from the training phase of these deep learning models. As a result, the networks have no control over the quality and the compactness of the final reconstructed mesh, leading to
quantization errors and excessive vertices and triangles in the output mesh. In contrast, producing meshes natively allows the neural networks to be aware of the errors in the final output mesh so that they can be compensated during training, thereby achieving superior quality with fewer mesh elements.

Therefore, deep learning models that produce polygon meshes are not only desirable models in real applications, but also powerful tools for converting other 3D representations into usable formats. Today, creating 3D content still requires significant professional knowledge, and only individuals who have undergone extensive training and practice are capable of modeling 3D shapes and scenes in specialized software. We are in urgent need for deep learning-powered mesh creation tools that can enhance the robustness and user-friendliness of 3D modeling, making it accessible to a broader audience.

In this thesis, we tackle neural mesh reconstruction specifically, where 3D polygon meshes are reconstructed from given inputs by utilizing neural networks that learn priors from training shapes. We propose several representations that draw inspiration from classical data structures and algorithms in computer graphics, to effectively represent meshes within neural networks. And by developing a series of deep learning methods that reconstruct meshes from voxels, point clouds, single images, and multi-view images, we aim to advance the research in mesh-based representation learning, improve the robustness and performance of mesh reconstruction methods, and ultimately, make 3D content creation accessible to everyone.

1.2 Challenges

The major challenge and the focus of this thesis is how explicit meshes can be represented in neural networks. An accompanying challenge is that the original tessellations in the training meshes are usually not the desirable ground truth for the output meshes and cannot be used for direct supervision. Consequently, networks have to be trained to learn mesh tessellations using either pseudo ground truth or no ground truth.

1.2.1 Representing explicit meshes in neural networks

It goes without saying that representing explicit meshes in neural networks is a challenging task. There were attempts [50, 174] that treat a mesh as a graph and generate vertices and faces sequentially, which led to overcomplex network design, poor output quality, and overfitting. A considerable amount of works adopt deformation-based approaches that deform a sphere [249, 115, 152, 31, 299, 171, 292], a set of cuboids [74, 73], or a set of 2D square patches [86, 260, 8] into the target shape. But they are either limited to a fixed topology or having noticeable artifacts such as seams between patches.

Some works aim at shape abstraction, e.g., representing a shape with a sparse set of boxes [239] or superquadrics [187]. Their generated meshes are usually of poor quality.
due to their simple primitive types. Using convex primitives to construct shapes has the potential to significantly improve shape quality and compactness. Yet, representing general and compact convex primitives with neural networks is highly non-trivial. To tackle this, we draw inspiration from a classical spatial data structure in computer graphics, Binary Space Partitioning (BSP), to devise BSP-Net [36], a network that learns to represent a 3D shape using a set of convex primitives obtained from a BSP-tree built on a set of planes.

Some other works represent meshes in regular grid structures [139, 71], so that convolutional operations can be applied in their networks for efficient learning. However, their algorithms are unable to generate surface details due to the limited representation ability of their mesh tessellations, which are naively adopted from classic methods such as Marching Cubes [157]. Therefore, we not only enhance the mesh tessellations in classic methods, allowing Marching Cubes [157] to reconstruct sharp geometric features and Dual Contouring [110] to reconstruct thin sheets and non-orientable surfaces, but also parameterize the tessellations in both algorithms, enabling them to be coupled with deep neural networks for accurate mesh reconstruction from various input types, resulting in Neural Marching Cubes (NMC) [39] and Neural Dual Contouring (NDC) [35]. Moreover, in MobileNeRF [33], we show that textures with transparencies can be used for representing geometric details on coarse meshes, which is especially beneficial in scene reconstruction tasks with differentiable rendering.

1.2.2 Learning mesh tessellations with pseudo or no ground truth

Mesh tessellations can be highly ambiguous, in the sense that the exact same geometry can have limitless possible tessellations. As a consequence, the original tessellations in the ground truth meshes may not be optimal or even representative. On the other hand, the ground truth tessellations used for training must be compatible with neural networks. In other words, the tessellations are only useful when the networks can generate them.

To learn mesh tessellations without ground truth, grid-based mesh reconstruction methods [139] typically sample points on the predicted mesh and the ground truth mesh, and minimize points-to-points or points-to-mesh distances, thereby learning the optimal tessellations by minimizing the mesh reconstruction error. However, this training strategy is not suitable for reconstructing highly detailed shapes, as it requires sampling dense point clouds to capture the details on those shapes, and computing distances between dense point clouds is prohibitively expensive. Therefore, in NMC and NDC where our focus is to reconstruct geometric details, we develop pseudo ground truth tessellations by performing a re-meshing on training meshes, to convert the meshes into the formats that our networks can generate, so that the training can be done efficiently in a fully supervised manner. In MobileNeRF where no ground truth is available, we simply adopt a fixed grid topology. We rely on differentiable rendering to adjust the mesh vertices to approximate the shape, and rely on the opacity in mesh textures to change the mesh topology.
To generate more compact meshes, regular grid structures cannot be relied on since they intrinsically generate dense and uniformly-distributed mesh elements. The networks will need to learn to tessellate shapes adaptively, with more polygons on detailed regions and fewer on featureless regions. Thus, in BSP-Net, we represent an explicit Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) tree with a neural implicit representation. By training the neural network to learn implicit functions, no explicit mesh tessellation is required during training, and the network learns to allocate primitives adaptively and automatically. When an explicit mesh is needed, we parse the underlying CSG-tree to produce mesh tessellations.

1.3 Contributions

In this thesis, we introduce several deep learning algorithms that reconstruct meshes from various input sources, including voxels, point clouds, single images, and multi-view images. Specifically, we propose the first deep generative network that directly outputs compact and watertight polygon meshes with arbitrary topology, the first data-driven iso-surfacing algorithm that is able to recover sharp geometric features from discretized implicit fields, the first unified and generalizable mesh reconstruction framework that can accommodate multiple input types, and the first NeRF-based novel-view synthesis method that leverages meshes as its representation for fast rendering on mobile devices.

1.3.1 Generating compact meshes with neural networks

Following the introduction of the neural implicit representation by DeepSDF [185], OccNet [163], and our IM-Net [38], there has been a surge in adopting neural implicit in various applications. However, despite being a compact representation, neural implicit does not produce compact meshes, as it requires an iso-surfacing step to extract the meshes from the fields. Coincidentally, during the development of BAE-Net [37] where our original goal was to apply neural implicit in unsupervised shape co-segmentation, we observed that a shallow MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP) exhibited a certain tree structure akin to a classical BSP-tree, suggesting a potential way to represent polygon meshes in MLPs.

Therefore, with the aim of generating compact meshes, we present BSP-Net, a shape decoder neural network based on a neural BSP-tree to decode a latent code into a 3D shape and output polygon meshes natively. BSP-Net is essentially a neural implicit representation, with an MLP to classify whether a given query 3D point is inside or outside the output shape. However, its MLP architecture is reformulated so that the first layer of the neural network explicitly represents multiple planes that fit the surfaces of a 3D shape. Each plane implies a Binary Space Partition, and the output 3D shape is composed by combining the half-spaces from the binary space partitions. This composition is performed explicitly in the second and third layers of the MLP via binarized network weights, where the second layer groups planes into convex parts, and the third layer groups convex parts into the output.
3D shape. Therefore, at inference time, the BSP-tree can be explicitly constructed from the network weights, and an explicit polygon mesh can be extracted by parsing the BSP-tree using classic CSG.

We adopt an encoder-decoder setting to first encode the input into a global shape latent code, and then use BSP-Net to decode it into a polygon mesh. In principle, this framework can reconstruct meshes from all types of inputs as long as they can be encoded into a shape latent code, although we only explore voxel and single image inputs in our experiments. We also demonstrate the strengths of BSP-Net through extensive testing on shape segmentation and part correspondence. Our contributions are summarized as follows.

- BSP-Net is the first deep generative network to directly output compact and watertight polygon meshes with arbitrary topology and structure variety.
- BSP-Net is also the first deep generative network that can reconstruct and recover sharp geometric features.
- The learned BSP-tree enables us to infer both shape segmentation and part correspondence in an unsupervised manner.

1.3.2 Data-driven iso-surfacing algorithm

We then seek to extend the capabilities of another classic algorithm in computer graphics, Marching Cubes (MC), through deep learning techniques. Due to their model-driven design, classical MC and its variants are unable to reconstruct geometric features that reveal coherence or dependencies between nearby cubes, such as sharp edges. To boost the performance of MC algorithms, we introduce Neural Marching Cubes (NMC), a data-driven approach for extracting a triangle mesh from a discretized implicit field. In NMC, we re-cast MC from a deep learning perspective, by designing tessellation templates more apt at preserving geometric features, and learning the vertex positions and mesh topologies from training meshes, to account for contextual information from nearby cubes. We develop a compact per-cube parameterization to represent the output triangle mesh, while being compatible with neural processing, so that a simple 3D convolutional network can be employed for the training. In addition, our network learns local features with limited receptive fields, hence it generalizes well to new shapes and new datasets.

We evaluate our NMC approach by extensive comparisons to all well-known MC variants. In particular, we demonstrate the ability of our network to recover sharp features such as edges and corners, and also reconstruct local mesh topologies more accurately than previous approaches. Our contributions are summarized as follows.

- NMC is the first data-driven iso-surfacing algorithm and it is also the first iso-surfacing algorithm able to recover sharp features without requiring additional inputs other than a uniform grid of implicit field values.
• NMC can more faithfully reconstruct local mesh topologies near thin shape structures and closeby surface sheets.

• NMC can be trained to reconstruct clean meshes from noisy inputs by adjusting the training data, thus offering a useful tool for extracting 3D shapes from those shape representations designed for neural networks.

1.3.3 Unified mesh reconstruction framework

Following NMC, we introduce Neural Dual Contouring (NDC), a unified data-driven approach that learns to reconstruct meshes from a variety of inputs, including signed or unsigned distance fields, binary voxels, non-oriented point clouds, and noisy raw scans. NDC generalizes to a broad range of shape types, including CAD models with sharp edges, organic shapes, open surfaces for cloths, scans of indoor scenes, and even non-orientable surfaces.

NDC is based on Dual Contouring (DC). Like traditional DC, it produces exactly one vertex per grid cell and one quad for each grid edge intersection, a natural and efficient structure for reproducing sharp features. However, rather than computing vertex locations and edge crossings with hand-crafted functions that depend directly on difficult-to-obtain surface gradients, NDC uses a neural network to predict them. As a result, NDC can be trained to produce meshes from all kinds of input types as long as they can be converted into a grid structure, and it can produce open surfaces in cases where the input represents a sheet or partial surface.

We show in the experiments that NDC not only has strong generalizability to new shapes and new datasets, but also provides better surface reconstruction accuracy, feature preservation, output complexity, triangle quality, and inference time, compared to previous learned and traditional methods. Our contributions are summarized as follows.

• NDC is the first data-driven approach to mesh reconstruction based on Dual Contouring. It eliminates the need for gradients in the input as in classical DC, and it accounts for local contextual information from nearby cubes.

• NDC is a unified learning model that is applicable to a larger variety of inputs than previous meshing methods. The allowed inputs include signed/unsigned distance fields, binary voxels, and un-oriented point clouds.

• Compared to the previous data-driven iso-surfacing algorithm NMC, NDC has a significant reduction in representational complexity, which translates to across-the-board gains, in terms of simplicity of the network architecture, reduction in network capacity, training and inference times, and more.

• UNDC (unsigned NDC), the sign-agnostic version of NDC, can produce open, even non-orientable, output surfaces. It can recover thin structures thinner than one voxel in the input grid, which no other iso-surfacing algorithms can reconstruct.
1.3.4 Real-time NeRF based on textured polygon meshes

Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF) [167] have demonstrated amazing ability to synthesize images of 3D scenes from novel views when trained on input multi-view images. However, they are typically slow and incompatible with common devices due to their specialized volumetric rendering algorithms. To build fast and compatible NeRF models, we introduce MobileNeRF, a NeRF that can run on a variety of common mobile devices in real time. In MobileNeRF, the NeRF is represented by a set of textured polygons, where the polygons roughly follow the surface of the scene, and the texture atlas stores opacity and feature vectors. To render an image, we utilize the classic polygon rasterization pipeline with Z-buffering to produce a feature vector for each pixel and pass it to a lightweight MLP running in a GLSL fragment shader to produce the view-dependent output color. This rendering pipeline takes full advantage of the parallelism provided by z-buffers and fragment shaders in modern graphics hardware, and thus is much faster than the prior state-of-the-art. Moreover, it requires only a standard polygon rendering pipeline, which is implemented and accelerated on virtually every computing platform, and thus it runs on mobile phones and other devices previously unable to support NeRF visualization at interactive rates.

Our contributions are summarized as follows.

- MobileNeRF is $10\times$ faster than the prior state-of-the-art (SNeRG [97]), with the same output quality.
- MobileNeRF consumes less GPU memory by storing surface textures instead of volumetric textures, enabling it to run on integrated GPUs with limited memory and power.
- MobileNeRF runs on a web browser and is compatible with all devices we have tested. It is also the first NeRF-based method that is able to run on mobile phones and AR/VR platforms.
- MobileNeRF allows real-time manipulation of the reconstructed objects/scenes, as they are simple triangle meshes.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we will discuss various 3D representations used in neural networks and review deep-learning mesh reconstruction methods. In Chapter 3, we will introduce BSP-Net for generating compact meshes with neural networks via binary space partitioning. In Chapter 4, we will introduce Neural Marching Cubes (NMC) for reconstructing meshes from implicit fields by learning from example training meshes. In Chapter 5, we will introduce Neural Dual Contouring (NDC), a unified data-driven approach that can reconstruct meshes from all common input types. In Chapter 6, we will
introduce MobileNeRF for efficient neural field rendering on mobile architectures by representing NeRF in textured polygon meshes. In Chapter 7, we will provide conclusions and discuss future works.

**Related publications**  This thesis includes previously published material. The following is a list of the papers and their corresponding chapters:


- Chapter 4 appeared in the paper “Neural Marching Cubes”. Zhiqin Chen and Hao Zhang. ACM Transactions on Graphics (Special Issue of SIGGRAPH Asia), 40(6), 2021.


Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we provide background and works related to this thesis. First, we describe various 3D representations used in neural 3D reconstruction and generative models in Section 2.1, to give an overview of how neural networks can output 3D meshes. Then we provide a comprehensive review of deep-learning mesh reconstruction methods categorized by their input, specifically, mesh reconstruction from voxels in Section 2.2, from point clouds in Section 2.3, from single images in Section 2.4, and from multi-view images in Section 2.5.

2.1 3D Representations for Neural Networks

The foundation for any algorithm is the data representation. Unfortunately, there is no such unified representation for 3D models. In fact, researchers have proposed a wide range of representations for 3D generative tasks.

In this section, we focus on representations that are essentially triangle meshes, therefore point clouds, although being a very popular representation, will not be discussed. We also consider representations that can be easily converted into triangle meshes, such as CSG (Constructive Solid Geometry) trees, parametric surfaces, voxels, and neural implicit.

2.1.1 Deformation-based

Deforming a single template mesh to create shapes of different poses has been widely used for face [58] and human body [124, 18, 190] shape reconstruction. However, due to the availability of a single template mesh, this representation is not suitable for reconstructing general 3D objects.

Extending the idea of deforming a single shape, one can first retrieve a most suitable template for the target object, and then deform the template, to achieve optimal performance. The methods usually process the inputs with neural networks to either classify which template is most suitable, such as BCNet [105] and Multi-Garment Net (MGN) [17]; or embed the input into a deformation-aware latent space to retrieve the nearest-neighbor template, such as 3D Deformation Network (3DN) [255], Deformation-Aware 3D Model Em-
bedding and Retrieval [242], and ShapeFlow [106]. Then, a deformation network is applied to deform the template into the target shape.

The above representations all assume high-quality shape templates are given, and they are most used for highly specialized reconstruction tasks. For general shape reconstruction tasks, especially when reconstructing 3D shapes with only 2D image supervision, a primitive shape could be used as the initial shape, and it can be deformed to approximate the target shape. The most commonly used primitive is a simple sphere. Representative works that are trained with ground truth 3D supervision include AtlasNet (sphere version) [86], Pixel2Mesh [249], Pixel2Mesh++ [258], Neural mesh flow [90], and [184]. It may not be the most popular representation for models trained with 3D supervision, but it indeed has been the dominant representation in models trained with only 2D image supervision, such as N3MR (Neural 3d Mesh Renderer) [115], Soft Rasterizer [152], DIB-R [31], DIB-R++ [32], Image GANs meet Differentiable Rendering [299], UNICORN [171], NeRS [292], and [98, 191, 138]. There are multiple ways to perform deformation on the sphere: it can be an MLP (MultiLayer perceptron) that takes a 3D point on the sphere surface and outputs its deformed coordinates [86, 184, 171, 292]; or using graph convolutional networks on the sphere meshes to predict vertex positions [249, 258]; or using a CNN decoder to predict a displacement map on the sphere [191]; the majority of the methods simply use an MLP to predict the offsets of all vertices in the template mesh, outputting a $V \times 3$ vector where $V$ is the number of vertices in the template. Some works on 3D reconstruction with 2D supervision adopt a better initialization than a simple sphere. CMR [111] initializes the template shape as the convex hull of the mean keypoint locations obtained after running SFM (structure from motion) on the annotated keypoints. [113] initializes the template shape using the visual hull of the annotated object masks on the training images. [81] initializes the template shape using a very simple but manually designed mesh. Note that for these works, the template meshes are optimizable during training.

One can also consider deforming a uniform 2D grid as deforming one primitive, with the primitive being a square. Therefore, many works that predict depth images from a single image can be put into this representation category, e.g., “Unsupervised learning of probably symmetric deformable 3d objects from images in the wild” [269]. Similarly, there are models that predict geometry images [87], such as SurfNet [226].

Deforming a single primitive shape limits the topology and the representation ability of the reconstructed shapes, therefore a natural solution is to fit multiple primitive shapes. However, this representation is mostly used when direct 3D supervision is available. Representative works include AtlasNet (patch version) [86], where an output shape is represented as a collection of square meshes, each deformed via an independent MLP. Photometric Mesh Optimization [141] adopts the 25-patch version of AtlasNet to reconstruct an object mesh from multi-view images. Follow-up works fit square meshes into local patches of a shape to perform mesh reconstruction from point clouds, such as Deep geometric prior [260] and
Meshlet priors [8]. The square patches in AtlasNet lead to many issues, including overlapping patches, self-intersections, and conspicuous artifacts on the surface. SDM-NET [74] has output shapes made of deformed unit cube meshes; it addresses the above issues via strong part-wise 3D supervision. Another work [228] applies a deformable parametric template composed of Coons patches [47] to generate manifold and piecewise-smooth shapes made of parametric surfaces.

2.1.2 Set of primitives

A shape can also be approximated by a set of primitive meshes, where the network only needs to predict the parameters for each primitive, in contrast to utilizing deformation networks as those deformation-based representations. A commonly used primitive type is bounding boxes or boxes that approximate the shape, such as those in Im2struct [180] and VP [239]. Boxes are easy to define: the network only needs to predict the size, the translation, the rotation, and the existence probability of each primitive box. An explicit mesh can also be easily obtained by a union of the box meshes.

Follow-up works such as SQ [187] and Hierarchical SQ [186] use superquadrics instead of boxes for the primitives. Superquadrics [10] are a parametric family of surfaces that can be used to describe cubes, cylinders, spheres, octahedra, ellipsoids, and other simple primitives, with just two shape parameters. Therefore, using superquadrics can improve the representation ability to better approximate the target shape. To generate superquadrics, the network needs to predict the shape parameters, the size, the translation, the rotation, and the existence probability of each superquadric primitive. Meshes also can be easily obtained from superquadrics.

Convex primitives proposed in CvxNet [57] and our work BSP-Net [36] are more compact than superquadrics, and also more flexible as their primitive can model any convex shape. Unlike boxes or superquadrics, convex primitives cannot be described by a few parameters. Therefore, the methods require intricate neural network design: the network first predicts a set of planes or half-spaces, and then the network intersects selected half-spaces to form convex primitives, and finally the convex primitives are united to form the output shape. Polygonal meshes can be directly extracted from the tree structure.

To make the primitives more flexible, Neural Star Domain [116] represents each primitive as a star domain. One can consider a star domain as a “height” function defined on the surface of a unit sphere, therefore a star domain can be approximately represented as the coefficients of spherical harmonics. So to generate those primitives, the network needs to predict a few spherical harmonics coefficients for each primitive, plus the translation vector. Meshes can be extracted by deforming a unit-sphere template mesh with respect to the “height” function.
2.1.3 Constructive solid geometry

Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) is a common representation for CAD (computer-aided design) models, where primitive shapes such as polyhedrons, ellipsoids, and cylinders are merged via boolean operators such as union, intersection, and difference. CSG representation is a compact representation that is able to preserve sharp and smooth geometric features.

When ground truth CSG-trees are available, a network can be trained with fully-supervised learning to produce a sequence of operations and their operands, where the sequence is equivalent to a CSG-tree. A representative work is CSGNet [218].

Yet when ground truth is unavailable, learning to represent a shape as a CSG-tree with neural networks is a very challenging task, because CSG trees include selecting suitable primitives and performing CSG operations. Both steps are discrete and non-differentiable. Our work BSP-Net [36] from the previous section could also be considered as using CSG representation, since it intersects half-spaces to form convex shapes and then unions convex shapes to form the output shape. BSP-Net first learns a continuous approximation of the CSG-tree, and then discretizes it to obtain a real CSG-tree. However, BSP-Net only adopts planes (half-spaces) as primitives, therefore it only approximates piece-wise planar shapes. A follow-up work CAPRI-Net [289] relaxed the primitive types to axis-aligned quadratic surfaces, therefore it is able to represent curved smooth surfaces with a single primitive. In addition, CAPRI-Net also introduced a differentiable difference operator. The predicted quadratic surface primitives are first selected and intersected to form convex shapes; then the convex shapes are unioned to form two potentially concave shapes; finally the difference between the two concave shapes forms the output shape.

While CAPRI-Net uses quadratic surfaces as primitives, other works use primitive shapes as primitives. UCSG-Net [112] predicts parameters of boxes and spheres and uses them as primitives. Similarly CSG-Stump [202] predicts boxes, spheres, cylinders and cones. While UCSG-Net has several CSG layers where each layer supports multiple types of CSG operations; CSG-Stump only has three layers with fixed ordering (complement-intersection-union), similar to CAPRI-Net (intersection-union-difference).

2.1.4 Sketch and extrude

“Sketch and extrude” is also a CSG representation. However, different from the representation described in the previous section where primitive 3D shapes are used for CSG operations, this representation takes an approach more similar to the workflow of creating CAD models, by repeatedly sketching a 2D profile and then extruding that profile into a 3D body. DeepCAD [267] is a pioneer in generating CAD models with such a representation, by applying a Transformer network [246] to predict the command sequences for creating the output shape. Follow-up work [126] reconstructs CAD shapes from rounded voxel models; it represents profiles as 2D occupancy images. Point2Cyl [241] reconstructs CAD shapes
from point clouds; it represents profiles as 2D neural implicit. Point2Cyl is also considered a representative work in “primitive detection”, since it first segments the point cloud into patches, and then reconstructs extrusion cylinders from those patches.

The works mentioned above all apply supervised training with ground truth command sequences. ExtrudeNet [203] can learn such sequences unsupervisedly. It uses closed cubic Bezier curves as profiles and proposed a differentiable sketch-to-SDF module and a differentiable extrusion module to construct 3D parts. Those 3D parts are combined using CSG-Stump [202] to form the output shape.

2.1.5 Primitive detection

In previous primitive-based representations, the output shapes are usually generated by a shape decoder from a global shape latent code, therefore they are leaning toward generative models. The representation in this section does not have a shape latent space. It is more like an object detection model in computer vision, where the primitive types and parameters are directly predicted from global and local shape features by the neural networks. Therefore, this representation is usually for reconstructing CAD models of mechanical parts. Specifically, SPFN [135], CPFN [129], ParSeNet [219], HPNet [279], and Point2Cyl [241] all reconstruct parametric surfaces from point clouds. They first use a neural network to extract per-point features from the input point cloud, and then apply a clustering module to segment the point cloud into patches belonging to different primitives, and finally classify the primitive type and regress the primitive parameters for each patch. SPFN [135] and CPFN [129] can reconstruct planes, spheres, cylinders, and cones; ParSeNet [219] and HPNet [279] in addition can reconstruct open and closed B-spline patches. ComplexGen [88] adopts a more structured representation, boundary representation (B-Rep), to recover corners, curves (line, circle, B-spline, ellipse) and patches (plane, cylinder, torus, B-spline, cone, sphere) simultaneously along with their mutual topology constraints. Point2Cyl [241] utilizes a “sketch and extrude” representation.

2.1.6 Grid mesh

Inspired by classic iso-surfacing algorithms such as Marching Cubes (MC) [157], Dual Contouring (DC) [110], and Marching Tetrahedra (MT) [60], which operate on a regular grid structure, several methods have been proposed to also generate a regular grid of parameters, so that surfaces can be extracted cell by cell. Compared to other representations, the advantage of this representation is that a 3D convolutional neural network (CNN) can be applied to produce the grid outputs, and CNNs have been thoroughly studied and heavily optimized to be very efficient and effective, compared to the network architectures (usually MLPs or graph convolutions) used in other representations.

One earliest work on this representation is Deep Marching Cubes (DMC) [139]. DMC has an encoder-decoder structure, where the encoder encodes the inputs into shape latent
codes, and the decoder is a 3D CNN to generate a grid of inside-outside signs and a grid of vertex positions. An explicit triangle mesh can be extracted by applying MC algorithm on the predicted sign grid to determine the topology, i.e., mesh tessellation, in each cell, and the positions of the mesh vertices are given by the predicted grid of vertex positions. Our work, Neural Marching Cubes (NMC) [39], has a similar idea in spirit, but it targets iso-surfacing tasks such as mesh reconstruction from grids of signed distances or occupancies. NMC has “local” backbone networks (fully convolutional without bottleneck layer) with small receptive fields for better generalizability, and it has enriched the MC cube tessellation cases to better reconstruct detailed geometry such as sharp features.

Our follow-up work, Neural Dual Contouring (NDC) [35], adopts DC, a much simpler algorithm compared to MC, as the meshing algorithm. NDC has very simple methods: a “local” network generates a grid of signs or intersection flags, another “local” network generates a grid of interior vertex positions, and finally DC is applied to connect the generated vertices to form mesh surfaces. NDC can take any input that can be converted into a grid structure, such as grids of signed or unsigned distances, binary occupancies, and point clouds.

DEFTET [71] also predicts a grid structure - a tetrahedron grid. The method predicts the occupancy for each tetrahedron, and the offset for each vertex relative to their initial positions in the regular tetrahedron grid. The output of DEFTET is a tetrahedral mesh, which is one of the dominant representations for volumetric solids in graphics, and it can be directly used in simulation. Note that DEFTET predicts the occupancy for each tetrahedron, unlike DMC, NMC, and NDC which predict signs on grid vertices. DMTET [222] also uses a tetrahedron grid, but it predicts the signed distance on each grid vertex, so it requires a differentiable iso-surfacing step (differentiable marching tetrahedra). Follow-up work Nvdiffrec [173] combines DMTET and differentiable rendering to reconstruct meshes from multi-view images.

Adaptive O-CNN [254] produces a polygon soup, where the polygons do not connect to form a surface. It uses an octree-like network structure that subdivides nodes according to the expected complexity of surface details. Each leaf node predicts the parameters of a plane, which generates a polygon in that cell.

2.1.7 Voxels

Similar to “Grid mesh” where grid structures are used to store local mesh properties, it is in fact easier for the neural networks to directly predict a grid of voxels carrying implicit field values, such as signed distances or occupancies, and then apply meshing or iso-surfacing algorithms to extract the mesh. Occupancy or signed distance grids have been very popular representations, and the reason is similar to that of “Grid mesh”, that a mature technique, convolutional neural networks (CNN), can be applied to produce the grid outputs. Due to the popularity and wide usage of voxels, there are thousands of publications that adopt this
representation. Therefore, this section will only cover a few representative works to explain the various use cases.

The simplest way to generate voxels is to use a 3D CNN network to predict a 3D grid of occupancies. A representative work is 3D-R2N2 [43], which has a simple network structure: an encoder-decoder structure where a 2D CNN encoder encodes the input image into a latent code, and a 3D CNN decoder decodes the latent code into a voxel grid. To take multiple images from different views as input, 3D-R2N2 utilizes Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [99] to aggregate the sequence of latent codes before feeding them to the shape decoder.

Note that 3D-R2N2 has a bottleneck in the network architecture to produce a global latent code that is not capable of representing detailed shape geometries and is unlikely to generalize to inputs dissimilar to those in the training set. Some works that adopt voxels use a local network or U-Net [207] to take into account local features, such as DECOR-GAN [34] and GenRe [298].

However, voxel grids are of $O(N^3)$ space complexity. It is hard to generate a voxel grid of sufficiently high resolution due to hardware memory constraints. Therefore, octree representation which adaptively subdivides voxels has been applied in many works, such as HSP (Hierarchical Surface Prediction) [92], 3D-CFCN [25], OctNetFusion [205], OGN [236], and Dual OCNN [253].

Finally, predicting grids of signed distances rather than occupancies can better model smooth surfaces, as signed distances contain more information about the surface than binary occupancies. Example works include 3D-EPN [51] and Deep level sets [165].

### 2.1.8 Neural implicit

Neural implicit representation is an extremely popular representation nowadays. It was proposed in CVPR 2019 by three concurrent works IM-Net [38], OccNet [163], and DeepSDF [185]. Since then there has been an explosion of neural implicit papers. This section will only list a few representative works. We refer the readers to the survey “Neural Fields in Visual Computing and Beyond” [275] for more related works.

Neural implicit representation is essentially an MLP (MultiLayer perceptron) that takes a point’s coordinates as input and outputs the inside-outside sign [38, 163] or signed distance [185] of that input point. The MLP itself represents the implicit function of a 3D shape. To generate different output shapes based on the input, the MLP can be conditioned via concatenating a shape latent code with the input point coordinates before feeding the point to the MLP [38, 185], or modulating the MLP network weights using the latent code [163, 227]. The main difference between neural implicit and voxels is that voxels need 3D CNNs to directly predict a grid of implicit field values, therefore it outputs the entire shape with one network forward pass, whereas neural implicit processes each single input point individually with the same MLP. To output the entire shape, a grid of points need
to be sampled in space and the MLP needs to run on each of the points to produce a grid of implicit field values. Marching Cubes (MC) [157] is usually applied to the grid to extract an explicit mesh. Theoretically, neural implicit can represent shapes with infinitely fine resolution without increasing the model (MLP) size, in contrast to voxels which have an $O(N^3)$ space complexity, therefore neural implicit has been considered as a compact representation.

Structured Implicit Functions [78] propose to use scaled axis-aligned anisotropic 3D Gaussians (i.e., a set of Gaussian balls) to represent the implicit field, instead of an MLP. It can speed up training and inference of neural implicit and has been adopted in follow-ups that have global shape latent codes.

However, global shape latent codes cannot represent detailed shape geometries and they often lead to overfitting on a specific dataset or category of shapes, therefore methods have been proposed to include local features to condition the MLP so that the network can have better accuracy on local details and generalize better. PIFu [210], PIFuHD [211], DISN [276], and D^2IM-Net [136] employ local features from 2D image encoders for single-view 3D reconstruction tasks. LIG [107], ConvONet (Convolutional occupancy networks) [193], SA-ConvONet [235], POCO [21], and IF-Nets [41] employ local features extracted from point clouds or voxels to perform object or scene reconstructions.

Differentiable rendering has also been developed for neural implicit. [153], DVR [179], IDR [283], and DIST [150] can reconstruct objects from multi-view images; they assume the object mask is given for each input image, and each ray intersects the surface at most once (only one intersection point per ray for the gradient to propagate). NeuS [250], HF-NeuS [63], UNISURF [182], VolSDF [282], and [7] also reconstruct objects or scenes from multi-view images. However, they are based on the ray marching volume rendering formula of NeRF [167]. They do not need object masks, and they sample numerous points along each ray to perform volume rendering.

### 2.1.9 Others

**Connect given vertices.** This representation can only be used for reconstructing a mesh from a point cloud, because it only connects given vertices from the point cloud. The methods can be classified by whether it infers the inside-outside regions of the shape and thus generates a closed mesh. Most methods do not generate a closed mesh. [149] generates a collection of triangles by proposing candidate triangles, classifying the candidate triangles with a neural network to determine which triangles should exist in the output mesh, and repeating this process. PointTriNet [220] has a classification network to classify whether a given candidate triangle should exist in the output mesh, and a proposal network to suggest likely neighbor triangles for a given existing triangle. [197] first estimates local neighborhoods around each point, and then perform a 2D projection of these neighborhoods so that a 2D Delaunay triangulation is computed to provide candidate triangles, and finally those
candidate triangles are aggregated to maximize the manifoldness of the reconstructed mesh. Delaunay triangulation based surface reconstruction methods can guarantee to generate a closed mesh because they first perform 3D Delaunay triangulation on the input points to obtain a tessellation of the 3D space with tetrahedrons, and then classify which tetrahedrons are inside the shape and which are outside. After the inside-outside labels are assigned, a surface can be reconstructed by extracting triangle faces between tetrahedrons of different labels. DeepDT [158] uses a graph neural network on the dual graph of the Delaunay triangulation to predict the label of each tetrahedron.

**Generate and connect vertices.** This representation first generates a set of mesh vertices with a neural network, and then selectively connects those vertices to form mesh faces with another neural network. The representation can directly generate a 3D mesh as an indexed face set, however, it is rarely used due to its extremely high complexity. Scan2Mesh [50] uses a point cloud generator (MLP) to generate a set of points. Then it constructs a fully connected graph on these points, and uses a graph neural network to predict which mesh edges should exist in the output mesh. Finally, it considers all possible triangle faces that can be formed from the predicted edges, constructs a dual graph on the faces, and uses a graph neural network to predict which mesh faces should exist in the output mesh. Due to the construction of a complete graph on the predicted points and the subsequent graph neural networks, this method can only predict a limited number of vertices (100 in the experiments). PolyGen [174] first generates mesh vertices sequentially from lowest to highest on the vertical axis. The continuous vertex positions are quantized to form discrete bins for likelihood calculation. The next vertex is generated by a vertex Transformer, which takes the current sequence of vertex positions as input, and outputs a distribution over discretized vertex positions. Then it generates polygon faces, also sequentially from lowest to highest on vertex indices. The next face is generated by a face Transformer, which takes the generated vertices and the current sequence of face indices as input, and outputs a distribution over vertex indices.

**Sequence of edits.** “Modeling 3D Shapes by Reinforcement Learning” [142] models 3D shapes with a sequence of editing operations. The method contains two neural networks, a Prim-Agent that approximates the shape using primitives, and a Mesh-Agent that edits the mesh to create detailed geometry. Given a depth image as shape reference and a set of pre-defined primitives, the Prim-Agent predicts a sequence of actions on primitives (drag primitive corner points or delete primitive) to approximate the target shape. Then the edge loops are added to the output primitives to subdivide each primitive into segments for finer editing control. Finally, the Mesh-Agent takes as input the shape reference and the primitive-based representation, and predicts actions on edge loops (drag edge loop corner points) to create detailed geometry.
2.2 Reconstruction from Voxels

In this section, we review works that reconstruct shapes from a grid of occupancies or signed distances. Based on the motivations, we divide the collection of works into two categories: shape super-resolution and shape parsing, where shape super-resolution reconstructs a more detailed and visually pleasing shape from the input voxels, and shape parsing decomposes the input voxels into primitives and CSG sequences for reverse engineering a CAD shape.

2.2.1 Shape super-resolution

Shape super-resolution strives to recover and even enhance geometric features from voxel inputs. Methods such as OccNet [163] and IM-Net [38] can convert input voxels into neural implicit representation, which can be sampled at arbitrarily high resolution. Although one can argue that the outputs of those methods indeed have higher resolution compared to the input voxels, they do not properly recover shape details; in fact, the reconstructed outputs often lose details presented in the input voxels, due to the usage of a global shape latent code. Therefore, works that perform voxel super-resolution mostly adopt local neural networks which take into account both local and global shape features.

Our works, Neural Marching Cubes (NMC) [39] and Neural Dual Contouring (NDC) [35], are data-driven iso-surfacing algorithms. They reconstruct meshes from input voxels and they are able to recover geometric features such as sharp corners and edges. They adopt and modify the mesh tessellations in classic iso-surfacing algorithms Marching Cubes (MC) [157] and Dual Contouring (DC) [110], and use neural networks to predict the tessellation case and the vertex positions in each voxel to directly output a polygonal mesh. Their neural network backbones have limited receptive fields, meaning that they can only infer geometric features from local regions and they do not have access to global shape information. Thus, the methods focus more on the mesh reconstruction side than the shape super-resolution side.

Similarly, methods such as Convolutional occupancy networks (ConvONet) [193] and “Implicit Functions in feature space” (IF-Nets) [41] can reconstruct shapes as neural implicit from input voxels. ConvONet adopts convolutional encoders to process the input voxels, and predict either a 3D grid of deep features (grid setting) or three 2D grids of deep features on three orthogonal planes (tri-plane setting). Then for each query point, the deep features are retrieved from the grid or the planes via trilinear or bilinear interpolation, and the deep features are concatenated with the query point coordinates to be fed into an MLP to predict the inside/outside status of the query point. IF-Nets also adopts convolutional encoders to compute multi-scale 3D grids encoding global and local features. Note that the backbone networks in these works are sufficiently large to produce global shape features, yet they also utilize local features. They are adept at recovering geometric features from reasonably
dense input voxels. However, they do not perform well on coarse inputs, since they only recover details and do not create more details on the coarse shape.

Therefore, methods have been proposed to generate new details on the coarse shape, mostly with the help of a local patch discriminator [82] (PatchGAN [104]). DECOR-GAN [34] performs shape detailization and is able to refine a coarse shape into a variety of detailed shapes with different styles. DECOR-GAN utilizes a 3D CNN generator for upsampling coarse voxels and a 3D PatchGAN discriminator to enforce local patches of the generated shape to be similar to those in the training detailed shapes. DMTET [222] also applies a 3D PatchGAN discriminator on the signed distance field computed from the predicted mesh to improve the local details.

Another approach to generating new details on the coarse shape is to retrieve high-resolution local patches from a database and combine them into a new shape with respect to the structure and context of the input coarse voxels. RetrievalFuse [224] creates a shared embedding space between coarse voxel chunks and a database of high-quality voxel chunks from indoor scene data. For a given coarse voxel input, multiple approximate reconstructions are created with retrieved chunks from the database, and the reconstructed scenes are then fused together with an attention-based blending to produce the final reconstruction.

2.2.2 Shape parsing

Parsing an input voxel grid into primitives and a sequence of operations requires specific output representations, namely, “set of primitives” (Section 2.1.2), “constructive solid geometry” (Section 2.1.3), and “sketch and extrude” (Section 2.1.4). One can refer to those sections for related works. Note that most methods in those sections use global shape latent codes, meaning that the methods can convert any input (point clouds, voxels, images, etc) into parsed shapes, as long as the input can be encoded into global latent codes.

2.3 Reconstruction from Point Clouds

In this section, we review works that reconstruct objects and scenes from point clouds, with or without point normals. We divide the methods into two categories: one based on explicit representations, and the other on implicit representations. Methods with explicit representations can directly output a mesh, but it usually does not guarantee the surface quality, for example, they may not be watertight and may contain no-manifoldness and self-intersections. Methods with implicit representations do guarantee to produce a watertight, manifold mesh without self-intersections, but they require an iso-surfacing algorithm to extract the mesh from the implicit field. Methods with state-of-the-art reconstruction accuracy are mostly using implicit representations.

Note that a significant amount of works in 3D deep learning use a global shape latent code to encode the shape, such as ShapeFlow [106], AtlasNet [86], OccNet [163],
DeepSDF [185], Structured Implicit Functions [78], OctField [233], CSG-Stump [202], and DeepCAD [267]. As mentioned in previous sections, global shape latent codes cannot represent detailed shape geometries and they often lead to overfitting on a specific dataset or category of shapes. Therefore, in this section, we will only discuss works that take local features into account.

2.3.1 Explicit representation

Given a clean and mostly uniform point cloud, a straightforward solution to reconstruct a mesh is to create triangles from the given points. Example classic algorithms include Delaunay triangulation based surface reconstruction methods and ball-pivoting [15]. Various methods employ deep learning to improve the performance of such approaches. They are detailed in Section 2.1.9.

If the shape is a single object and has simple topology, it is possible to deform a coarse initial mesh to fit the point cloud in order to reconstruct a mesh. Point2Mesh [94] obtains the initial mesh as the convex hull of the input point cloud, and then deforms the initial mesh to shrink-wrap the point cloud.

For more complex shapes, one could split the input point cloud into overlapping patches, and fit each patch with a deformable 2D square surface. Deep Geometric Prior [260] and Meshlet Priors [8] took inspiration from AtlasNet [86], to overfit each local patch from the input point cloud with a neural network (MLP) deforming a square patch. The resulting set of overfitted local patches can be further sampled and reconstructed to produce a manifold mesh.

The unsigned version (UNDC) in our work Neural Dual Contouring [35] discretizes the space into a 3D grid, and from the input point cloud it predicts for each grid edge whether the edge will be intersected by the output mesh or not. It also predicts an interior vertex for each grid cell, so that if an edge is predicted to have intersected by the mesh, a quad face will be created to connect the four vertices of the four adjacent cells of that edge. Therefore, UNDC can directly reconstruct a quad mesh from input points without the need for point normals.

Methods introduced in Section 2.1.5 “primitive detection” can produce a more structured output: a collection of primitives represented as parametric surfaces. Those methods first use a neural network to extract per-point features from the input point clouds, and then apply a clustering module to segment the point cloud into patches belonging to different primitives, and finally classify the primitive type and regress the primitive parameters for each patch.

Some methods in Section 2.1.3 “Constructive Solid Geometry” and Section 2.1.4 “Sketch and extrude” can reconstruct structured representations (CSG-trees) from point clouds, such as CAPRI-Net [289] and Point2Cyl [241].
2.3.2 Implicit representation

The majority of the deep learning methods adopt implicit representations for shape reconstruction from point clouds. However, the boundary between the two representations “voxels” and “neural implicit” has become blurry since a great number of works use 3D CNNs to predict a grid structure and then use interpolation techniques to obtain the features of continuous query points, which will be used to regress the implicit field values of the query points.

Overfit a single shape. “Sign Agnostic Learning” (SAL) [5], “Implicit Geometric Regularization” (IGR) [85], and “SAL with Derivatives” (SALD) [6] all overfit an MLP representing neural implicit from a point cloud without normals. SAL [5] only assumes the input point cloud is sufficiently dense to produce a good unsigned distance field. It proposed an unsigned similarity function and a geometric network initialization to learn a neural signed distance field from the unsigned distance field. IGR [85] proposed different training objectives and regularization terms to supervise the learned implicit field. SALD [6] improved SAL [5] by including regularizations on the derivatives of the predicted signed distance field. SIREN [227] improves the representation capability of MLPs by using periodic activation functions in MLPs. It can quickly overfit a neural implicit from an oriented point cloud.

Divide space into local cube patches. “Local Implicit Grid” (LIG) [107] and “Deep Local Shapes” (DeepLS) [26] both pointed out that global shape latent codes in early neural implicit methods are not generalizable, therefore they divide the space into a grid of overlapping cube patches, and fit an MLP for each patch. The MLP is pre-trained on a collection of shape patches to learn a low dimensional latent space of plausible (or “real”) shape patches. During inference, the MLP is fixed, but a latent code is optimized independently for each patch of the input point cloud to match the MLP’s isosurface to the input points in that patch. They both require point normals to help this optimization. Finally, the reconstructed patches are stitched together to give the reconstructed shape or scene. SAIL-S3 [300] has the same idea but it can reconstruct a shape from point clouds without normals, by adopting Sign Agnostic Learning [5].

3D CNN then local neural implicit. ConvONet [193] and IF-Nets [41] are also covered in Section 2.2.1 for voxel super-resolution. They can also reconstruct shapes from point clouds without normals. ConvONet [193] first uses a point cloud encoder to process the input points, and the per-point features are pooled into grids to be processed by CNNs for further feature extraction. IF-Nets [41] discretizes input points into a 3D grid and then adopts CNN encoders to compute multi-scale 3D feature grids. SA-ConvONet [235] is a follow-up of SAL [5] and ConvONet [193] to apply sign agnostic learning proposed in SAL as a post-processing step to improve the reconstruction quality of ConvONet. GIFS [284] does not predict the inside/outside status of each query point, but rather predicts whether
two query points are separated by any surface. The concept is similar to Unsigned Neural Dual Contouring (UNDC) [35], but UNDC’s meshing is based on Dual Contouring [110], and this work on a modified version of Marching Cubes [157]. It can represent general shapes including non-watertight shapes and shapes with multi-layer surfaces.

**Point cloud encoder then local neural implicit.** Points2Surf [62] is purely based on point cloud encoders without any CNN. For a query point in space, it adopts one PointNet [195] to encode points sampled at the neighborhood of the query point into a local feature code, and another PointNet to encode the points sampled at the entire input point cloud into a global feature code. The decoder takes both features to predict the signed distance of the query point. POCO [21] proposed to use point cloud convolutions and compute latent vectors at each input point. Then for each query point, it performs a learning-based interpolation on nearest neighbors in input points to retrieve a weighted-averaged feature vector, and the feature vector is processed by an MLP to predict the occupancy of the query point.

**Implicit field defined by points.** These methods use points (either input points or predicted points) and their properties (such as normals) to directly compute the implicit field value of any query point, similar to classic Radial Basis Function (RBF) surface reconstruction methods. The inference from these points to an implicit field does not involve any deep learning or neural networks. Therefore, the backbone networks that produce these points are the trainable parts in those methods, and they possess learned priors from the training datasets. Neural Splines [261] is a kernel method for surface reconstruction based on kernels arising from infinitely-wide shallow ReLU networks. It can reconstruct an implicit field from a set of points and their normals and it does not involve any neural networks. A follow-up work “Neural Kernel Fields” (NKF) [259] proposed to replace the fixed point properties (normals) with a learned feature vector, so as to have data-dependent kernels. “Shape As Points” (SAP) [192] proposed a differentiable point-to-mesh layer using a differentiable formulation of Poisson Surface Reconstruction (PSR) [117, 118], so that a shape can be represented as a set of points with normals. “Deep Implicit Moving Least-Squares” (Deep IMLS) [151] takes a sparse and un-oriented point cloud as input, and uses a U-Net-like O-CNN autoencoder [251] to predict an octree structure where each octree node contains a fixed number of predicted points with normals. Those predicted points with normals are then used to construct an implicit field by implicit moving least-squares (IMLS) surface formulation [123].

**Octrees.** The $O(N^3)$ space complexity of regular 3D grids makes methods based on regular grids hard to scale up. Therefore, some methods have been proposed to include adaptive spatial structures such as octrees in the neural networks to improve both efficiency and quality. AdaConv [240] proposed multiscale convolutional kernels that can be applied to adaptive grids as generated with octrees. Dual OCNN [253] designed graph convolutions
over the dual graph of octree nodes. Both methods build the octree from the input point cloud and process the input using the proposed convolutional kernels.

### 2.4 Reconstruction from Single Images

Methods that reconstruct a shape from a single image can be divided into two categories based on the supervision they receive during training. One category is trained with ground truth 3D shapes as supervision. The methods in this category are typically trained on ShapeNet [28]. Another category is trained with only single-view images as supervision. Single-view images mean that there is only one image for each object for training, in contrast to multi-view images where each object has multiple images from different viewpoints. The methods in this category typically train on image datasets of birds, cars, horses, and faces, with shapes of sphere or disk topology.

#### 2.4.1 With 3D supervision

Similar to Section 2.3, a significant amount of works in 3D deep learning use a global shape latent code to encode the shape, such as SurfNet [226], 3D-R2N2 [43], OGN [236], HSP [92], ShapeHD [265], AtlasNet [86], Im2Struct [180], Matryoshka Networks [204], Skeleton-Net [234], IM-Net [38], OccNet [163], Deep Level Sets [165], Deep Meta Functionals [146], topology-modifying AtlasNet [184], Pix2Vox [274], PQ-NET [268], BSP-Net [36], Cvxnet [57], LDIF [77], Neural Template [102], AutoSDF [168]. Global shape latent codes cannot represent detailed shape geometries, and they often lead to learning shape recognition rather than shape reconstruction, as pointed out by “What do single-view 3d reconstruction networks learn?” [237] in 2019. That is, an encoder-decoder structured neural network with a global shape latent code is likely to simply memorize the shapes in the training set during training, and “retrieve” a shape from the memory bank as output during testing. Therefore, in the following, we will only discuss works that take local features into account.

Pixel2Mesh [249] progressively deforms and subdivides a sphere mesh via graph convolutional networks. It extracts image features with a CNN, and then pools image features into the vertices of the mesh to enrich the vertex features, so that the graph convolutional networks can learn local-feature-aware deformations. Geometric Granularity Aware Pixel2Mesh [223] is a follow-up that can edit the topology of the mesh by utilizing an error estimator network to identify faces to prune or repair.

GenRe [298] uses a 2D CNN to predict a depth map from the input image, projects the depth map into a partial spherical map, inpaints the spherical map, projects the complete spherical map and the previous depth map into voxels, and finally processes the voxels by a voxel refinement network to produce the final output. The method shows strong generalizability that it can reconstruct objects from categories not seen during training.
Front2Back [281] first predicts depth, normal, and silhouette maps from the input image. It then detects global reflective symmetries from these maps, and reflects the front depth and normal maps to create partial back depth and normal maps. The partial back depth and normal maps are fed into a network to predict the complete back depth and normal maps. Finally, a 3D mesh can be reconstructed from the Front&back normal and depth maps using Screened Poisson [118].

DISN [276] and PIFu [210] are the two pioneers to first incorporate local features from the input image for single-view 3D reconstruction with neural implicit representation. They learn image feature maps with a CNN, and use the projected location for each 3D query point on the 2D image to extract local features from the image feature maps. The local features are used by MLPs to produce the signed distance or occupancy of the query point. PIFuHD [211] is a follow-up of PIFu that consists of a coarse PIFu network and a fine PIFu network, focusing on global geometry and local details, respectively. Ladybird [278] exploits shape symmetric to predict the signed distance of a query 3D point by using both the query point and its mirrored point with respect to the symmetry plane to extract local features from the image feature maps. D²IM-Net [136] trains the network to learn a detail disentangled reconstruction consisting of a 3D implicit field representing the coarse 3D shape, and two 2D displacement maps capturing the front and back details of the object.

2.4.2 With 2D supervision

Methods often employ a global shape latent code for this task since the task is very difficult and the methods must learn category-specific priors. Most methods adopt a spherical mesh as the template and deform it into the target shape, often with textures. This representation and some related works are covered in Section 2.1.1. Methods that use neural implicit representation for this task often require ground-truth camera pose for each image and multi-view images of the same object. Table 1 in “Share With Thy Neighbors: Single-View Reconstruction by Cross-Instance Consistency” (UNICORN) [171] and Table 1 in “2DGANs Meet Unsupervised Single-view 3D Reconstruction” (GANSVR) [147] are great summaries of recent works on this topic. We recommend interested readers to take a look.

2.5 Reconstruction from Multi-View Images

Only a few works follow the path of single image reconstruction methods in Section 2.4 to learn priors from a collection of training shapes. They can aggregate the global shape latent codes from multiple input images using recurrent neural networks as in 3D-R2N2 [43], aggregate spatial features decoded from global shape latent codes as in Pix2Vox [274], aggregate image features from multiple input images as in Pixel2Mesh++ [258], or aggregate image features from multiple input images and 3D embeddings of spatial locations using a Transformer as in EVolT [248].
Most methods are overfitting a single shape or scene with respect to the multiple input images using methods based on the differentiable rendering algorithms on meshes or neural implicit, or based on the ray marching volume rendering formula of NeRF [167].

2.5.1 Differentiable rendering on explicit representation

Only a few methods adopt explicit mesh representations. NeRS [292], Differentiable Stereopsis (DS) [80], and Neural Deferred Shading (NDS) [263] deform a sphere mesh into the target shape. DEFTET [71], Nvdiffrec [173], and our work MobileNeRF [33] use the “grid mesh” representation. Following differentiable mesh rendering algorithms such as Soft Rasterizer [152], for each pixel, the methods record all or the first $k$ intersected points between the mesh and the ray from the pixel, and aggregate the colors via alpha-compositing during training. DS and DEFTET assume the texture colors are diffuse-only, while NDS and MobileNeRF use MLP neural shader to capture view-dependent effects, and NeRS and Nvdiffrec recover spatially-varying materials and environment map lighting from the input images.

2.5.2 Surface rendering on implicit representation

Most methods in this section have a differentiable rendering formula that assumes the object segmentation mask is given for each input image, and each ray intersects the surface at most once (only one intersection point per ray for the gradient to propagate).

SDFDiff [108], DVR [179], and IDR [283] are pioneers that propose different formulations of differentiable rendering on implicit surfaces, while SDFDiff [108] uses regular grid SDF and others use neural implicit. To model colors, SDFDiff assumes the target shape does not have textures and it does not predict textures for the reconstructed shape; DVR adopts Texture fields [181], using an MLP to predict the RGB color of each surface point, thus it cannot model view-dependent effects; IDR uses an MLP to approximate the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) of each surface point.

Neural Lumigraph Rendering (NLR) [119] shows that the extracted mesh can be combined with unstructured lumigraph rendering [23] to achieve real-time rendering. MVSDF [294] leverages stereo matching and feature consistency to optimize the implicit surface representation. RegSDF [293] uses reconstructed point clouds from the input images to supervise and regularize the learning of the neural field. Reparameterization SDF renderer [9] presents a method to compute correct gradients with respect to network parameters in neural SDF renderers.

2.5.3 Volume rendering on implicit representation

The methods in this section adopt a NeRF-style ray marching volume rendering algorithm. For each pixel, the camera shoots a ray crossing it. A number of points are sampled along
the ray. Each sampled point carries density ("opacity") and radiance (view-dependent RGB color), predicted by an MLP. The final pixel color is the accumulated radiance of all the sampled points with respect to their density, similar to alpha-compositing. Those methods usually do not need object segmentation masks, and they somehow represent the point density with well-defined neural implicit fields, so that the surface of the shape can be extracted via iso-surfacing.

UNISURF [182], NeuS [250], and VolSDF [282] are pioneers that propose different formulations of volume rendering on implicit surfaces.

"Neural RGB-D Surface Reconstruction" [7] proposes to incorporate depth measurements into the optimization of a NeRF model. NeuralWarp [52] proposes to add a direct photo-consistency term across the different views during optimization to ensure the correctness of the implicit geometry. ManhattanSDF [89] incorporates planer constraints to regularize the geometry in floor and wall regions. Geo-Neus [67] explicitly performs multi-view geometry optimization by leveraging the sparse geometry from structure from motion (SFM) and photometric consistency in multi-view stereo. "Neural 3D Reconstruction in the Wild" [231] follows NeuS [250] and "NeRF in the Wild" (NeRF-W) [161] to reconstruct scenes from Internet photo collections in the presence of varying illumination. SNeS [103] targets 3D reconstruction of partly-symmetric objects, by applying a soft symmetry constraint to the 3D geometry and material properties. SparseNeuS [155] targets 3D reconstruction from sparse images by learning generalizable priors across scenes by introducing geometry encoding volumes for generic surface prediction. MonoSDF [291] utilizes the depth and normal maps predicted by pretrained general-purpose monocular estimator networks for 2D images to improve reconstruction quality and optimization time. HF-NeuS [63] proposes to decompose the SDF into a base function and a displacement function with a coarse-to-fine strategy to gradually increase the high-frequency details.
Chapter 3

BSP-Net: Generating Compact Meshes via Binary Space Partitioning

3.1 Introduction

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in representation learning and generative modeling for 3D shapes. Up to now, deep neural networks for shape analysis and synthesis have been developed mainly for voxel grids [79, 92, 264, 272], point clouds [1, 195, 196, 286, 287], and implicit functions [38, 78, 109, 163, 276]. As the dominant 3D shape representation for modeling, display, and animation, polygonal meshes have not figured prominently amid these developments. One of the main reasons is that the non-uniformity and irregularity of triangle tessellations do not naturally support conventional convolution and pooling operations [93]. However, compared to voxels and point clouds, meshes can provide a more seamless and coherent surface representation; they are more controllable, easier to manipulate, and are more compact, attaining higher visual quality using fewer primitives; see Figure 3.1.

For visualization purposes, the generated voxels, point clouds, and implicits are typically converted into meshes in post-processing, e.g., via iso-surface extraction by Marching Cubes [157]. Few deep networks can generate polygonal meshes directly, and such methods are limited to genus-zero meshes [91, 159, 249], piece-wise genus-zero [74] meshes, meshes sharing the same connectivity [72, 232], or meshes with very low number of vertices [50]. Patch-based approaches can generate results which cover a 3D shape with planar polygons [254] or curved [86] mesh patches, but their visual quality is often tampered by visible seams, incoherent patch connections, and rough surface appearance. It is difficult to texture or manipulate such mesh outputs.

In this paper, we develop a generative neural network which outputs polygonal meshes natively. Specifically, parameters or weights that are learned by the network can predict multiple planes which fit the surfaces of a 3D shape, resulting in a compact and watertight
Figure 3.1: (a) 3D shape auto-encoding by BSP-Net quickly reconstructs a compact, i.e., low-poly, mesh, which can be easily textured. The mesh edges reproduce sharp details in the input (e.g., edges of the legs), yet still approximate smooth geometry (e.g., circular table-top). (b) State-of-the-art methods regress an indicator function, which needs to be iso-surfaced, resulting in over-tessellated meshes which only approximate sharp details with smooth surfaces.

Figure 3.2: An illustration of “neural” BSP-tree.

polygonal mesh; see Figure 3.1. We name our network BSP-Net, since each facet is associated with a binary space partitioning (BSP), and the shape is composed by combining these partitions.

BSP-Net learns an implicit field: given $n$ point coordinates and a shape feature vector as input, the network outputs values indicating whether the points are inside or outside the shape. The construction of this implicit function is illustrated in Figure 3.2, and consists of three steps: (1) a collection of plane equations implies a collection of $p$ binary partitions of
space; see Figure 3.2-top; ② an operator $T_{p \times c}$ groups these partitions to create a collection of $c$ convex shape primitives/parts; ③ finally, the part collection is merged to produce the implicit field of the output shape.

Figure 3.3 shows the network architecture of BSP-Net corresponding to these three steps: ① given the feature code, an MLP produces in layer $L_0$ a matrix $P_{p \times 4}$ of canonical parameters that define the implicit equations of $p$ planes: $ax + by + cz + d = 0$; these implicit functions are evaluated on a collection of $n$ point coordinates $x_{n \times 4}$ in layer $L_1$; ② the operator $T_{p \times c}$ is a binary matrix that enforces a selective neuron feed from $L_1$ to the next network layer $L_2$, forming convex parts; ③ finally, layer $L_3$ assembles the parts into a shape via either sum or min-pooling.

At inference time, we feed the input to the network to obtain components of the BSP-tree, i.e., leaf nodes (planes $P$) and connections (binary weights $T$). We then apply classic Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) to extract the explicit polygonal surfaces of the shapes. The mesh is typically compact, formed by a subset of the $p$ planes directly from the network, leading to a significant speed-up over the previous networks during inference, and without the need for expensive iso-surfacing – current inference time is about 0.5 seconds per generated mesh. Furthermore, meshes generated by the network are guaranteed to be watertight, possibly with sharp features, in contrast to smooth shapes produced by previous implicit decoders [38, 109, 163].

BSP-Net is trainable and characterized by interpretable network parameters defining the hyper-planes and their formation into the reconstructed surface. Importantly, the network training is self-supervised as no ground truth convex shape decompositions are needed. BSP-Net is trained to reconstruct all shapes from the training set using the same set of convexes constructed in layer $L_2$ of the network. As a result, our network provides a natural correspondence between all the shapes at the level of the convexes. BSP-Net does not yet learn semantic parts. Grouping of the convexes into semantic parts can be obtained manually, or learned otherwise as semantic shape segmentation is a well-studied problem. Such a grouping only need to be done on each convex once to propagate the semantic understanding to all shapes containing the same semantic parts.

**Contributions**

- BSP-Net is the first deep generative network which directly outputs compact and watertight polygonal meshes with arbitrary topology and structure variety.

- The learned BSP-tree allows us to infer both shape segmentation and part correspondence.

- By adjusting the encoder of our network, BSP-Net can also be adapted for shape auto-encoding and single-view 3D reconstruction (SVR).
To the best of our knowledge, BSP-Net is among the first to achieve structured SVR, reconstructing a segmented 3D shape from a single unstructured object image.

Last but not the least, our network is also the first which can reconstruct and recover sharp geometric features.

Through extensive experiments on shape auto-encoding, segmentation, part correspondence, and single-view reconstruction, we demonstrate state-of-the-art performances by BSP-Net. Comparisons are made to leading methods on shape decomposition and 3D reconstruction, using conventional distortion metrics, visual similarity, as well as a new metric assessing the capacity of a model in representing sharp features. In particular, we highlight the favorable fidelity-complexity trade-off exhibited by our network.

3.2 Related work

Large shape collections such as ShapeNet [28] and PartNet [170] have spurred the development of learning techniques for 3D data processing. In this section, we cover representative approaches based on the underlying shape representation learned, with a focus on generative models.

Grid models Early approaches generalized 2D convolutions to 3D [43, 79, 139, 264, 265], and employed volumetric grids to represent shapes in terms of coarse occupancy functions, where a voxel evaluates to zero if it is outside and one otherwise. Unfortunately, these
methods are typically limited to low resolutions of at most $64^3$ due to the cubic growth in memory requirements. To generate finer results, differentiable marching cubes operations have been proposed [157], as well as hierarchical strategies [92, 205, 236, 251, 254] that alleviate the curse of dimensionality affecting dense volumetric grids. Another alternative is to use multi-view images [140, 229] and geometry images [225, 226], which allow standard 2D convolution, but such methods are only suitable on the encoder side of a network architecture, while we focus on decoders. Finally, recent methods that perform sparse convolutions [84] on voxel grids are similarly limited to encoders.

**Surface models** As much of the semantics of 3D models is captured by their surface, the boundary between inside/outside space, a variety of methods have been proposed to represent shape surfaces in a differentiable way. Amongst these we find a category of techniques pioneered by PointNet [195] that express surfaces as point clouds [1, 65, 70, 195, 196, 280, 287], and techniques pioneered by AtlasNet [86] that adopt a 2D-to-3D mapping process [260, 226, 249, 280]. An interesting alternative is to consider mesh generation as the process of estimating vertices and their connectivity [50], but these methods do not guarantee watertight results, and hardly scale beyond a hundred vertices.

**Implicit models** A very recent trend has been the modeling of shapes as a learnable indicator function [38, 109, 163], rather than a sampling of it, as in the case of voxel methods. The resulting networks treat reconstruction as a classification problem, and are universal approximators [100] whose reconstruction precision is proportional to the network complexity. However, at inference time, generating a 3D model still requires the execution of an expensive iso-surfacing operation whose performance scales cubically in the desired resolution. In contrast, our network directly outputs a low-poly approximation of the shape surface.

**Shape decomposition** BSP-Net generates meshes using a part-based approach, hence techniques that learn shape decompositions are of particular relevance. There are methods that decompose shapes as oriented boxes [239, 180], axis aligned gaussians [78], superquadrics [187], or a union of indicator functions, in BAE-NET [37]. The architecture of our network draws inspiration from BAE-NET, which is designed to segment a shape by reconstructing its parts in different branches of the network. For each shape part, BAE-NET learns an implicit field by means of a binary classifier. In contrast, BSP-Net explicitly learns a tree structure built on plane subdivisions for bottom-up part assembly.

Another similar work is CvxNet [57], which decomposes shapes as a collection of convex primitives. However, BSP-Net differs from CvxNet in several significant ways: (1) we target low-poly reconstruction with sharp features, while they target smooth reconstruction; (2) their network always outputs $K$ convexes, while the “right” number of primitives is learnt
automatically in our method; 3 our optimization routine is completely different from theirs, as their compositional tree structure is hard-coded.

**Structured models** There have been recent works on learning structured 3D models, in particular, linear [305] or hierarchical [134, 304, 169, 180] organization of part bounding boxes. While some methods learn part geometries separately [134, 169], others jointly embed/encode structure and geometry [271, 74]. What is common about all of these methods is that they are supervised, and were trained on shape collections with part segmentations and labels. In contrast, BSP-Net is unsupervised. On the other hand, our network is not designed to infer shape semantics; it is trained to learn convex decompositions. To the best of our knowledge, there is only one prior work, Im2Struct [180], which infers part structures from a single-view image. However, this work only produces a box arrangement; it does not reconstruct a structured shape like BSP-Net.

**Binary and capsule networks** The discrete optimization for the tree structures in BSP-Net bears some resemblance to binary [101] and XNOR [198] neural networks. However, only one layer of BSP-Net employs binary weights, and our training method differs, as we use a continuous relaxation of the weights in early training. Further, as our network can be thought of as a simplified scene graph, it holds striking similarities to the principles of capsule networks [209], where low-level capsules (hyperplanes) are aggregated in higher (convexes) and higher (shapes) capsule representations. Nonetheless, while [209] addresses discriminative tasks (encoder), we focus on generative tasks (decoder).

### 3.3 Method

We seek a deep representation of geometry that is simultaneously trainable and interpretable. We achieve this task by devising a network architecture that provides a differentiable Binary Space Partitioning tree (BSP-tree) representation1 [217, 68]. This representation is easily trainable as it encodes geometry via implicit functions, and interpretable since its outputs are a collection of convex polytopes. While we generally target 3D geometry, we employ 2D examples to explain the technique without loss of generality.

We achieve our goal via a network containing three main modules, which act on feature vectors extracted by an encoder corresponding to the type of input data (e.g. the features produced by ResNet for images or 3D CNN for voxels). In more details, a first layer that extracts hyperplanes conditional on the input data, a second layer that groups hyperplanes in the form of half-spaces to create parts (convexes), and a third layer assembles parts together to reconstruct the overall object; see Figure 3.3.

---

1While typical BSP-trees are binary, we focus on n-ary trees, with the “B” in BSP referring to binary space partitioning, not the tree structure.
Layer 1: hyperplane extraction  Given a feature vector $f$, we apply a multi-layer perceptron $P$ to obtain plane parameters $P_{p \times 4}$, where $p$ is the number of planes – i.e. $P = P_\omega(f)$. For any point $x = (x,y,z,1)$, the product $D = xP^T$ is a vector of signed distances to each plane – the $i$th distance is negative if $x$ is inside, and positive if it is outside, the $i$th plane, with respect to the plane normal.

Layer 2: hyperplane grouping  To group hyperplanes into geometric primitives we employ a binary matrix $T_{p \times c}$. Via a max-pooling operation we aggregate input planes to form a set of $c$ convex primitives:

$$C^*_j(x) = \max_i(D_iT_{ij}) \begin{cases} < 0 & \text{inside} \\ > 0 & \text{outside.} \end{cases}$$  \hfill (3.1)

Note that during training the gradients would flow through only one (max) of the planes. Hence, to ease training, we employ a version that replaces max with summation:

$$C^+_j(x) = \sum_i \text{relu}(D_iT_{ij}) \begin{cases} = 0 & \text{inside} \\ > 0 & \text{outside.} \end{cases}$$  \hfill (3.2)

Layer 3: shape assembly  This layer groups convexes to create a possibly non-convex output shape via min-pooling:

$$S^*(x) = \min_j(C^+_j(x)) \begin{cases} = 0 & \text{inside} \\ > 0 & \text{outside.} \end{cases}$$  \hfill (3.3)

Note that the use of $C^+$ in the expression above is intentional. We avoid using $C^*$ due to the lack of a memory efficient implementation of the operator in TensorFlow 1.

Again, to facilitate learning, we distribute gradients to all convexes by resorting to a (weighted) summation:

$$S^+(x) = \left[ \sum_j W_j \left[ 1 - C^+_j(x) \right] \right]_{[0,1]} \begin{cases} = 1 & \text{approx in} \\ \approx 0 & \text{out}, \end{cases}$$  \hfill (3.4)

where $W_{cx1}$ is a weight vector, and $\left[ \cdot \right]_{[0,1]}$ performs clipping. During training we will enforce $W\approx1$. Note that the inside/outside status here is only approximate. For example, when $W=1$, and all $C^+_j=0.5$, one is outside of all convexes, but inside their composition.

Two-stage training  Losses evaluated on (3.4) will be approximate, but have better gradient than (3.3). Hence, we develop a two-stage training scheme where: $\oplus$ in the continuous phase, we try to keep all weights continuous and compute an approximate solution via $S^+(x)$
Figure 3.4: **Evaluation in 2D** – auto-encoder trained on the synthetic 2D dataset. We show auto-encoding results and highlight mistakes made in Stage 1 with red circles, which are resolved in Stage 2. We further show the effect of enabling the (optional) overlap loss. Notice that in the visualization we use different (possibly repeating) colors to indicate different convexes.

– this would generate an approximate result as can be observed in Figure 3.4 (b); ② in the next *discrete* phase, we quantize the weights and use a perfect union to generate accurate results by fine-tuning on $S^*(x)$ – this creates a much finer reconstruction as illustrated in Figure 3.4 (c,d).

Our two-stage training strategy is inspired by classical optimization, where smooth relaxation of integer problems is widely accepted, and mathematically principled.

### 3.3.1 Training Stage 1 – Continuous

We initialize $T$ and $W$ with random zero-mean Gaussian noise having $\sigma = 0.02$, and optimize the network via:

$$
\arg\min_{\omega, T, W} \mathcal{L}_{\text{rec}}^+ + \mathcal{L}_T^+ + \mathcal{L}_W^+.
$$

(3.5)

Given query points $x$, our network is trained to match $S(x)$ to the ground truth indicator function, denoted by $F(x|G)$, in a least-squares sense:

$$
\mathcal{L}_{\text{rec}}^+ = \mathbb{E}_{x \sim G} \left[ (S^+(x) - F(x|G))^2 \right],
$$

(3.6)

where $x \sim G$ indicates a sampling that is specific to the training shape $G$ – including random samples in the unit box as well as samples near the boundary $\partial G$; see [38]. An edge between plane $i$ and convex $j$ is represented by $T_{ij} = 1$, and the entry is zero otherwise. We perform a continuous relaxation of a graph adjacency matrix $T$, where we require its values to be bounded in the $[0, 1]$ range:

$$
\mathcal{L}_T^+ = \sum_{t \in T} \max(-t, 0) + \sum_{t \in T} \max(t - 1, 0).
$$

(3.7)
**Figure 3.5:** **Examples of** $L_2$ **output** – a few convexes from the first shape in Figure 3.4, and the planes to construct them. Note how many planes are unused.

Note that this is more effective than using a sigmoid activation, as its gradients do not vanish. Further, we would like $W$ to be close to $1$ so that the merge operation is a sum:

$$L_W^+ = \sum_j |W_j - 1|.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

However, we remind the reader that we initialize with $W \approx 0$ to avoid vanishing gradients in early training.

**3.3.2 Training Stage 2 – Discrete**

In the second stage, we first quantize $T$ by picking a threshold $\lambda = 0.01$ and assign $t=(t>\lambda)?1:0$. Experimentally, we found the values learnt for $T$ to be small, which led to our choice of a small threshold value. With the quantized $T$, we fine-tune the network by:

$$\text{arg min}_{\omega} L_{\text{recon}}^* + L_{\text{overlap}}^*,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.9)

where we ensure that the shape is well reconstructed via:

$$L_{\text{recon}}^* = E_{x \sim G} [F(x|G) \cdot \max(S^*(x), 0)] + E_{x \sim G} [(1 - F(x|G)) \cdot (1 - \min(S^*(x), 1))].$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

The above loss function pulls $S^*(x)$ towards 0 if $x$ should be inside the shape; it pushes $S^*(x)$ beyond 1 otherwise. Optionally, we can also discourage overlaps between the convexes. We first compute a mask $M$ such that $M(x,j)=1$ if $x$ is in convex $j$ and $x$ is contained in more than one convex, and then evaluate:

$$L_{\text{overlap}}^* = -E_{x \sim G} [E_{j} \left[ M(x,j)C_j^+(x) \right]].$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)

**3.3.3 Algorithmic and training details**

In our 2D experiments, we use $p=256$ planes and $c=64$ convexes. We use a simple 2D convolutional encoder where each layer downsamples the image by half, and doubles the number
of feature channels. We use the centers of all pixels as samples. In our 3D experiments, we use \( p=4,096 \) planes and \( c=256 \) convexes. The encoder for voxels is a 3D CNN encoder where each layer downsamples the grid by half, and doubles the number of feature channels. It takes a volume of size \( 64^3 \) as input. The encoder for images is ResNet-18 without pooling layers that receives images of size \( 128^2 \) as input. All encoders produce feature codes \(|f|=256\). The dense network \( P_\omega \) has widths \( \{512, 1024, 2048, 4p\} \) where the last layer outputs the plane parameters.

When training the auto-encoder for 3D shapes, we adopt the progressive training from [38], on points sampled from grids that are increasingly denser (\( 16^3, 32^3, 64^3 \)). Note that the hierarchical training is not necessary for convergence, but results in an \( \approx 3 \times \) speedup in convergence. In Stage 1, we train the network on \( 16^3 \) grids for 8 million iterations with batch size 36, then \( 32^3 \) for 8 million iterations with batch size 36, then \( 64^3 \) for 8 million iterations with batch size 12. In Stage 2, we train the network on \( 64^3 \) grids for 8 million iterations with batch size 12.

For single-view reconstruction, we also adopt the training scheme in [38], i.e., train an auto-encoder first, then only train the image encoder of the SVR model to predict latent codes instead of directly predicting the output shapes. We train the image encoder for 1,000 epochs with batch size 64. We run our experiments on a workstation with an Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU. When training the auto-encoder (one model on the 13 ShapeNet categories), Stage 1 takes about \( \approx 3 \) days and Stage 2 takes \( \approx 2 \) days; training the image-encoder requires \( \approx 1 \) day.

### 3.4 Results and evaluation

We study the behavior of BSP-Net on a synthetic 2D shape dataset (Section 3.4.1), and evaluate our auto-encoder (Section 3.4.2), as well as single view reconstruction (Section 3.4.3) compared to other state-of-the-art methods.

#### 3.4.1 Auto-encoding 2D shapes

To illustrate how our network works, we created a synthetic 2D dataset. We place a diamond, a cross, and a hollow diamond with varying sizes over \( 64 \times 64 \) images; see Figure 3.4(a). The order of the three shapes is sorted so that the diamond is always on the left and the hollow diamond is always on the right – this is to mimic the structure of shape datasets such as ShapeNet [28]. After training Stage 1, our network has already achieved a good approximate \( S^+ \) reconstruction, however, by inspecting \( S^* \), the output of our inference, we can see there are several imperfections. After the fine-tuning in Stage 2, our network achieves near perfect reconstructions. Finally, the use of overlap losses significantly improves the compactness of representation, reducing the number of convexes per part; see Figure 3.4(d).
Figure 3.6: **Segmentation and correspondence** – semantics implied from autoencoding by BSP-Net. Colors shown here are the result of a manual grouping of learned convexes. The color assignment was performed on a few shapes: once a convex is colored in one shape, we can propagate the color to the other shapes by using the learnt convex id.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CD</th>
<th>NC</th>
<th>LFD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VP [239]</td>
<td>2.259</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>6132.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ [187]</td>
<td>1.656</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>5451.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAE [37]</td>
<td>1.592</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>4587.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td><strong>0.447</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.858</strong></td>
<td><strong>2019.26</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours + $L_{\text{overlap}}$</td>
<td>0.448</td>
<td><strong>0.858</strong></td>
<td>2030.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: **Surface reconstruction** quality and comparison for 3D shape autoencoding. Best results are marked in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>plane</th>
<th>car</th>
<th>chair</th>
<th>lamp</th>
<th>table</th>
<th>mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VP [239]</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>56.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ [187]</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>65.6</td>
<td><strong>68.3</strong></td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>66.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAE [37]</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>59.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>52.3</td>
<td><strong>90.3</strong></td>
<td>79.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours + $L_{\text{overlap}}$</td>
<td><strong>74.5</strong></td>
<td><strong>69.7</strong></td>
<td><strong>82.1</strong></td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td><strong>90.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>79.8</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAE* [37]</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>81.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: **Segmentation**: comparison in per-label IoU.
Figure 3.7: Segmentation and reconstruction / Qualitative.

Figure 3.5 visualizes the planes used to construct the individual convexes – we visualize planes \( i \) in convex \( j \) so that \( T_{ij}=1 \) and \( P_{11}^2 + P_{12}^2 + P_{13}^2 > \varepsilon \) for a small threshold \( \varepsilon \) (to ignore planes with near-zero gradients). Note how BSP-Net creates a natural semantic correspondence across inferred convexes. For example, the hollow diamond in Figure 3.4(d) is always made of the same four convexes in the same relative positions – this is mainly due to the static structure in \( T \): different shapes need to share the same set of convexes and their associated hyper-planes.

3.4.2 Auto-encoding 3D shapes

For 3D shape autoencoding, we compare BSP-Net to a few other shape decomposition networks: Volumetric Primitives (VP) [239], Super Quadrics (SQ) [187], and Branched Auto Encoders (BAE) [37]. Note that for the segmentation task, we also evaluate on BAE*, the version of BAE that uses the values of the predicted implicit function, and not just the classification boundaries – please note that the surface reconstructed by BAE and BAE* are identical.

Since all these methods target shape decomposition tasks, we train single class networks, and evaluate segmentation as well as reconstruction performance. We use the ShapeNet (Part) Dataset [285], and focus on five classes: airplane, car, chair, lamp and table. For the
car class, since none of the networks separates surfaces (as we perform volumetric modeling), we reduce the parts from (wheel, body, hood, roof) → (wheel, body); and analogously for lamps (base, pole, lampshade, canopy) → (base, pole, lampshade) and tables (top, leg, support) → (top, leg).

As quantitative metrics for reconstruction tasks, we report symmetric Chamfer Distance (CD, scaled by \( \times 1000 \)) and Normal Consistency (NC) computed on 4k surface sampled points. We also report the Light Field Distance (LFD) [30] – the best-known visual similarity metric from computer graphics. For segmentation tasks, we report the typical mean per-label Intersection Over Union (IOU).

**Table 3.2** shows the per category segmentation results. As we have ground truth part labels for the point clouds in the dataset, after training each network, we obtain the part label for each primitive/convex by **voting**: for each point we identify the nearest primitive to it, and then the point will cast a vote for that primitive on the corresponding part label. Afterwards, for each primitive, we assign to it the part label that has the highest number of votes. We use 20% of the dataset for assigning part labels, and we use all the shapes for testing. At test time, for each point in the point cloud, we find its nearest primitive, and assign the part label of the primitive to the point. In the comparison to BAE, we employ their one-shot training scheme [37, Sec.3.1]. Note that BAE-NET* is specialized to the segmentation task, while our work mostly targets part-based reconstruction; as such, the IoU performance in Table 3.2 is an upper bound of segmentation performance.

Figure 3.6 shows semantic segmentation and part correspondence implied by BSP-Net autoencoding, showing how individual parts (left/right arm/leg, etc.) are matched. In our method, all shapes are corresponded at the primitive (convexes) level. To reveal shape semantics, we manually group convexes belonging to the same semantic part and assign them the same color. Note that the color assignment is done on each convex once, and propagated to all the shapes.

**Reconstruction comparison** BSP-Net achieves significantly better reconstruction quality, while maintaining high segmentation accuracy; see Table 3.1 and Figure 3.7, where we color each primitive based on its inferred part label. BAE-NET was designed for segmentation, thus produces poor-quality part-based 3D reconstructions. Note how BSP-Net is able to represent complex parts such as legs of swivel chairs in Figure 3.7, while none of the other methods can.

**3.4.3 Single view reconstruction (SVR)**

We compare our method with AtlasNet [86], IM-NET [38] and OccNet [163] on the task of single view reconstruction. We report quantitative results in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, and qualitative results in Figure 3.8. We use the 13 categories in ShapeNet [28] that have more
Table 3.3: Single view reconstruction – comparison to the state of the art. Atlas25 denotes AtlasNet with 25 square patches, while Atlas0 uses a single spherical patch. Subscripts to OccNet and IM-NET show sampling resolution. For fair comparisons, we use resolution $32^3$ so that OccNet and IM-NET output meshes with comparable number of vertices and faces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CD</th>
<th>ECD</th>
<th>LFD</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlas0</td>
<td>1.487</td>
<td>1.866</td>
<td>3644.91</td>
<td>7446</td>
<td>14888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlas25</td>
<td>1.170</td>
<td>2.069</td>
<td>3436.14</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>4050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OccNet32</td>
<td>2.538</td>
<td>6.245</td>
<td>3795.23</td>
<td>1511</td>
<td>3017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OccNet64</td>
<td>1.950</td>
<td>6.654</td>
<td>3254.55</td>
<td>6756</td>
<td>13508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OccNet128</td>
<td>1.945</td>
<td>6.766</td>
<td>3224.33</td>
<td>2720</td>
<td>54538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM-NET32</td>
<td>2.361</td>
<td>4.617</td>
<td>3700.22</td>
<td>1204</td>
<td>2404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM-NET64</td>
<td>1.467</td>
<td>4.426</td>
<td>2940.56</td>
<td>5007</td>
<td>10007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM-NET128</td>
<td>1.387</td>
<td>1.971</td>
<td>2810.47</td>
<td>20504</td>
<td>41005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM-NET256</td>
<td>1.371</td>
<td>2.273</td>
<td><strong>2804.77</strong></td>
<td>82965</td>
<td>165929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>1.432</td>
<td><strong>0.743</strong></td>
<td>2939.15</td>
<td><strong>1191</strong></td>
<td><strong>1913</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Low-poly analysis – the dataset-averaged metrics in single view reconstruction. We highlight the number of vertices #V and triangles #F in the predicted meshes.

Edge Chamfer Distance (ECD) To measure the capacity of a model to represent sharp features, we introduce a new metric. We first compute an “edge sampling” of the surface by generating $16k$ points $S = \{s_i\}$ uniformly distributed on the surface of a model, and then compute sharpness as: $\sigma(s_i) = \min_{j \in N_\varepsilon(s_i)} |n_i \cdot n_j|$, where $N_\varepsilon(s)$ extracts the indices of the samples in $S$ within distance $\varepsilon$ from $s_i$ and $n$ is the surface normal of a sample. We set $\varepsilon=0.01$, and generate our edge sampling by retaining points such that $\sigma(s_i)<0.1$; see Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8: **Single-view 3D reconstruction** – comparison to AtlasNet [86], IM-NET [38], and OccNet [163]. Middle column shows mesh tessellations of the reconstruction; last column shows the edge sampling used in the ECD metric.
Figure 3.9: **Structured SVR** by BSP-Net reconstructs each shape with corresponding convexes. Convexes belonging to the same semantic parts are manually grouped and assigned the same color, resulting in semantic part correspondence.

Given two shapes, the ECD between them is nothing but the Chamfer Distance between the corresponding edge samplings.

**Analysis**  Our method achieves *comparable* performance to the state-of-the-art in terms of Chamfer Distance. As for visual quality, our method also *outperforms* most other methods, which is reflected by the superior results in terms of Light Field Distance. Similarly to Figure 3.6, we manually color each convex to show part correspondences in Figure 3.9. We visualize the triangulations of the output meshes in Figure 3.8: our method outputs meshes with a smaller number of polygons than state-of-the-art methods. Note that these methods cannot generate low-poly meshes, and their vertices are always distributed quasi-uniformly.

Finally, note that our method is the *only* one amongst those tested capable of representing sharp edges – this can be observed quantitatively in terms of Edge Chamfer Distance, where BSP-Net performs much better. Note that AtlasNet could also generate edges in theory, but the shape is not watertight and the edges are irregular, as it can be seen in the zoom-ins of Figure 3.8. We also analyze these metrics aggregated on the entire testing set in Table 3.4. In this final analysis, we also include OccNet\textsubscript{128} and IM-NET\textsubscript{256}, which are the *original* resolutions used by the authors. Note the average number of *polygons* inferred by our method is 655 (recall \#polygons ≤ \#triangles in polygonal meshes).

### 3.5 Conclusions

We introduce BSP-Net, an unsupervised method which can generate compact and structured polygonal meshes in the form of convex decomposition. Our network learns a BSP-tree built on the same set of planes, and in turn, the same set of convexes, to minimize a reconstruction loss for the training shapes. These planes and convexes are defined by weights learned by the network. Compared to state-of-the-art methods, meshes generated by BSP-
Net exhibit superior visual quality, in particular, sharp geometric details, when comparable number of primitives are employed.

The main limitation of BSP-Net is that it can only decompose a shape as a union of convexes. Concave shapes, e.g., a teacup or ring, have to be decomposed into many small convex pieces, which is unnatural and leads to wasting of a considerable amount of representation budget (planes and convexes). A better way to represent such shapes is to do a difference operation rather than union. How to generalize BSP-Net to express a variety of CSG operations is an interesting direction for future work.

Current training times for BSP-Net are quite significant: 6 days for 4,096 planes and 256 convexes for the SVR task trained across all categories; inference is fast however. While most shapes only need a small number of planes to represent, we cannot reduce the total number of planes as they are needed to well represent a large set of shapes. It would be ideal if the network can adapt the primitive count based on the complexity of the input shapes; this may call for an architectural change to the network.

While its applicability to RGBD data could leverage the auto-decoder ideas explored by [109], the generalization of our method beyond curated datasets [28], and the ability to train from only RGB images are of critical importance.
Chapter 4

Neural Marching Cubes

4.1 Introduction

The Marching Cubes (MC) algorithm [157] is the most prominent method for isosurface extraction, and has been widely adopted in scientific visualization, shape reconstruction, and by the recent emerging approaches for learning neural implicit representations [38, 163, 109]. MC takes as input a uniform grid of values representing a discretized implicit field, and extracts a triangle mesh representing the zero-isosurface of the field. The classical MC determines the local mesh topology and tessellation in each cube of the grid by examining the signs at the eight cube corners and referring to a predefined look-up table indexed by the sign configurations. If the isosurface intersects a cube edge, a new mesh vertex is added to that edge with its position computed via linear interpolation.

With its popularity and wide adoption, MC has seen notable improvements over the years. Marching Cubes 33 [40] is one of the first works to assume that the implicit field in each cube follows trilinear interpolation with respect to the cube vertices, and the ensuing meshing algorithm aims for topological correctness under the trilinearity assumption. This increases the number of unique cases of mesh tessellations from 15 (in the original MC [157]) to 33, hence the name. The algorithm itself requires many tests to determine which topological case a cube belongs to, and the process can be error-prone. As a result, many patch-ups and improvements have been made to MC 33 [133, 156, 64, 49]. Still, the trilinearity assumption, which has persisted, can lead to poor estimates of the true implicit field in general, and especially near sharp features of a shape, as shown in Figure 4.1.

Indeed, while MC has been employed for decades, its inability to recover sharp features, arguably its most long-standing issue, has not been fully resolved. Earlier tessellation templates [157, 273, 40] were quite coarse and designed for reconstructing soft and smooth objects. Even with a refined tessellation to possibly represent sharp features in later follow-ups, e.g., [156], there is insufficient information in isolated cubes to disambiguate between soft patches and sharp edges, and this issue is worsened when the inputs are binary occupancies instead of signed distances. In general, a shape edge is not a “point-wise” feature,
Figure 4.1: Our Neural Marching Cubes (NMC) is trained to reconstruct the zero-isosurface of an implicit field, while preserving geometric features such as sharp edges and smooth curves. We compare NMC (d), and a simplified version (e), to the best-known MC variants (a-b), as well as a trilinear interpolant (c), none of which could reconstruct the features. The inputs to all methods are the same: a uniform grid of signed distances sampled from the ground truth (f).

but a geometry property that reveals coherence or dependencies over neighboring cubes. Hence, edge prediction should account for that context, yet classical MC algorithms have not used such neighbor information.

In this paper, we introduce Neural Marching Cubes (NMC), a data-driven approach for isosurfacing from a discretized occupancy or signed distance field (SDF). The main premise of our work is that there is sufficient predictability in the vertex positions and local mesh topologies of “nice” mesh tessellations under the MC setting, in particular, when they reflect persistent features, such as sharp edges, over neighboring cubes. Hence, a well-designed learning approach would be more effective than handcrafting all the templates and making heuristic decisions such as trilinear interpolation. To this end, we re-design the tessellation templates so that they are more apt at preserving geometric features including sharp edges and corners, and develop a neural network to learn the vertex positions and mesh topologies from a set of training meshes, so as to account for contextual information from nearby cubes.

To realize NMC, we must address several immediate challenges. First, we need a per-cube parameterization that is compatible with neural processing, so that the output mesh can be predicted by a network. Such a representation must contain all the information required to perform our modified MC algorithm, including mesh topology and vertex positions in each cell, while minimizing redundancy for efficient network training. Second, our reconfigured mesh tessellation templates must be refined, complete in the sense of avoiding ambiguities
Figure 4.2: Tessellation design (b) and parameterization (c) for NMC in 2D, in contrast to classical MC (a). Four new (face) vertices are added inside each square (c), each associated to a corner vertex (solid/hollow circle with +/- sign to indicate outside/inside), with matching color. Meshing information is encoded by a vector with a “boolean part” revealing topology and a “float part” storing all vertex positions; see Section 4.3.1 for more details.
and covering all topological varieties, and be consistent with our defined representation. Last but not least, we must obtain quality training meshes resembling ideal outputs of NMC automatically from a collection of 3D shapes. These ground truth meshes should use the designed tessellation templates in each cube, and be stored in the aforementioned representation.

Figure 4.2 illustrates our tessellation design and per-cube representation in the 2D case. In contrast to classical MC, we add new vertices to each cube, leading to more refined tessellations that can better represent geometric features. By carefully designing the representation (see Section 4.3), all topological cases that are applicable to our design, including all cases in MC 33, as well as all vertex positions, can be compactly encoded in a vector form for neural processing. Also, by associating the added vertices to their respective corner vertices, the new tessellations can all be obtained naturally and efficiently by following a few design guidelines.

With the above representation, our network for NMC is simply a 3D variant of ResNet [95] which inputs implicit field values. The network is trained with ground-truth meshes to set up both the topological and geometric losses, which operate respectively on the binary and float parts of the 3D version (see Figure 4.3) of the per-cube vector representation shown in Figure 4.2(c). By limiting its receptive field, our network learns local features, rather than from the entire shape, so that it generalizes well to new shapes and new datasets. Finally, we devise an optimization-based approach (see Section 4.3.4) to obtain the ground truth output meshes from raw 3D shapes based on our representation and tessellation design.

We evaluate NMC by qualitative and quantitative comparisons, in terms of reconstruction quality and feature preservation, to well-known MC variants, on both signed distance and binary voxel inputs. We show that our method is the first MC-based approach that is able to recover sharp features without requiring additional inputs other than a uniform grid of implicit field values. In addition, our network can more faithfully reconstruct local mesh topologies near thin shape structures and closely surface sheets. We also provide a simplified version of NMC, which adopts the same mesh tessellation templates as [156], to study the fidelity-complexity trade-off. We finally show that our model can be trained to reconstruct clean meshes from noisy inputs by adjusting the training data, thus offering a useful tool for extracting 3D shapes from those shape representations designed for neural networks.

4.2 Related work

Our work is inspired by and closely related to Marching Cubes [157] and its several variants. For completeness, we also discuss other algorithms for isosurfacings and emphasize the strengths of our NMC approach. Also relevant are recent works from the rapidly advancing field of neural geometry learning.
4.2.1 Marching Cubes (MC) and Variants

The original MC algorithm [157] was proposed to reconstruct 3D structures from medical scan images, while a concurrent work [273] developed similar ideas for reconstructing soft objects. However, these methods did not guarantee surface consistency due to ambiguities of the tessellations in each cube; they may generate holes when tessellations in adjacent cells produce different corner connections on the common face [61]. Asymptotic Decider [178] addressed the issue by assuming the implicit field within each face follows bilinear interpolation with respect to the four face vertices, and proposed a solution to produce topologically correct tessellations under the bilinearity assumption. Several follow-up works [162, 40, 176] further assumed the implicit field within each cube follows trilinear interpolation with respect to the eight cube vertices. Specifically, [40] was the first work to enumerate all possible topological cases with respect to the trilinear interpolant in the cube, and proposed Marching Cubes 33, which contains 33 unique cases under cube rotational and inversion symmetries (inverting all vertex signs), or 31 cases under rotation, mirroring, and inversion; see Figure 4.4(a). In comparison, the original MC algorithm had 15 and 14 cases, respectively.

While correctly enumerating all the topological cases does resolve ambiguities of the tessellations, the many tests required to identify specific topologies present a computational challenge. Lewiner et al. [133] provided an efficient implementation of MC 33 by utilizing an extended look-up table, but left some unresolved issues [64] which were tackled by follow-up work [49]. Van Gelder and Wilhelms [244] pointed out that to avoid non-manifold edges, the triangles in the tessellation templates should not lie in the face of a cube, as in MC 33, and this issue was addressed in later improvements [44, 156]. Specifically, [156] introduced additional vertices on cube faces and interiors, but still followed the trilinearity assumption to place vertices, leading to poor estimates of surface features; see Figure 4.1. To extract sharp features from volume data, prior works typically required additional information, such as the positions and normals of the intersection points between cube edges and the shape, for vertex placement [121]. A key point of NMC is that feature recovery is a learnable problem from training meshes. Once trained, our network can accurately predict sharp features and local mesh topologies without any additional input.

4.2.2 Other Isosurfacing Algorithms

Classic isosurfacing algorithms such as dual contouring [110] could preserve sharp features, but it requires the gradients of the intersection points on the edges of the grid cells, which could complicate the input setup. Dual contouring could also produce non-manifold edges, which is an issue addressed later by [213]. In dual marching cubes [214], the implicit function is required as input and queried during reconstruction. There have also been other extensions to dual contouring [59, 216], including works [245, 296] which employ adaptive subdivision.
for simplification and efficient isosurfacing. Like dual contouring, all these methods require additional inputs such as the gradient information or the function of the underlying implicit field. By learning from training data, NMC can better preserve geometric features given only a uniform grid of sampled scalar values as input.

Marching Tetrahedra (MT) [60] is another variant of MC: it splits each cube into tetrahedra to produce tessellations therein. The tessellation cases for MT are simpler than those of MC, but they were also not designed to recover sharp features. Finally, in a recent work called Analytic Marching [131], rather than taking a signed distance field to mesh, the input is implemented as a trained multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with rectified linear units (ReLU). The meshing is then performed by a marching over “analytic cells”, which correspond to linear regions resulting from a partitioning by the MLP. Overall, none of the above isosurfacing algorithms learn mesh tessellations from training data.

4.2.3 Neural Geometry Learning

With rapid advances in geometric deep learning, different neural representations have been proposed for 3D shapes. Voxels [43, 264, 92], point clouds [1, 65], and implicit models [38, 163, 109] are among the most popular. But they all require a post processing step to extract a mesh. Deformable meshes/patches [86, 249, 255] can directly output well-tessellated meshes, but they rely heavily on the input mesh templates and are unable to alter their topologies. There are only a handful of works [36, 74, 57, 50] that could output polygonal meshes directly. In contrast, our method takes a discretized implicit field as input and directly outputs a triangle mesh, and therefore could act as the post processing step for many of the above representations.

NMC follows a recent trend in applying machine learning to classical low-level geometry processing tasks including mesh denoising [252], shape transform [286], point cloud upsampling [290], skeletonization [143], and subdivision [148], among many others. In particular, in neural subdivision, Liu et al. [148] proposed a graph neural network to perform geometry-aware subdivision on triangle meshes. It recursively subdivides an input mesh by applying classic loop subdivision, while the positions of the newly added vertices are predicted by a neural network conditioned on local geometry.

In terms of combining machine learning and MC, two notable works, Deep Marching Cubes (DMC) [139] and MeshSDF [201], both aim to make MC differentiable. Specifically, DMC learns a differentiable approximation of MC by predicting probabilistic occupancies and vertex displacements, while MeshSDF adopts a continuous model of how signed distance function perturbations locally impact surface geometry to obtain a differentiable surface parameterization. Another work, DefTet [71], shares a similar spirit as DMC, as it reconstructs tetrahedral meshes by predicting occupancies in an initial tetrahedral grid, and deforming the vertices to approximate the output shape.
Our work differs from DMC and MeshSDF in several major ways. First, our goals are different. The goal of DMC and MeshSDF is to directly obtain an explicit mesh representation from discrete raw inputs, e.g., point clouds, voxels, or images, in an end-to-end trainable manner, while NMC builds a framework to make MC learnable from training meshes. The input to NMC is a discrete implicit field of distances or occupancies obtained by any model, neurally or not. Second, the focus of DMC and MeshSDF is the end-to-end differentiability, while our focus is on designing and training a refined neural MC model to better reconstruct geometry and topology, in particular sharp features, unlike any other previous MC variant or differential extension. Case in point, DMC only adopted 8 out of the 15 mesh tessellation templates from the original MC [157] that have singly connected topologies, falling far short of [156] and NMC in terms of topological granularity. Last but not the least, DMC and MeshSDF rely on global features to predict the output shapes, not aiming to generalize to other shape categories not present in the training set. In contrast, our network employs a limited receptive field for each cube, leading to a more robust and general isosurfacing algorithm.

4.3 Neural Marching Cubes

We detail our representation for performing Neural Marching Cubes (NMC). We first introduce in a 2D example how the local topologies and tessellations in a square can be represented with a fixed-length code of binary values and float numbers; see Figure 4.2. Then we expand the representation into the 3D cube for NMC, as shown in Figure 4.3. We show how to design the mesh tessellations with respect to our representation and how our training data could be generated from raw meshes. Finally, we describe the network architecture and objective functions we designed to train NMC.

4.3.1 2D NMC: representation in a 2D square

We follow the common assumption in MC that if the two vertices of an edge in a cube (or a square) have different signs, there will be one and only one intersection point between the edge and the underlying zero-isosurface. As a result, all the situations in a square can be enumerated as in Figure 4.2(a). However, the tessellation templates in the classic MC algorithms are unable to represent geometric features such as sharp edges by design, hence they must be re-designed. Simply adding one vertex on each generated edge (black line) of the original templates could already solve the issue. But since we want a neural network to fully predict the meshing in each square, including the added vertices, we need to design a representation with a fixed format to store all the necessary information, so that the representation could be directly parsed into an output mesh, while being compatible with neural processing and training.
First, we add four face vertices \((v_1^f \sim v_4^f)\) on the face, each associated with one corner vertex \((v_1 \sim v_4)\), as shown in Figure 4.2(c) left. With the added vertices, new tessellations that can better preserve geometric features can be easily derived; see Figure 4.2(b).

Next, we design a fixed-length vector to fully encode the output mesh (edges) in each square; see Figure 4.2(c). The vector is split into a boolean or binary part to describe the topological cases, and a float part to store floating point numbers as vertex positions.

When the signs of the four corner vertices are given, there is only one ambiguity case, when both ends of a diagonal line are with the same signs but the ends of an edge are with different signs; see top-right corner of Figure 4.2(b). This ambiguity can be resolved by adding a face sign which is positive if the connected vertices are positive, and vice versa. Hence, the boolean part has 5 values storing the signs: one face sign and four signs for the corner vertices. On the other hand, we need to store all vertex positions in the float part, whether the vertices are being used or not. Since each edge vertex only has one degree of freedom, four edge vertices take 4 floats to store. Adding the 8 numbers for the 2D coordinates of the four face vertices, in total we have 12 numbers in the float part.

However, note that the representation for each square is not the same as the representation we use to predict the entire 2D shape, because of the redundancy: an edge vertex is shared by two adjacent squares, and a corner vertex is shared by four. Therefore, when representing the squares of an entire shape, we only need to store the sign of one corner vertex \((v_1)\) and the face sign in the boolean part, and two edge vertices \((v_1^e, v_4^e)\) and all four face vertices in the float part, leading to 2d and 10d vectors, respectively. Afterwards, a 2D Convolutional Neural network (CNN) could be applied to take as input an \(M \times N\) array of implicit field values, and output an \(M \times N \times 12\) array that is parsed into a 2D mesh.

### 4.3.2 3D NMC: representation in a 3D cube

As shown in Figure 4.3, we design the NMC representation for a 3D cube in a similar manner as its 2D counterpart shown in Figure 4.2. In addition to the edge vertices \((v_1^e \sim v_{12}^e)\), we keep the four added face vertices for each of the six faces of the cube. We also add eight interior vertices \((v_1^c \sim v_8^c)\) in the cube, each affiliated with one corner vertex \((v_1 \sim v_8)\) of the cube. Details on how to properly tessellate the cube with these new vertices will be discussed in Section 4.3.3. In this section, we focus on how to represent the topological cases and the positions of the added vertices, using a boolean and a float part respectively, as shown in Figure 4.3(c).

For the boolean part, we require at least eight signs at the corner vertices of the cube and six face signs to describe or index the local mesh topology in each cube. However, these are not sufficient to resolve all ambiguities. As already observed in MC 33 [40], when there are two connected components with the same sign on the surface of a cube, the two could be connected with a tunnel inside the cube. The real situations could be far more complicated
Figure 4.3: Per-cube parameterization for our NMC in 3D, with 12 edge vertices ($v^e_i$), $6 \times 4 = 24$ new face vertices ($v^f_j$), along with 8 new interior vertices ($v^c_j$), as shown in (a). Vertices with the same color correspond to the same cube vertex, as shown in (b), where the grey lines in (a-b) are for ease of visualization only. The vector representation for local mesh topology (the boolean part) and vertex positions (the float part) is given in (c), where the number of floats needed to represent a vertex depends on the degrees of freedom, e.g., one for an edge vertex, two for a face vertex, and three for an interior vertex.

than that. There could be more than two connected components on the surface of the cube, and there could be more than one tunnel to connect the two components. To simplify the situation, we draw inspiration from the topological cases in MC 33, which are shown in Figure 4.4(a). Note that all the 33 cases have either zero or one tunnel, if there are exactly two connected components with the same sign. Therefore, we assume that in the case of two connected components, there could be one tunnel connecting the components, or none at all. In other cases with just one or more than two connected components, we assume zero tunnel. With such a simplifying assumption, we only need to add one binary value to indicate whether a tunnel exists, leading to a total of 15 binary values in the boolean part.

For the float part, we need to store 44 added vertices: 12 edge vertices, $6 \times 4 = 24$ face vertices, and 8 interior vertices, as shown in Figure 4.3(a-b). Since each edge vertex only has one degree of freedom, 12 edge vertices would only need 12 floats to store. Each face vertex has two degrees of freedom, therefore 24 face vertices take 48 floats to store. Plus the 24 floats for the 3D coordinates of the 8 interior vertices, in total we have 84 numbers in the float part.

However, similar to the 2D cases, the representation for each cube is not the same as the representation we use to predict the entire 3D shape, because of the redundancy: a corner vertex is shared by eight cubes, an edge vertex is shared by four, and a face vertex is shared by two. Therefore, when representing the cubes of an entire shape, we only need to store 5 values in the boolean part (the sign of $v_1$, $f_1$, $f_3$, $f_5$; and the tunnel flag), and 51 values in the float part (3 edge vertices on edges $e_1$, $e_4$, $e_9$; 12 face vertices on faces $f_1$, $f_3$, $f_5$; and all 8 interior vertices). Afterwards, a 3D CNN can be applied to take as input an $M \times N \times P$ array of implicit field values, and output an $M \times N \times P \times 56$ array that could be parsed into a 3D mesh.
4.3.3 3D NMC: tessellating a 3D cube

In this section, we elaborate how we tessellate the cube with respect to each topological case. To facilitate the tessellation design, we developed a graphical user interface for interactive modelling, and employed the interface to design and render all the cases as shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.

Generally, the tessellation design needs to comply with several basic principles. First, the resulting mesh should contain only triangles. Second, the mesh should completely separate vertices with different signs, i.e., any path inside the cube that connects two vertices of different signs must intersect with the mesh. Third, there should be no non-manifold edges or vertices. Specific to our method, there is a fourth principle to follow: we are only allowed to use the vertices present in our cube representation as described in Section 4.3.2.

However, the very first step we need to take before designing the tessellations, is to enumerate how many unique topological cases there are. In our cube representation, we have 15 binary values to describe the cases, therefore we have a total of $2^{15} = 32,768$ cases. Yet, if we consider the presence of rotational symmetries, mirroring symmetries, inversion symmetries (inverting all vertex and face signs in a cube), and remove all invalid cases with respect to the tunnel flag, we have a total of 37 unique cases.

We can directly use the face tessellations in Figure 4.2 to tessellate the six faces of a cube, as shown in Figure 4.5(b). Afterwards, we follow several guidelines to create a mesh inside the cube: a) If there is a tunnel, then the tunnel must contain the small center cube made by the eight interior vertices; b) if there is no tunnel, then connect all available face vertices to their corresponding interior vertices; c) avoid long triangles. See Figure 4.6 for several examples.

The completed tessellations of our method can be found in Figure 4.5(a). The tessellation design allows much freedom and does not necessarily have to follow our guidelines. For example, we could simply take the tessellations in [156] into our framework, as show in Figure 4.4(b). Since this tessellation design employs fewer vertices and triangles, we coin our Neural Marching Cubes using this specific tessellation design as NMC-lite. Note that in both cases, the training data will be prepared and the network will be trained with respect to their own tessellation designs.

4.3.4 Data preparation

We now introduce data preparation for NMC, i.e., the preprocessing step to convert a raw mesh into a form compatible with our cube representation in Figure 4.3 for neural processing; it is an $M \times N \times P \times 5$ array for the boolean part and an $M \times N \times P \times 51$ array for the float part, when the input grid is $M \times N \times P$. We divide a raw 3D mesh into small cubes to process each separately, as in MC. For each cube, we first determine its topological case. Then we put the corresponding tessellation template inside that cube, and optimize
Figure 4.4: The 3D cube tessellations of Marching Cubes 33 [40] and [156]. Note that they both present 31 cases, since Case 12.3 is equivalent to Case 12.2 and Case 14 is equivalent to Case 11, with respect to rotational and mirroring symmetries. In (b), we also add our extended topological cases to [156], indicated with a *, to form a simplified version of our NMC tessellations, denoted as NMC-lite.
Figure 4.5: Our cube tessellations and face tessellations for all the 37 unique topological cases considered by NMC, where vertices with the same color correspond. Note Case 0 in the top-right corner which indexes the case where all signs on the cube vertices are the same.
Figure 4.6: Example tessellation steps for our NMC designs. The face tessellations in the first column follow Figure 4.2, therefore they are considered as “given”, and we only need to add new structures inside the cube.

Figure 4.7: Our preprocessing step to prepare the training mesh data for NMC. After determining the topological case for the cube, we optimize the vertex positions to approximate the original mesh. The initial face vertices are mid-points or trisection points, while the initial interior vertices in the cube are averages of connected edge vertices and face vertices.
the vertices of the tessellation template to minimize the Chamfer Distance with respect to the original mesh. An overview is given in Figure 4.7.

To determine the topological case in a cube, we compute a $9 \times 9 \times 9$ grid of signed distances inside the cube, so that each face contains $9 \times 9$ signed distances. We then check the connectivities between the vertices through the SDF grid, where adjacent grid points with the same sign are considered connected, to determine the case for each of the six faces. After the face cases are determined, we only need to test whether there is a tunnel to determine the cube case, which can be done by checking the number of connected components inside the cube. Note that in several situations, the cube cannot be represented with our templates, e.g., when there are two or more intersections on a cube edge, or when there are complex structures inside the cube that are unaccounted for.

We perform tests to validate whether an edge/face/cube can be represented using our templates by checking the number of connected components, which are compared against the templates in Figure 4.2 (for faces in the 2D case) or Figure 4.5 (for cubes in 3D). The edges/faces/cubes that do not have matching numbers are deemed to be invalid. For example, if the end vertices (grid points) of an edge are with different signs, then the 9 grid points on the edge should contain exactly two connected components, one positive and one negative. In a 3D cube, say Case 6.1.1, there are three connected components, one positive and two negatives, while in Case 6.1.2, there are two connected components because of the tunnel.

The removal of invalid edges/faces/cubes from the training meshes is critical to NMC and this is accomplished by a masking process. Specifically, we generate masks during data preparation to indicate valid values in our representation with 1’s and invalid or irrelevant values with 0’s, where invalidity implies that the edge/face/cube cannot be represented by our designed tessellation templates, and a value stored in our representation is irrelevant if it does not affect the output mesh (e.g., the face sign in an unambiguous face, or the tunnel flag in a cube that cannot form a tunnel). For shape $s$, we denote the input array as $I_s \in \mathbb{R}^{M \times N \times P}$, the array of the boolean part as $B_s \in \{0, 1\}^{M \times N \times P \times 5}$, and the array of the float part as $F_s \in [0, 1]^{M \times N \times P \times 51}$. Therefore, the mask of $B_s$ is $M_{B_s} \in \{0, 1\}^{M \times N \times P \times 5}$ and the mask of $F_s$ is $M_{F_s} \in \{0, 1\}^{M \times N \times P \times 51}$.

After the topological case is settled, we put the corresponding tessellation template inside the cube and optimize its vertices to approximate the original mesh. However, since adjacent cubes share edges and faces, we first determine the positions of all edge vertices, then all face vertices, and finally all interior vertices, to avoid repeated computations. Note that only the edge vertices do not require optimization since we can find them by checking the intersection points between the cube edges and the original mesh. Take the interior vertices for example – while the face vertices can be optimized in a similar way, we densely sample points on the mesh inside the cube to obtain a point cloud $P$. Denote the vertices, edges, and triangles in the tessellation template as $V$, $E$, and $T$, respectively. Denote the point-
triangle Euclidean distance as $D(p, t)$, and the point-point Euclidean distance as $d(v_1, v_2)$, we have the objective function

$$L_{total} = L_{P \rightarrow T} + L_{T \rightarrow P} + \gamma L_{reg}, \text{ with}$$

$$L_{P \rightarrow T} = \frac{1}{|P|} \sum_{p \in P} \min_{t \in T} D(p, t), \quad (4.2)$$

$$L_{T \rightarrow P} = \frac{1}{|T|} \sum_{t \in T} \min_{p \in P} D(p, t), \quad (4.3)$$

$$L_{reg} = \frac{1}{|V|} \sum_{v_1 \in V} \min_{\{v_1, v_2\} \in E} d(v_1, v_2), \quad (4.4)$$

where $L_{P \rightarrow T}$ is the point-to-triangle distance, $L_{T \rightarrow P}$ the triangle-to-point distance, and $L_{reg}$ a regularization term to keep the surface as “tight” as possible by minimizing edge lengths, and $\gamma$ is set to 0.1.

Note that it is possible to use the above objective function to train the network directly, instead of using a mean squared error loss as we will describe in the next section. However, to ensure the quality of the generated mesh, we usually sample a very dense point cloud to perform the optimization. The computational time and memory cost make it intractable to train the network directly with the optimization objectives.

### 4.3.5 NMC network and objective functions

The input to our network is an array of implicit field values $I_s$, and the ground truth outputs contain a boolean array $B_s$ and a float array $F_s$. The masks $M_{B_s}$ and $M_{F_s}$ indicate which values in $B_s$ and $F_s$ are valid. Since they are all 3D arrays (with feature channels), we could directly apply 3D convolutional neural networks for the task. Specifically, we use a 3D variant of ResNet [95] as our backbone network, with receptive fields of size $7^3$.

For the objective functions, we use a binary cross entropy (BCE) loss for the boolean part and a mean squared error (MSE) loss for the float part. Denote the outputs of our network as $D_s = f_B(I_s)$ and $H_s = f_F(I_s)$ for the boolean part and float part, respectively, and denote the entire shape dataset as $S$. Let all multiplications in the following equations be element-wise products, then we have

$$L_{bool} = \mathbb{E}_{s \sim S} || -M_{B_s}(B_s \log(D_s) + (1 - B_s) \log(1 - D_s)) ||_1, \quad (4.5)$$

$$L_{float} = \mathbb{E}_{s \sim S} ||M_{F_s}(F_s - H_s)||_2^2. \quad (4.6)$$

We could directly sum $L_{bool}$ and $L_{float}$ with a weighting parameter to obtain the final objective function. However, our experiments showed that it is tedious to find an appropriate weight for the two terms. Therefore, we choose to use two distinct networks to predict $D_s$
and $H_s$ separately, so that one network is trained with $L_{\text{bool}}$ and another with $L_{\text{float}}$ without any interference.

However, the above settings are not sufficient for binary voxel inputs, due to considerable ambiguities of the possible shapes represented by the input voxels. Therefore, we use the aforementioned settings for SDF grid inputs, and make a few adjustments when the inputs are binary voxels. Specifically, we enlarge the receptive fields of our backbone network from $7^3$ to $15^3$ to reduce ambiguity, and add a smoothness term to the loss function on the float part,

$$L^*_{\text{float}} = L_{\text{float}} + \gamma L_{\text{smooth}},$$

where $E_s$ denotes the set of all edges $(u,v)$ in the ground truth (GT) output mesh for shape $s$, $F^u_s \in \mathbb{R}^3$ is the coordinates of vertex $u$ in the GT mesh, and $H^u_s \in \mathbb{R}^3$ is the coordinates of $u$ in the predicted mesh. Note that the mesh tessellations of the GT mesh and the predicted mesh are the same since the tessellations are determined solely by the boolean part, and we use the GT boolean part when training the float part. In addition, $\mathbb{I}(|F^u_s - F^v_s| < \sigma) \cdot (H^u_s - H^v_s)]^2_2$, (4.7)

where $E_s$ denotes the set of all edges $(u,v)$ in the ground truth (GT) output mesh for shape $s$, $F^u_s \in \mathbb{R}^3$ is the coordinates of vertex $u$ in the GT mesh, and $H^u_s \in \mathbb{R}^3$ is the coordinates of $u$ in the predicted mesh. Note that the mesh tessellations of the GT mesh and the predicted mesh are the same since the tessellations are determined solely by the boolean part, and we use the GT boolean part when training the float part. In addition, $\mathbb{I}(|\cdot| < \sigma)$ in the equation converts true/false into $1/0$, respectively, and the parameters $\sigma = 0.0002$ and $\gamma = 10$ are fixed throughout our experiments.

Overall, the smoothness term encourages the output surfaces to align with the coordinate axes, with the underlying assumption that the GT surfaces generally share the same characteristic. We show the impact of $L_{\text{smooth}}$ in Figure 4.8 and explain this choice by experimenting with different smoothness terms in the experiments.

4.4 Results and evaluation

In this section, we show results and evaluate NMC both qualitatively and quantitatively, on both SDF and binary voxel inputs. We compare NMC to well-known MC variants, and demonstrate its generalizability and the ability to handle noisy input.
Datasets. For our experiments, we mainly work with the first chunk of the ABC dataset [122], which consists of triangle meshes of CAD shapes. Such CAD shapes are characterized by their rich geometric features (e.g., sharp edges, corners, smooth curves, etc.) and topological varieties. We split the set into 80% training (4,280 shapes) and 20% testing (1,071 shapes). During data preparation, we obtain triangle meshes over $32^3$ and $64^3$ grids to train our network. Evaluation is conducted on the testing set. Later, to assess the generalizability of NMC, we also test (not train) the same network on the Thingi10K dataset [302], which contains a variety of 3D-printing models.

Evaluation metrics. To perform quantitative evaluation, we sample 100K points $S = \{s_i\}$ uniformly distributed over the surface of a shape, and then use Chamfer Distance (CD) and F-score (F1) to evaluate the overall quality of a reconstructed mesh, and Normal Consistency (NC) to evaluate the quality of its surface normals.

Inspired by BSP-Net [36], we employ Edge Chamfer Distance (ECD) and Edge F-score (EF1) to evaluate the preservation of sharp edges. We use the same “sharpness” definition in BSP-Net as $\sigma(s_i) = \min_{j \in N_\varepsilon(s_i)} |n_i \cdot n_j|$, where $N_\varepsilon(s)$ extracts the indices of the points in $S$ within distance $\varepsilon$ from $s$, and $n_i$ is the surface normal at point $s_i$. We compute an “edge sampling” of the surface by retaining points for which $\sigma(s_i)<0.2$. Given two shapes, the ECD and EF1 between them are simply the CD and F1 between the corresponding edge samples. We also count the number of generated vertices ($\#V$) and triangles ($\#T$) to reveal the fidelity-complexity trade-off.

Figure 4.9: Results of reconstructing 3D meshes from SDF grid inputs at $64^3$ resolution. The shapes in the first two rows are from the ABC test set, and the last two rows from Thingi10K.
### Table 4.1: Quantitative comparison results on ABC test set with SDF input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>CD($\times 10^5$)↑</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>NC↑</th>
<th>ECD($\times 10^2$)↑</th>
<th>EF1↑</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128³</td>
<td>4.143</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>4.063</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>22,048.41</td>
<td>44,107.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64³</td>
<td>4.850</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>5.736</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>5,472.51</td>
<td>10,953.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32³</td>
<td>5.239</td>
<td>0.570</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>5.504</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>1,297.38</td>
<td>2,595.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC33</td>
<td>4.143</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>4.063</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>22,048.41</td>
<td>44,107.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopes2003</td>
<td>4.803</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>6.841</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>21,979.95</td>
<td>43,892.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trilinear</td>
<td>4.733</td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>7.275</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-lite</td>
<td>4.341</td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>22,710.56</td>
<td>43,876.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>4.533</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>12,551.21</td>
<td>25,076.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopes2003</td>
<td>4.487</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>50,649.41</td>
<td>100,417.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trilinear</td>
<td>4.161</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>7.217</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-lite</td>
<td>3.922</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>0.532</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>5,464.48</td>
<td>10,389.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>3.919</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>0.634</td>
<td>9,728.20</td>
<td>19,460.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4.2: Quantitative comparison on organic FAUST shapes with SDF input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resolution</th>
<th>CD($\times 10^5$)↑</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>NC↑</th>
<th>ECD($\times 10^2$)↑</th>
<th>EF1↑</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>128³</td>
<td>4.533</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>12,551.21</td>
<td>25,076.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC33</td>
<td>4.533</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>12,551.21</td>
<td>25,076.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopes2003</td>
<td>4.487</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>50,649.41</td>
<td>100,417.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-lite</td>
<td>3.696</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>50,205.72</td>
<td>100,401.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>3.706</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>83,023.48</td>
<td>166,036.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.10: Reconstruction results on a brain model (in Thingi10K) with smooth features by MC33 and NMC, from SDF inputs. NMC preserves the surface details (especially around the valley areas) better.
Mesh extraction from SDF grids. We first compare the two versions of our method, NMC and NMC-lite, with the two best-known MC variants to date, Marching Cubes 33 [133] (MC33) and [156] (Lopes2003), on the task of mesh extraction from grids of SDF values. Quantitative comparison results are reported in Table 4.1, with two choices of input resolutions: $64^3$ and $32^3$, on the ABC test set. The results show that, with the same SDF inputs, our method outperforms MC33 and Lopes2003 on all the quantitative measures considered.

We also add a row (top row in Table 4.1) for MC33 with the input resolution upscaled to $128^3$. As we can see, even with 8× the amount of input information as NMC and NMC-lite, MC33 underperforms on all measures except for CD. In terms of edge preservation, our method is superior. This is also verified by the visual results in Figure 4.11, comparing MC33 on $128^3$ input and NMC on $64^3$ input.

Figure 4.9 shows qualitative comparisons between the various methods, on sample inputs from the ABC test set and Thingi10K. We can observe that NMC, and to a lesser extent, NMC-lite, are the only methods that can recover sharp edges and corners, while the smooth curves are also well preserved. In fact, our method can reconstruct both sharp and soft edges well, as demonstrated in the last row. Furthermore, examples in the first row and the third row (at a smaller scale) exhibit thin structures in a shape, which causes both MC33 and Lobes2003 to produce incorrect local topologies, due to the trilinear interpolant assumption. On the other hand, our method infers the correct topological cases — the ambiguous Case 10.1.1 (see Figure 4.5), resulting in more faithful reconstructions.

In Figure 4.1(c), we show the isosurface of a trilinear interpolant, and in Table 4.1, we report quantitative results associated with trilinear interpolation. The “ground truth” trilinear interpolant could be considered as the upper bound of all methods that follow the trilinearity assumption. Therefore, our method outperforming the trilinear interpolant further proves that NMC is fundamentally superior at feature-preserving isosurface extraction.

Organic shapes. In Figure 4.10, we show that when the ground truth shape has smooth undulations, our method is still able to reconstruct the surface details better than MC33. For a more comprehensive test on organic shapes, we compare the various methods on 100 meshes of human body shapes from the FAUST dataset [19]. The quantitative results in Table 4.2 show that NMC and its variant can learn to predict both smooth and sharp features well, outperforming both MC33 and Lopes2003. Augmenting the training set with more organic shapes should further improve performance on such inputs, since our method is data-driven.

Varying input grid resolutions. In Figure 4.11, we show how MC33 and NMC perform as the input SDF resolutions vary from $8^3$ to $128^3$, where we recall that our network was trained on meshes obtained at $32^3$ and $64^3$ resolutions. It is clear that our method can easily...
Figure 4.11: Results of reconstructing 3D mesh shapes from SDF inputs as the input grid resolutions vary. The holes in the MC33 results are due to incorrectly predicted topological cases. NMC consistently outperforms MC33 at all input resolutions, up to $128^3$, but with a “diminishing margin”.

adapt to higher-resolution inputs, but degrades in reconstruction quality at the lower end. This is expected since as the cube size grows relative to the shape, the geometric varieties inside the cubes would surpass the set of topological cases covered by NMC. Nevertheless, NMC appears to consistently outperform MC33 at all resolutions, up to at least $128^3$. As the resolution continues to grow however, the difference between NMC and MC33 will diminish since the topological cases per cube would be much simplified.

**Mesh extraction from binary voxels.** When the inputs are binary voxels instead of signed distances, the isosurface extraction task becomes significantly more difficult, since voxel occupancies possess considerably less information. Not only are the point-to-surface distances lost in the occupancies, but the signs could also be inaccurate: a point outside the shape in the SDF grid may become “inside” in the voxel grid. One can observe a quality drop from the visual results shown in Figure 4.12. Even our method cannot always produce faithful reconstructions due to the ambiguities, e.g., the rod in the first row could be rectangular or circular, and the edges in the second row could be smooth or sharp - both would yield identical voxel grids. However, our learning-based approach is able to narrow down the possible geometries and topologies by observing local neighborhoods. As shown by the quantitative results in Table 4.3, our method outperforms other MC variants and the trilinear interpolant on all measures, except for NC, by a substantial margin.
Figure 4.12: Results of reconstructing 3D meshes from binary voxel/occupancy inputs at 64^3 resolution. The shapes in the first two rows are from the ABC test set, and the last two rows from Thingi10K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>64^3 resolution</th>
<th>CD(×10^5)</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>NC↑</th>
<th>ECD(×10^5)</th>
<th>EF1↑</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC33</td>
<td>26.860</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>11.196</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>5,826.08</td>
<td>11,655.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopes2003</td>
<td>26.829</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>14.601</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>23,302.73</td>
<td>46,608.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trilinear</td>
<td>26.826</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>14.866</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-lite</td>
<td>9.302</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>0.559</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>22,185.94</td>
<td>42,915.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>9.341</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>42,043.03</td>
<td>84,087.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>32^3 resolution</th>
<th>CD(×10^5)</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>NC↑</th>
<th>ECD(×10^5)</th>
<th>EF1↑</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC33</td>
<td>9.636</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>11.764</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>1,532.70</td>
<td>3,065.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopes2003</td>
<td>9.632</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>14.723</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>6,130.84</td>
<td>12,261.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trilinear</td>
<td>9.641</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>14.820</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-lite</td>
<td>5.909</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>5,236.79</td>
<td>9,975.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>6.029</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>0.910</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>9,469.84</td>
<td>18,933.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Quantitative comparisons on ABC test set with binary voxel input.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>64³ resolution</th>
<th>CD($\times 10^5$)↓</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>NC↑</th>
<th>ECD($\times 10^2$)↓</th>
<th>EF1↑</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC33</td>
<td>3.195</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>3.763</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>5,517.51</td>
<td>11,044.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopes2003</td>
<td>3.084</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.953</td>
<td>4.567</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>22,224.23</td>
<td>44,135.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trilinear</td>
<td>3.076</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>5.211</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-lite</td>
<td>2.470</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>22,991.80</td>
<td>44,109.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>2.477</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>40,951.73</td>
<td>81,910.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>32³ resolution</th>
<th>CD($\times 10^5$)↓</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>NC↑</th>
<th>ECD($\times 10^2$)↓</th>
<th>EF1↑</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC33</td>
<td>10.519</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>4.046</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>1,284.98</td>
<td>2,569.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopes2003</td>
<td>10.473</td>
<td>0.547</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>4.596</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>5,163.28</td>
<td>10,281.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trilinear</td>
<td>10.431</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>5.180</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-lite</td>
<td>8.425</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>5,423.92</td>
<td>10,263.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>8.454</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>9,161.94</td>
<td>18,327.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Quantitative comparison results on Thingi10K with SDF input.

Figure 4.13: Comparing NMC with MC33 and Deep Marching Cubes (DMC) [139] on feature preservation.

**Generalizability.** To demonstrate generalizability of our networks, which were trained on ABC, we test them on the first 2,000 valid shapes from Thingi10K, using exactly the same network weights as those in the previous experiments. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show quantitative comparison results on SDF and binary voxel inputs, respectively. Some qualitative results are given in Figures 4.9 and 4.12. We can observe a similar performance boost over the other methods in comparison. Note however that in Table 4.5, our method does not significantly outperform other methods at the 32³ input voxel resolution. This may be due to NMC being overfit to the ABC training set, since the shape resolution (32³) is getting close to the size of the receptive field of our voxel processing network (15³).

**Comparison to DMC** In Figure 4.13, we compare NMC with DMC [139] on feature-preserving mesh reconstruction. Since the network architecture of DMC is not designed to perform general isosurface extraction, we train their network to overfit on a single input shape with 65,536 uniformly sampled points as supervision. As we can see, even with such an overfitting, DMC is still unable to recover sharp features, which is mainly due to its adoption of only few classical MC tessellations representing simple topologies. Related to this, while DMC is trained to minimize point-to-triangle distances, it does not provide the tessellations to support sharp edges. As a result, the reconstructed geometry near edges is “bulging” in order to minimize distances to the training points.
Table 4.5: Quantitative comparisons on Thingi10K with binary voxel input.

**Input and output complexities.** When making comparisons, the input resolutions to all methods are identical, but the output complexities do vary, as shown in Tables 4.1-4.5, in terms of the average triangle and vertex counts. With the same tessellation templates, hence comparable output complexities, NMC-lite outperforms Lopes2003 on all fronts, both quantitatively and qualitatively, offering clear evidence for the effectiveness of our data-driven approach for isosurfacing. The new tessellation templates designed for NMC are more refined, resulting in higher triangle counts, but also improved reconstruction quality, as shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.12.

**NMC vs NMC-lite.** Quantitatively, the performances of NMC and NMC-lite are quite similar, proving the robustness of our representation design. However, the visual quality of NMC results tends to be better than that of NMC-lite, at the expense of almost doubling the triangle counts. Thus, if a lower output complexity is desired, one may choose NMC-lite over NMC. But since NMC-lite employs simpler tessellation templates, it may not be able to recover specific fine shape features, such as the thin structures in the examples from the first and third rows of Figure 4.9, where the cubes with Case 3.2 were not well reconstructed. Also, we have observed that the **triangle quality** resulting from NMC is generally better than that from NMC-lite (e.g., see Figure 4.1), since the NMC tessellation templates were designed to better avoid thin/sliver triangles.

**Training and testing times.** Network training takes about 3 days on one Nvidia RTX 2080 Ti GPU for SDF processing and 2 days for binary voxel inputs. We tested inference time on the entire ABC test set with $64^3$ inputs: the average is 0.006 second per shape for MC33 (implemented in scikit-image [243]), and 0.762 second for NMC (with 0.719s spent on network forwarding in PyTorch [188] and 0.042s for meshing in Cython [12]). Note that currently, our network is still quite crude, as we prioritize accuracy over speed. Possible speed-up could be achieved via neural architecture search and network pruning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$64^3$ resolution</th>
<th>$32^3$ resolution</th>
<th>CD($\times 10^5$)↓</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>NC↑</th>
<th>ECD($\times 10^5$)↓</th>
<th>EF1↑</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC33</td>
<td>25.538</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>7.411</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>5.939.62</td>
<td>11,881.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopes2003</td>
<td>25.526</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>11.948</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>23,757.44</td>
<td>47,517.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trilinear</td>
<td>25.510</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>12.598</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-lite</td>
<td><strong>6.055</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.495</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.923</strong></td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td><strong>22,540.88</strong></td>
<td>43,272.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>6.108</td>
<td>0.493</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>40,430.06</td>
<td>80,861.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CD($\times 10^3$)↓</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>NC↑</th>
<th>ECD($\times 10^2$)↓</th>
<th>EF1↑</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC33</td>
<td>9.247</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>8.632</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>1,553.93</td>
<td>3,107.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopes2003</td>
<td><strong>9.246</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.028</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.867</strong></td>
<td>12.344</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>6,215.99</td>
<td>12,431.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trilinear</td>
<td>9.256</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>12.709</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-lite</td>
<td>9.998</td>
<td><strong>0.258</strong></td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td><strong>0.946</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.096</strong></td>
<td>5.261.82</td>
<td>9,971.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>10.177</td>
<td>0.256</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>9,043.78</td>
<td>18,083.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.6: Quantitative comparison on ABC test set with noisy SDF input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>64³ resolution</th>
<th>CD($\times 10^3$)↓</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>NC↑</th>
<th>ECD($\times 10^2$)↓</th>
<th>EF1↑</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC33</td>
<td>16.611</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td>3.360</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lopes2003</td>
<td>16.545</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>3.692</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC (trained on clean data)</td>
<td><strong>15.340</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.769</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.947</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.574</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.502</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC (trained on noisy data)</td>
<td>15.627</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td><strong>0.359</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.640</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.14: Results of reconstructing 3D meshes from a noisy SDF grid input at 64³ resolution.

**Noisy inputs.** Finally, we show that NMC can also learn to extract clean meshes from noisy grid inputs when the network is trained on such data, such as those generated by current neural implicit models [38, 109, 163]. To test this capability, we run a state-of-the-art neural implicit model, SIREN [227], on the ABC dataset to fit each shape, but with only 4,096 training points per shape. The sparsity of the training points makes the output implicit fields necessarily noisy, as can be observed from Figures 4.14(a-b).

In our previous experiments, we trained NMC on clean data from ABC and assumed that the testing inputs were also clean. A model trained this way may fail when the input is noisy, as shown in Figure 4.14(c). To remedy this, we divide the noisy inputs into 80% training and 20% testing as before, and use the noisy inputs to train the NMC model from scratch. The re-trained NMC improves significantly on inputs from the noisy test set, as shown in Figure 4.14, demonstrating that our method can adapt to different inputs (such as voxels and noisy data), if trained on them.

Table 4.6 shows a quantitative comparison involving NMC trained on clean vs. noisy data. We note that Chamfer Distance (CD) is rather sensitive to outliers, e.g., SIREN may generate blobs in the empty region that are far away from the shape, which can impact CD heavily. In comparison, F1 is a more robust quality measure to outliers, as discussed in [237].

**Comparison of different smoothness terms** Due to considerable ambiguities in possible shapes represented by binary voxels, we need an extra smoothness term to regularize the generated surfaces. We reuse notations from Section 4.3.5 for $E_s$, $F^u_s$, and $H^u_s$, and $\mathbb{1}(\cdot)$. Further, let $F^uv_s = F^u_s - F^u_s$, $H^uv_s = H^u_s - H^u_s$, $[F^u_s]_x$ be the $x$ coordinate of $F^u_s$, and $[F^uv_s]_{yz} = \sqrt{[F^uv_s]^2_0 + [F^uv_s]^2_z}$. We have experimented with the following settings:
Figure 4.15: Visual comparisons of different smoothness terms on ABC test set with binary voxel input at 64³ resolution.

Table 4.7: Comparison of different smoothness terms on the ABC test set. The underlined superscripts show rankings of the quantitative performances, where the overall best performing row is highlighted in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>64³ resolution</th>
<th>CD(×10²)↓</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>NC↑</th>
<th>ECD(×10²)↓</th>
<th>EF1↑</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eq. (8)</td>
<td>9.355</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq. (9), γ = 100</td>
<td>9.329</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.615</td>
<td>0.353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq. (10), γ = 100</td>
<td>9.539</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>0.320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq. (11), γ = 100</td>
<td>9.518</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.562</td>
<td>0.313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eq. (12), γ = 10</strong></td>
<td>9.341</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq. (12), γ = 100</td>
<td>9.327</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>0.359</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\[ L_{\text{smooth}}^{(1)} = 0 \quad \text{(No smoothness term).} \] 

\[ L_{\text{smooth}}^{(2)} = \mathbb{E}_{s \sim S} \sum_{(u,v) \in E_s} \| F^u - H^u \|^2. \]

\[ L_{\text{smooth}}^{(3)} = \mathbb{E}_{s \sim S} \sum_{(u,v) \in E_s} (L^x_y + L^y_x + L^y_z + L^z_y + L^z_x + L^x_z), \]

where \( L^x_y = \left( \left| H^u \right|_x \cdot \left| F^u \right|_y - \left| H^u \right|_y \cdot \left| F^u \right|_x \right)^2. \]

\[ L_{\text{smooth}}^{(4)} = \mathbb{E}_{s \sim S} \sum_{(u,v) \in E_s} (L^x_y + L^y_x + L^y_z), \]

where \( L^x_y = \left( \left| H^u \right|_x \cdot \left| F^u \right|_y - \left| F^u \right|_x \cdot \left| H^u \right|_y \right)^2. \]

\[ L_{\text{smooth}}^{(5)} = \mathbb{E}_{s \sim S} \sum_{(u,v) \in E_s} \| 1(|F^u| < \sigma) \cdot H^u \|^2 - 2. \]

The smoothness term \( L_{\text{smooth}}^{(2)} \) in Eq. (4.9) minimizes the differences between the edge gradients on the predicted mesh and those on the GT. \( L_{\text{smooth}}^{(3)} \) and \( L_{\text{smooth}}^{(4)} \) try to preserve the absolute angles of the edges. In an ideal situation, \( \left| H^u \right|_x / \left| H^u \right|_y = \left| F^u \right|_x / \left| F^u \right|_y \), therefore \( \left| H^u \right|_x \cdot \left| F^u \right|_y = \left| F^u \right|_x \cdot \left| H^u \right|_y \) = 0. Eq. (4.10) minimizes the squared error of such terms. Eq. (4.11) is a variant of Eq. (4.10), while Eq. (4.12) is equivalent to Eq. (4.7) in Section 4.3.5.

The performances of the different smoothness terms are shown in Table 4.7 and exhibited visually in Figure 4.15. Based on the visual results and overall quantitative performances, we have adopted \( L_{\text{smooth}}^{(5)} \) in our work, with \( \gamma = 10 \) and \( \sigma = 0.0002 \).

### 4.5 Conclusions

In this paper, we show for the first time that the mesh reconstruction quality by Marching Cubes (MC), one of the most classical algorithms in computer graphics, can be significantly boosted by machine learning. In Neural Marching Cubes (NMC), we introduce the first MC-based approach capable of recovering sharp geometric features without requiring additional inputs, such as normal information. Trained on automatically generated “ground-truth” meshes, our method shows superior performance in preserving various geometric features such as sharp/soft edges, corners, thin structures, etc., compared to other isosurfacing algorithms that take uniform grids of signed distances or binary occupancies as inputs. We also designed an efficient parameterization to represent a triangle mesh, compatible with neural
Figure 4.16: NMC may produce artifacts when the input is oriented at an “unusual” angle relative to the training shapes. From left to right: reconstructions of a cube that is axis-aligned, then rotated by $\frac{1}{11}\pi$, $\frac{2}{11}\pi$, and $\frac{3}{11}\pi$.

Figure 4.17: NMC cannot account for certain topological cases (deemed “invalid”), e.g., multiple intersections along an edge as highlighted in red (c). The reconstruction failure in (b) is due to similar invalid cases in 3D.
processing, so that our NMC network can directly output the meshes without postprocessing.

The main limitation of our method in terms of isosurfacing is its sensitivity to rotation, as shown in Figure 4.16. This is mainly due to the dataset we train the network on, as the shapes in the ABC dataset are mostly aligned with the coordinate axes. This data characteristic also motivated our definition of the smoothness term in Eq. (4.7). Performing random rotation augmentation on the training data is a viable solution, but would require longer training time and larger networks to fit. Second, as we follow the common assumption in MC that if the two vertices of a cube edge have different signs, then there is one and only one intersection point, several topological cases (as shown in Figure 4.17) cannot be represented. Adding more intersection points should cover most of such cases, and the numbers and the positions of the edge vertices can be learned from data.

Another limitation is that we do not have a built-in mechanism to avoid self-intersections in the output meshes. When testing on $64^3$ SDF inputs from ABC, 32.7% of the meshes produced by NMC contain self-intersections, but they involve only 0.0086% of the triangles, which translate to about 7.39 triangles or around two separate intersections, per shape. For NMC-lite, the corresponding numbers are 29.6%, 0.0078%, and 3.40, respectively. Most of the intersections happen in cases where the structure in a cube cannot be represented by our tessellation templates, such as those in Figure 4.17(b). Last but not the least, our current model does not allow the learning of an arbitrary tessellation style, e.g., meshes whose triangles are all close to being equilaterals. The challenge is on how to prepare the proper training meshes to work under our designed templates.

Our proposed representation is not constrained to isosurfacing. It is a general shape representation that can be adopted to other tasks such as shape upsampling and generation, pointing to a worthy direction for future work. On the other hand, even when the input is a uniform grid, the output mesh does not have to be uniform. A simple plane only requires a few triangles to model, but a curved surface needs more. Therefore, learning to adaptively allocate vertices and triangles according to feature complexity could yield more efficient algorithms and control the explosion of triangle counts in MC, as reported in BSP-NET [36].
Chapter 5

Neural Dual Contouring

5.1 Introduction

Polygonal mesh reconstruction from discrete inputs such as point clouds and voxel grids has been one of the most classical and well-studied problems in computer graphics [54, 14]. Current solutions to the problem are predominantly model-driven, often relying on assumptions such as those related to shape characteristics (e.g., watertightness, zero genus, etc.), surface interpolants (e.g., trilinearity), sampling conditions, surface normals, and other reconstruction priors. It is only recently that a few data-driven meshing methods have emerged. However, they have mostly focused on learning point set triangulations [197, 220, 149]. One exception is Neural Marching Cubes (NMC) [39], a learning-based Marching Cubes (MC) approach for mesh reconstruction from a voxel grid of signed distances or binary occupancies. In comparison to the original MC algorithm [157] and its best-known variant, MC33 [40], NMC uses tessellation templates with more adaptive mesh topologies and learns local shape priors from training meshes. As a result, NMC generalizes well to a broader range of shape types and excels at preserving sharp features, two long-standing issues in existing MC work. On the other hand, the NMC tessellation templates are necessarily more complex than those of MC and MC33. As a result, NMC typically outputs 4-8 times the number of triangles and incurs 100× or more compute time to reconstruct a mesh.

In this paper, we introduce Neural Dual Contouring (NDC), a new data-driven approach to mesh reconstruction based on dual contouring (DC) [110]. The key motivation for building our learning framework upon DC rather than MC is that it provides a more natural and more efficient means of reproducing sharp features. As shown in Figure 5.2, NDC only needs to predict one mesh vertex per grid cell (i.e., a cube) and one quad for each cell edge intersected by the underlying surface. In contrast, NMC requires 23 edge, face, and interior vertices per grid cell [39, Fig.5].

A traditional drawback of the classical DC, as compared to MC, is that it requires gradients (i.e., surface normals) as input to compute a suitable vertex location within each cell. Our data-driven approach does not have this drawback. NDC employs a neural network
Figure 5.1: Neural dual contouring (NDC) is a unified data-driven approach that learns to reconstruct meshes (bottom) from a variety of inputs (top): signed or unsigned distance fields, binary voxels, non-oriented point clouds, and noisy raw scans. Trained on CAD models, NDC generalizes to a broad range of shape types: CAD models with sharp edges, organic shapes, open surfaces for cloths, scans of indoor scenes, and even the non-orientable Mobiüs strip.

Figure 5.2: Dual Contouring (DC) vs. Marching Cubes (MC) – visualized in 2D on different inputs that were sampled from the same underlying shape, DC (top) reconstructs a sharp feature (as an intersection between faces, in the top-right cell), while MC (bottom) does not.
trained on example 3D surface data to predict the vertex locations (Figure 5.3). Our neural network learns to compute whatever gradients and/or contexts that are useful to reproduce the training surfaces, and thus can operate on a voxel grid without gradients as input.

Another key feature of DC is that its meshing only requires knowing whether a cell edge is intersected by the output surface or not [137]. We can thus train our network to predict an intersection or crossing flag per edge, in addition to vertex locations, without accounting for signs at cell corners (Figure 5.4). We refer to this version of our network as unsigned NDC, or UNDC for short. With the sign-agnostic UNDC, we can forgo both the input requirement on signed distances and the output requirement that the resulting mesh is closed and watertight, as for MC and its variants.

Our learning model is built with 3D convolution neural networks (CNNs) separately trained for vertex prediction and the prediction of cell corner signs (NDC) or edge crossings (UNDC)\textsuperscript{1}. Our network training is supervised with an L2 reconstruction loss against pseudo ground-truth vertices computed by DC and binary cross entropy loss for sign/crossing pre-

\textsuperscript{1}Note that in the rest of the paper, we use the term NDC to refer to both our overall dual contouring based learning framework and the specific network that reconstructs meshes based on sign prediction (Figure 5.3). On the other hand, the term UNDC is used exclusively to denote the sign-agnostic version of our method (Figure 5.4).
dictions. As in NMC, our CNNs are designed with limited receptive fields to ensure gener-
ralizability.

We train our NDC networks on a CAD dataset, ABC [122], and we test them on ABC and four other datasets to assess generalizability: 1) Thingi10K [302], a dataset of 3D-printing models, 2) FAUST [19], a dataset of human body shapes, 3) MGN [17], a dataset of clothes as open surfaces, and 4) Matterport3D [27], a collection of scenes with noisy RGB-D depth images. Quantitative and qualitative evaluations on isosurfacing using voxel data as input suggest that NDC clearly outperforms MC33 and several variants of NMC in terms of mesh reconstruction quality, feature preservation, triangle quality, and inference time, when using signed (distances or binary voxels) grids as inputs. At the same time, NDC produces 4-8 times fewer mesh elements using 3-20 times less inference time, compared to NMC. Further experiments with point cloud inputs suggest that UNDC outperforms both classical non-learning based methods, such as Ball Pivoting [15], Screened Poisson reconstruction [118], and recent reconstructive neural networks such as SIREN [227], Local Implicit Grids [107], and Convolutional Occupancy Networks [193]. Qualitative and quantitative results show significant improvements for NDC in terms of reconstruction quality, feature preservation, and inference time. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

• We propose the first data-driven approach to mesh reconstruction based on dual con-
touring. Unlike classical DC, which optimizes vertex locations within the confines of individual cells using a handcrafted Quadratic Error Function (QEF) [76], NDC predicts vertex locations using a learned function, which eliminates the need for gradients in the input and accounts for local contextual information inherent in the training data.

• A unified learning model that is applicable to a larger variety of inputs than previous meshing methods. As shown in Figure 5.1, the allowed inputs include signed/unsigned distance fields, binary voxels, and un-oriented point clouds.

• A significant, 23:1, reduction in representational complexity by NDC over NMC translates to across-the-board gains, in terms of simplicity of the network architecture, as well as reduction in network capacity, training and inference times, and more; see Table 5.1 for a summary.

• A sign-agnostic network, UNDC, that can produce open, even non-orientable, output surfaces; see Figure 5.1.

5.2 Related work

The literature on mesh reconstruction is extensive and so we refer to several surveys for full coverage [54, 14]. In this section, we focus on techniques for isosurfacing (i.e., mesh extraction from discrete volume data) and surface reconstruction from point cloud data, with a focus on the recent data-driven approaches most closely related to our work. Then in
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NMC</th>
<th>NDC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output</strong></td>
<td>5 (bool) + 51 (float) per cube</td>
<td>1 (bool) + 3 (float) per cube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network</strong></td>
<td>3D ResNet</td>
<td>6-layer 3D CNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tessellation</strong></td>
<td>Manually designed, 37 unique cases per cube</td>
<td>≤ 1 vertex per cell; ≤ 1 quad per edge; see Figure 5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output vertex count</strong></td>
<td>≈ 8×MC</td>
<td>≈ MC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output triangle count</strong></td>
<td>≈ 8×MC</td>
<td>≈ MC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data preparation</strong></td>
<td>Sample dense point cloud in each cube; minimize chamfer distance via back propagation; complex and time-consuming</td>
<td>Sample only vertex signs, intersection points and normals; then apply Dual Contouring; Fast and easy to compute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Implementation</strong></td>
<td>Need to consider all cube tessellation cases; difficult to implement</td>
<td>Could be a nice undergraduate assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Regularization</strong></td>
<td>Need a complex regularization term for voxel input</td>
<td>No regularization term needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training time</strong></td>
<td>(On ABC training set) 4 days per network &lt; 12 hours per network</td>
<td>(Same setting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inference speed</strong></td>
<td>(64³ SDF input) &gt; 1 second per shape 30+ shapes per second</td>
<td>(Same setting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inherent issues</strong></td>
<td>Self-intersections, thin triangles with small angles</td>
<td>Non-manifold edges and vertices</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Comparing various aspects of NMC vs. NDC.

Section 5.2.3, we formally define dual contouring (DC), establish notations used throughout the paper, and compare DC to marching cubes.

### 5.2.1 Isosurfacing and Differentiable Reconstruction

The marching cubes (MC) approach for isosurfacing from discrete signed distances was first proposed concurrently by [157] and [273]. Since then, many variants have followed, including the best-known MC33 [40], which correctly enumerated all possible topological cases for mesh tessellations, based on the trilinear interpolation assumption. Indeed, most of the MC follow-ups made the same assumption and are unable to recover sharp features. This issue was resolved by neural marching cubes (NMC) [39], which combines deep learning with MC for the first time, building on the premise that feature recovery can be learned from training meshes.

Our work is inspired by NMC. In NDC, we combine deep learning with dual contouring (DC) [110] to bring key advantages of classical DC over MC into a learned mesh reconstruc-
tion model, without requiring any additional inputs (e.g. gradients). In addition to improved efficiency and reconstruction quality (see Section 5.4), our method also represents the first unified mesh reconstruction framework that can take on all the input types shown in Figure 5.1. To the best of our knowledge, no previous methods were designed to reconstruct meshes from unsigned distance fields.

Several recent works, including deep marching cubes (DMC) [139], MeshSDF [201], and Deformable Tetrahedral Meshes (DefTet) [71], propose differentiable mesh reconstruction schemes. While both these methods and NDC bring deep learning to mesh reconstruction, their focuses and strengths are quite different. DMC, MeshSDF, and DefTet all target end-to-end differentiability, while offering limited capabilities to reconstruct geometric and topological details. They also encode global features for their predictions, which can hinder both scalability, reconstruction quality (as downsampling is necessary during training), and generalizability. In contrast, our work focuses on learning a refined meshing model applicable to a variety of inputs. We target fine-grained quality criteria related to feature preservation and surface quality. Our learning model is also local, hence highly scalable and generalizable to diverse shape types and classes.

5.2.2 Mesh reconstruction from point clouds

Many methods have been proposed for surface mesh estimation from unorganized points. Following the taxonomy in [14], previous works can be characterized based on the underlying priors, e.g., smoothness [118], visibility [48], dense sampling [2], primitives [215], and learning from data [260]. Among the methods based on data priors, some compose surfaces explicitly from patches extracted from examples [69, 189, 221]. Others learn implicit priors, either for entire objects [185, 163, 38, 192, 42] or for patches [8, 86, 107, 164, 193, 227, 260, 94]. Both NMC [39] and NDC are in the latter category: they learn implicit priors for local regions.

Surface reconstruction methods also differ in whether they can work for input point clouds without normals [5, 235], whether the output mesh interpolates the input points via triangulation [197, 220, 149], and whether they can produce open surfaces from partial scans, e.g., via an advancing front scheme [45, 15]. Of course, normals can be estimated in a preprocessing step (e.g., using [20]), and open surfaces can be created from watertight reconstructions in a postprocessing step (e.g., using SurfaceTrimmer in [118]). However, these separate steps rely on heuristic algorithms with parameters that are difficult to tune (e.g., size of neighborhood for normal estimation, density of points for surface trimming, etc.). By comparison, our UNDC includes all these steps in a single learned process that can produce open, even non-orientable, meshes directly from unoriented point cloud inputs, with fast inference. Also, our method is non-interpolatory, hence insensitive to sampling non-uniformity and noise (with noise augmentation in training). In Section 5.4.6, we compare UNDC with several representative learning-based reconstruction networks [227, 193, 107].
whose results are most competitive to ours. Technical details about these works are described in Section 5.4.6.

5.2.3 Dual Contouring (DC)

[110] introduced Dual Contouring to convert a Signed Distance Field $\Phi : \mathbb{R}^3 \to \mathbb{R}$ into a polygonal mesh $\mathcal{M} = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{F})$; see Figure 5.2 (top). This is achieved by discretizing the function on a lattice $\mathcal{G} = (\mathcal{X}, \mathcal{E})$. It first samples the $\Phi$ at the grid vertices $\mathcal{X}$ and determines their signs $\mathcal{S}$. Then, it finds the zero crossings $\mathcal{V}^\mathcal{E}$ of the $\Phi$ on the lattice edges spanning vertices with opposite signs. Next, it computes the gradients of the $\Phi$ at those crossings, which provide surface normals $\mathcal{N}^\mathcal{E}$. Finally, it creates quadrilateral polygonal faces $\mathcal{F}$ that are dual to the lattice edge crossings $\mathcal{E}$. In what follows we have $|\mathcal{X}| = M \times N \times K$ lattice vertices, $|\mathcal{E}| = (M-1) \times (N-1) \times (K-1) \times 3$ lattice edges, and we index $\mathcal{X}$ by $(m,n,k)$, while we refer to edges as $(i,j) \in \mathcal{E}$. Dual contouring assumes as input:

$$\mathcal{S} \in \mathbb{B}^{|\mathcal{X}|}, \quad \mathcal{S} = f_\mathcal{S}(\Phi, \mathcal{G}), \quad \text{(grid signs)} \quad (5.1)$$

$$\mathcal{V}^\mathcal{E} \in \mathbb{R}^{|\mathcal{E}| \times 3}, \quad \mathcal{V}^\mathcal{E} = f_\mathcal{V}(\Phi, \mathcal{G}), \quad \text{(edge vertices)} \quad (5.2)$$

$$\mathcal{N}^\mathcal{E} \in \mathbb{R}^{|\mathcal{E}| \times 3}, \quad \mathcal{N}^\mathcal{E} = f_{\mathcal{N}^\mathcal{E}}(\Phi, \mathcal{G}), \quad \text{(edge normals)} \quad (5.3)$$

where, analogously to marching cubes [157], $\mathcal{S}$ are the signs of $\Phi$ on the lattice vertices, that is $f_\mathcal{S} : \text{sign}(\Phi(\mathcal{X}))$, $f_{\mathcal{V}^\mathcal{E}}$ computes the zero-crossings of $\Phi$ along the lattice edges, and $f_{\mathcal{N}^\mathcal{E}} : \nabla \Phi(\mathcal{V}^\mathcal{E})$ are the gradients of $\Phi$ measured at $\mathcal{V}^\mathcal{E}$. Given these quantities, dual contouring generates a polygonal mesh, consisting of quad faces and corresponding vertices:

$$\mathcal{F} \in \mathbb{B}^{|\mathcal{E}|}, \quad \mathcal{F} = f_\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{S}), \quad \text{(5.4)}$$

$$\mathcal{V} \in \mathbb{R}^{|\mathcal{X}| \times 3}, \quad \mathcal{V} = f_\mathcal{V}(\mathcal{V}^\mathcal{E}, \mathcal{N}^\mathcal{E}), \quad \text{(5.5)}$$

where, with a slight abuse of notations, we use the same nomenclature $f_\mathcal{F}$ for a polygonal face (i.e. tuple of vertex indices) and the Boolean value that determines whether the face should be created.

Dual faces $\mathcal{F}$ are created only whenever lattice edges connect lattice vertices of opposite signs $\mathcal{S}$:

$$f_\mathcal{F} : \text{xor}(\mathcal{S}_i, \mathcal{S}_j), \quad (i,j) \in \mathcal{E}. \quad (5.6)$$

Vertices are created by triangulating, a-la [76], the planar constraints defined on the edges of each voxel in the lattice:

$$f_\mathcal{V} : \arg \min_x \sum_{e \in \mathcal{G}_{mnk}} (\mathcal{N}^\mathcal{E}_e \cdot (x - \mathcal{V}^\mathcal{E}_e))^2, \quad (5.7)$$
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where $G_{mnk}$ refers to the voxel rooted at $X_{mnk}$, and $e$ iterates the 12 edges of the voxel.

**Comparison to MC** DC has the drawback that it assumes the availability of the function’s gradients $N^\mathcal{E}$. This perhaps justifies why it has not been as popular as MC, which *only* requires signs (5.1) and zero-crossings (5.2). Nonetheless, the mesh creation mechanism of dual contouring is *significantly* simpler than the one in MC, where the former involves simple Boolean operations, while the latter involves enumerating all possible combinations and employing look-up tables that define the corresponding topology. Further, note that MC tends to discard high frequency information (i.e. sharp corners), DC is capable of preserving such details to a much better extent.

### 5.3 Method

In this paper, we introduce a learning framework, neural dual contouring (NDC), that achieves the simplicity and sharp features of DC without requiring function gradients in the input. Given any common input representation $\mathcal{I}$ (e.g. point cloud, signed or unsigned distance functions, or voxelized grids), NDC can be formalized by a simple generalization of Equations (5.1, 5.4, 5.5). In particular, we introduce *two* different techniques, illustrated with a 2D example in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, and detailed in what follows.

The first, and default, variant of our method, which reconstructs meshes based on sign prediction, is simply referred to as NDC. It can be algebraically formalized as:

$$NDC(\mathcal{I}) = \begin{cases} 
S = f_S(\mathcal{I}, \mathcal{G}; \theta), \\
V = f_V(\mathcal{I}, \mathcal{G}; \theta), \\
F = \text{xor}(S_i, S_j). 
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.8)

The logic controlling whether a face should be generated is identical to classical DC, while vertices and signs are predicted by neural networks (with trainable parameters $\theta$) that receive as input $\mathcal{I}$. At the same time, the input requirements of NDC are closer to the ones of MC and NMC: we do not require the availability of normals as in classical DC since we do not perform explicit optimizations for vertex locations using (5.7). Instead, vertex positions are predicted with a network trained from examples.

The second variant, named UNDC , with U denoting “unsigned”, is similar to NDC, but it *directly* predicts the existence of dual faces $F$ rather than resorting to sign prediction:

$$\text{UNDC}(\mathcal{I}) = \begin{cases} 
V = f_V(\mathcal{I}, \mathcal{G}; \theta), \\
F = f_F(\mathcal{I}, \mathcal{G}; \theta). 
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.9)

The key advantage of this variant is that it can produce surface crossings without having to rely upon differences of inside/outside signs at grid cell vertices. This feature allows UNDC
Figure 5.5: **Training data preparation with data augmentation** – The ground truth meshes computed using classical DC (a) can be noisy. With proper augmentation for the training data (see bottom), our NDC network can be trained to output meshes with better tessellation quality (b).

5.3.1 **Encoders**

Let us now consider the design of \( f_V, f_S, \) and \( f_F \) for different types of input \( I \): ① signed/unsigned distance functions, ② voxelized occupancy, and ③ point clouds.

**Distance Function Inputs** When a Signed Distance Function (SDF) \( \Phi \) is provided as input, our model \( f_V \) first samples the function \( \Phi \) at the grid vertices \( \mathcal{X} \) into a floating point tensor of shape \( |\mathcal{X}| \). We then use a 3D CNN to process this tensor; the 3D CNN has 6 layers, with the first 3 layers having kernel size \( 3^3 \) and the last 3 layers having kernel size \( 1^3 \), an overall receptive field of \( 7^3 \). We employ hidden layers with 64 channels to make the network computationally efficient (i.e. 37 fps) as it has few network weights (i.e. 1MB). Leaky ReLU
activation functions are employed everywhere except at the output layer where sigmoids are used. Note that when NDC operates on SDFs, $f_S$ is extremely efficient as it just requires the computation of a sign at lattice locations similarly to classical dual contouring. Finally, the architecture of $f_F$ for the UNDC model is the same as $f_V$ in the NDC model.

Voxelized Occupancy Inputs  For this class of inputs, we use a network with almost the same architecture as for SDF input, but with a small modification to enlarge the receptive field to $15^3$ (i.e. employ 7 rather than three $3^3$ convolutional layers). Our rationale is that voxelized occupancies are heavily quantized, and a larger receptive field would allow the network to develop stronger priors to cope with the larger degree of ambiguity in the data.

Point Cloud Inputs  For point cloud inputs, we devise a local point cloud encoder network divided into two parts: 1) point cloud processing and 2) regular grid processing. The former is implemented as a dense PointNet++ [196], while grid processing has three $3^3$ convolution layers and three $1^3$ convolution layers, hence of a similar architecture to the one used for inputs represented as grids. The network architecture is shown in Figure 5.6. The local PointNet in Figure 5.6 is similar to the set abstraction layer in PointNet++, with the number of local clusters being the same to the number of input points. For each point $p_i$ in the input point cloud, we find a local cluster with $K$ points, and then apply PointNet [195] using relative coordinates of those $K$ points with respect to $p_i$. In PointNet++, the local cluster is found by setting a radius $r$, so that any points whose distances to $p_i$ are smaller than $r$ will be selected into the cluster. This may bring issues such as setting appropriate $r$ values and handling situations when a cluster has too many or too few points. Therefore, we use a simpler approach to avoid the issues. We find the $K$ nearest neighbors ($K = 8$ in our experiments) of $p_i$ to form the cluster, by using a KD-tree for efficient computation. Afterwards, we concatenate the relative coordinates of each point with its features, apply two fully-connected layers with leaky ReLU activation, and use max-pooling to aggregate the features of all $K$ points into the feature of $p_i$. The residual block in Figure 5.6 is a standard residual block [95] for fully connected layers. The “Pooling into grid” module in Figure 5.6 is essentially a local PointNet as described above. The difference is that it uses the centers of the cells in the grid as query points to find the local clusters in the input.
point cloud via KNN. Since obtaining the features for all cell centers in a 3D grid is very expensive ($O(N^3)$), we only compute features for the cells that are close to the input point cloud, i.e., the cells that are within 3 units (manhattan distance) to the closest point in the point cloud, assuming the size of each cell is 1 unit. All hidden layers in our network has 128 channels. We use the same loss functions as UNDC for training the networks.

5.3.2 Training data preparation

To obtain the training data, we place random 3D mesh objects in the grid $G$ to compute signs, intersection points, and corresponding ground truth normals$^2$, and then apply classical DC to obtain the ground truth vertex predictions. However, this process can result in aliased normals, which can lead to poorly positioned vertices after the optimization in (5.7); see Figure 5.5-(left).

While this situation might seem problematic at first, we make the same observation made by [130] in this setting. In particular, the use of an L2 reconstruction loss, coupled with data augmentation, leads to a zero-mean distribution in the vertex positions predicted by our model; see Figure 5.5-(b). To achieve this zero-mean distribution of optimization residuals, we augment the training data by rotation (by $\pi/2$ around the Euclidean axes), mirroring, and (global) sign inversion. Note this augmentation is not done within a mini-batch, but rather, we rely on stochastic gradient descent for aggregating data towards a zero-mean residual configuration progressively over the course of training.

5.3.3 Training losses

Given ground truth data, note that all the sub-networks within the NDC and UNDC models can be trained separately, leading to a simpler training setup where no hyper-parameter tuning between losses becomes necessary. Note that we leverage our input data to only supervise the prediction made by the networks in a narrow-band around the input surface, with binary masks $M_S$, $M_V$ that evaluate to one if we are within the narrow-band, and zero otherwise. This is because surfaces should only be created in the proximity of either changes in the sign of $\Phi$, in occupancy for voxelized inputs, or proximity of the input points for point cloud inputs. We start with a simple L2 reconstruction loss of pseudo ground-truth vertices (i.e. as computed by dual contouring):

$$L_V(\theta) = \mathbb{E}_{(I, M_V, V_{gt}) \sim \mathcal{D}} \sum_{m,n,k} \left[ \|M_V \odot (f_V(I, G; \theta) - V_{gt})\|^2 \right].$$

$^2$Note that these intersection points and normals were utilized to create the pseudo-ground truth at training time; they are not used at test time.
where $\odot$ is the Hadamard product on $\mathcal{G}$. For NDC, we supervise the prediction of signs via Binary Cross Entropy (BCE):

$$
\mathcal{L}_S(\theta) = E_{(I, M_S, S_{gt}) \sim \mathcal{D}} \sum_{m,n,k} [M_S \odot \text{BCE}(f_S(I, G; \theta), S_{gt})].
$$

Finally, for UNDC the loss $\mathcal{L}_F(\theta)$ is analogous to $\mathcal{L}_S(\theta)$, and hence we do not repeat its definition.

The definitions of $\mathcal{M}_S$, $\mathcal{M}_V$, and $\mathcal{M}_F$ are as follows. We assume the size of each cell is 1 unit.

$\mathcal{M}_V$ - NDC For a grid cell, if its corner vertices have different signs in the ground truth SDF, we set its corresponding entry in $\mathcal{M}_V$ to 1. The other entries in $\mathcal{M}_V$ are left 0. The definition applies for all kinds of inputs.

$\mathcal{M}_V$ - UNDC For a grid cell, if any of its edges intersects the ground truth shape, we set its corresponding entry in $\mathcal{M}_V$ to 1. The other entries in $\mathcal{M}_V$ are left 0. The definition applies for all kinds of inputs.

$\text{SDF grid input - } \mathcal{M}_S$ - NDC NDC directly use the signs of the input as $S$, therefore it does not need $\mathcal{M}_S$.

$\text{SDF and UDF grid input - } \mathcal{M}_F$ - UNDC For an edge in a grid cell, if both of its end vertices have signed distances less than 1, we set its corresponding entry in $\mathcal{M}_F$ to 1. The other entries in $\mathcal{M}_F$ are left 0.

$\text{Binary voxel input - } \mathcal{M}_S$ - NDC For an occupied grid cell, if it is adjacent to an unoccupied cell (in its $3^3$ local neighborhood), we set the corresponding entries for all its 8 vertices to 1. The other entries in $\mathcal{M}_S$ are left 0.

$\text{Binary voxel input - } \mathcal{M}_F$ - UNDC For an edge in a grid cell, if all of its four adjacent cells are occupied, we set its corresponding entry in $\mathcal{M}_F$ to 1. The other entries in $\mathcal{M}_F$ are left 0.

$\text{Point cloud input - } \mathcal{M}_F$ - UNDC In the point cloud networks, we only compute features for the cells that are close to the input point cloud, i.e., the cells that are within 3 units (manhattan distance) to the closest point in the point cloud. Therefore, the corresponding edges stored in those cells are set to 1 in $\mathcal{M}_F$. The other entries in $\mathcal{M}_F$ are left 0.

5.3.4 Post-processing

When UNDC is operating on sparse or noisy point clouds, the function $f_F(I, G; \theta)$ that predicts grid edge crossings can make mistakes, leading to small holes in the output mesh. Empirically, the holes are typically small and isolated (see Table 5.8), and so we can use a simple post-processing step to close them. We employ our tensor representation of the mesh $\mathcal{F} \in \mathbb{R}^{E}$ to determine boundary edges from $\mathcal{M}$, and we flip Boolean entries in $\mathcal{F}$ that would result in three/four edges to change their boundary state; see Figure 5.7. These post-
5.3.5 Training details

Each network is trained for 400 epochs (for SDF/voxel inputs) or 250 epochs (for point cloud inputs) with a batch size of 1 (shape). We use Adam optimizer [120] with a learning rate of 0.0001, beta1 = 0.9 and beta2 = 0.999 for optimization. The learning rate is halved every 100 epochs.

5.4 Results and evaluation

We ran a series of experiments with NDC and UNDC to evaluate their performance in comparison to previous methods for a variety of input types, including SDFs, unsigned distance fields (UDF), binary voxel grids, point clouds, and depth image scans.

5.4.1 Datasets, training, and evaluation metrics

In all of our experiments, we train NDC and UNDC on the ABC dataset [122] following the protocols in NMC [39]. The ABC dataset consists of watertight triangle meshes of CAD shapes, which are characterized by their rich geometric features including both sharp edges and smooth curves, as well as their topological varieties. We only use the first chunk of ABC dataset for our experiments. We split the set into 80% training (4,280 shapes) and 20% testing (1,071 shapes). During the data preparation, we obtain meshes over $32^3$ and $64^3$ grids to train our network. We evaluate the methods on the test set of ABC.

Generalization To assess generalization capabilities of the methods, we evaluate on four other datasets, also following the experimental settings as in NMC [39]. The additional test sets include 2,000 shapes from Thingi10K dataset [302], a dataset of 3D-printing models; 100 shapes of human bodies from FAUST dataset [19], a dataset of organic shapes;
several shapes in MGN [17], a dataset of clothes with open surfaces; and several rooms from Matterport3D [27], a dataset containing scans of indoor scenes acquired with depth cameras. In all cases, we evaluate NDC and UNDC after training on the ABC training set without any fine-tuning.

5.4.2 Metrics

We evaluate surface reconstructions quantitatively by sampling 100K points uniformly distributed over the surface of the ground truth shape and the predicted shape, and then computing a suite of metrics that evaluate different aspects of the reconstruction. The metrics are divided into five groups.

Reconstruction accuracy We use Chamfer Distance (CD) and F-score (F1) to evaluate the overall quality of a reconstructed mesh. The metrics are good at capturing significant mistakes such as missing parts, but may not be informative for evaluating the visual quality. Therefore, we introduce other metrics to evaluate sharp feature preservation and surface quality.

Sharp feature preservation We follow NMC [39] and use Edge Chamfer Distance (ECD) and Edge F-score (EF1) to evaluate the preservation of sharp edges. For a given shape, points are sampled near sharp edges and corners to form a set of edge samples. The ECD and EF1 between two shapes are simply the CD and F1 between their edge samples.

Surface quality As in many other papers, we use Normal Consistency (NC) to evaluate the quality of the surface normals. However, NC is similar to CD and F1 in that it mainly captures significant mistakes and neglects small mistakes which contribute significantly to visual artifacts. Therefore, we break down NC to show the percentage of inaccurate normals (% Inaccurate Normals, or %IN) according to a threshold. To compute %IN, for each point sampled from shape A, we find its closest point in the points sampled from shape B, and then compute their angle. If the angle is larger than the threshold, the point from A is labeled as having an inaccurate normal. %IN (gt) is the percentage of points sampled from the ground truth shape that have inaccurate normals. %IN (pred) can be obtained similarly on points from the predicted shape.3 Another aspect of mesh quality is the number of small angles in the reconstructed triangles. Therefore, we also report the percentage of small angles that are smaller than a threshold, as % Small Angles, or %SA.

3Note that these two metrics are the surface normal counterparts of the two terms assembling the symmetric Chamfer Distance.
Table 5.2: Quantitative evaluation on ABC with SDF (signed or unsigned) inputs at two resolutions, evaluated on the test set split, using mesh quality metrics, output complexity, and inference times.

**Triangle & vertex counts** We count the number of vertices (#V) and triangles (#T) in the output shape to reveal the fidelity-complexity trade-off. Note that while our method generates quad faces, we always randomly split each quad into two triangles for evaluations and visualizations.

**Inference time** We report inference times (seconds per shape) for the methods tested on the ABC test set. Timings are collected on the same machine with one NVIDIA GTX 1080ti GPU.

### 5.4.3 Reconstruction from SDF

We first test NDC and UNDC on mesh reconstruction from grids of signed distances, and compare them to Marching Cubes 33 (MC33) (an improved version of MC to guarantee topological correctness in each cube [40, 133]), classical DC with estimated normals (DC-est), and two versions of Neural Marching Cubes (NMC and NMC-lite) [39].

DC-est takes the same SDF input as our method, obtains gradient values at grid points by local differentiation over the SDF, and runs the classical DC [110] as described in Figure 5.2 by estimating the intersection points and their gradients via linear interpolation. Since NMC and NMC-lite use large networks to ensure the quality of the output meshes,
Figure 5.8: Mesh reconstruction results from SDF grid inputs at a relatively low resolution of $64^3$. The shapes in the first three columns are from ABC test set, and the last column from Thingi10K. Zoom in to see various surface artifacts and artifacts near edges on NMC-lite* and NMC* results, broken meshes from MC33 (red arrows), and non-manifold edges from NDC and UNDC (green arrows). Pay special attention to the thin sheets (blue arrows) reconstructed by the sign-agnostic UNDC, which correspond to parts of the ground truth shape that are thinner than one voxel. In contrast, none of the other methods (a-e) could even recover any of these thin parts.
Figure 5.9: Mesh reconstruction results from SDF grid inputs at $128^3$ resolution on the FAUST dataset; see insets to compare triangle quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$128^3$</th>
<th>CD↓ (×10^5)</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>ECD↓ (×10^2)</th>
<th>EF1↑</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#T</th>
<th>% IN</th>
<th>% SA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDF input</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC33</td>
<td>2.421</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>2.657</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>22,324</td>
<td>44,656</td>
<td>19.08</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC*</td>
<td>2.613</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>169,211</td>
<td>338,427</td>
<td>29.99</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-lite*</td>
<td>2.651</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>89,260</td>
<td>178,527</td>
<td>17.04</td>
<td>1.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDC</td>
<td>2.300</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>22,295</td>
<td>44,631</td>
<td>12.52</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDC</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>22,478</td>
<td>45,043</td>
<td>12.66</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| UNDC (UDF) | 0.748 | 0.903 | 0.222 | 0.785 | 22,784 | 45,395 | 13.19 | 0.28 |

Table 5.3: Quantitative results on Thingi10K with SDF input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$128^3$</th>
<th>CD↓ (×10^5)</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>ECD↓ (×10^2)</th>
<th>EF1↑</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#T</th>
<th>% IN</th>
<th>% SA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDF input</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC33</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>12,551</td>
<td>25,076</td>
<td>34.28</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC*</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>83,024</td>
<td>166,038</td>
<td>44.58</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-lite*</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>50,207</td>
<td>100,404</td>
<td>38.33</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDC</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>12,538</td>
<td>25,100</td>
<td>38.38</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDC</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>12,609</td>
<td>25,258</td>
<td>37.38</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| UNDC (UDF) | 0.365 | 0.991 | 0.045 | 0.549 | 12,682 | 25,293 | 38.72 | 0.21 |

Table 5.4: Quantitative results on FAUST with SDF input.
Figure 5.10: Qualitative results of mesh reconstruction from UDF inputs at $128^3$ resolution on two cloth shapes from the MGN dataset. Note the open surfaces reconstructed by our sign-agnostic method UNDC.

Figure 5.11: Some plots of surface quality (via % of Inaccurate Normals) and triangle quality (via % of Small Angles), on ABC test set with $64^3$ SDF input. NDC and UNDC consistently outperform other isosurfacing methods.
which makes the inference significantly slower, we replace the large backbone networks in them with our 6-layer CNN to obtain NMC* and NMC-lite*, in order to have a fair comparison on reconstruction quality with respect to the inference time. In addition, we include the results of UNDC when the input is a grid of unsigned distances as UNDC (UDF). Since there is no method to reconstruct meshes from grids of unsigned distances to our knowledge, we do not compare it with other methods.

We show visual results in Figure 5.8. We report the quantitative results on the ABC test set in Table 5.2. To make the paper compact, we reduce the sizes of the tables by removing some less representative metrics. The full tables can be found at the end of this chapter: results for the ABC test set are in Table 5.9, Thingi10K in Table 5.10, and FAUST in Table 5.11.

**Reconstruction accuracy**  NDC and UNDC consistently outperform model-driven MC33 and DC-est in terms of CD and F1. Clearly, normal estimation is not expected to be accurate, especially near sharp features. The results of DC-est are similar to or slightly better than those of MC33, as shown in Figure 5.8 and Table 5.2.

Although the network size has been significantly reduced in NMC* and NMC-lite*, they usually have slightly better results than NDC, since, given the same input resolution, Marching Cubes methods are able to reconstruct more inner structures inside each cube with their abundant tessellation templates, while NDC cannot due to its simple tessellation design. However, NMC and NMC-lite are significantly worse than UNDC in CD, even with their original large networks, due to the fact that UNDC can reconstruct thin structures which NMC methods and NDC cannot. Visual results in Figure 5.8 show some examples. Note in the first and the third columns (blue arrows), some thin structures are not reconstructed by any methods other than UNDC. In the fourth column and in Figure 5.9, we show that even on smooth shapes, NDC and UNDC can preserve more details, such as the crevices, compared to MC33. However, in the second column (green arrows), we show failure cases from NDC and UNDC, where the walls of the tube are merged together with non-manifold edges, as a result of their simpler tessellations in each cube – this problem does not occur in NMC*.

**Sharp features**  As shown in Tables 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4, NDC and UNDC consistently outperform MC33, DC-est, NMC*, and NMC-lite*, in ECD and EF1, for feature preservation. The only exception is the EF1 in Table 5.4, which may be due to NDC’s tessellation being too simple to handle the fine structures of human shapes, e.g., the fingers.

**Normal quality**  Since the compared methods generally have similar point-wise reconstruction accuracies, the quality of the generated surfaces in terms of visual appearance can be a better differentiator. We consistently observe that after switching to smaller networks,
NMC* and NMC-lite* tend to generate noisy surfaces even over flat regions, as shown in Figure 5.8 (c-d). We use %IN (IN = inaccurate normals) as a means to quantify the quality of surface normals, which correlate with surface quality. Figure 5.11 shows the %IN-threshold curves on the ABC test set, where the normal errors of NDC and UNDC are noticeably less than those from other methods for small threshold values, which is consistent with our visual observation that NMC* and NMC-lite* outputs exhibit more surface artifacts.

**Triangle quality** In Figure 5.11, we show %SA-threshold (SA = small angles) curves for various methods on the ABC test set, showing that NDC outperforms the others in triangle quality, with UNDC coming close. A visual comparison can be found in Figure 5.9.

**Triangle and vertex count** The #V and #T in Table 5.2 show that the vertex and triangle numbers of NDC and UNDC are very similar to those of MC33. NMC and NMC-lite produce more vertices and triangles due to their complex cube tessellation templates.

**Inference time** With no deep networks involved, MC33 is undoubtedly the fastest, as shown by the inference times in Table 5.2. With our light network design, NDC and UNDC are next in line in terms of speed. Since NDC does not need sign predictions, it is half the size of and twice as fast as UNDC, running in real time on an NVIDIA GTX 1080ti GPU. With the newer RTX 3090 being twice as fast as GTX 1080ti, we expect UNDC to also run in real time on a higher-end GPU. In comparison, the original NMC and NMC-lite require more than a second to test on an input grid of $64^3$. Even after we replace their networks with our light designs, NMC* and NMC-lite* are still 2-4 times slower than UNDC and NDC, due to their more complex cube tessellations. Finally, the inference time for classical DC is far from optimal as we employed our own implementation of DC-est with an unoptimized QEF solver.

**Robustness to translation and rotation** We highly encourage the readers to watch the video https://youtu.be/HwKMpeKgYcc where we test the methods on a shape while moving and rotating the shape inside the sampling grid. It clearly shows that NDC and UNDC are the most robust compared to others.

**Varying input grid resolutions** We report quantitative results obtained by the various methods on $64^3$ and $128^3$ input resolutions in Table 5.2. When increasing the input resolution, the gap of reconstruction accuracy diminishes, as reflected by CD and F1. But NMC* and NMC-lite* will always produce significantly more vertices and triangles, and take more time to process a shape.

**Generalizability** To show the generalizability of our method, we show the quantitative results on Thingi10K and FAUST in Table 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. Visual results can be
Table 5.5: Quantitative results on ABC test set with binary voxel input.

found in Figure 5.8 and 5.9. All data-driven methods are only trained on the ABC training set. These results are consistent with our analysis above. Specifically, in terms of surface quality, we show %IN (pred) with error greater than $5^\circ$ in Table 5.3 to show that NMC* and NMC-lite* have more surface artifacts. However, on organic shapes from FAUST, MC33 outperforms deep learning methods, as shown by %IN (pred) in Table 5.4. It makes sense, because Marching Cubes was originally designed to reconstruct smooth shapes, and none of the deep learning methods are trained on smooth shapes. We also report %SA with angles less than $10^\circ$ in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 for Thingi10K and FAUST, to show that our method produces fewer small-angle triangles.

5.4.4 Reconstruction from UDF

As shown in the last rows of Table 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4, the results on UDF are similar to those on SDF, but are usually worse due to the lack of signs. Still, UNDC is able to recover the shapes reasonably well by just observing the changes of unsigned distances in nearby cells. The visual results on UDF are very similar to the results on SDF when tested on the three datasets in the previous experiment. Therefore, we show the results of reconstructing clothes with open surfaces in MGN dataset [17] from grids of unsigned distances in Figure 5.10. Note that in our experiments with UDF, we do not compare with prior works, since, to the best of our knowledge, UNDC is the only method that can reconstruct meshes from UDF.

5.4.5 Reconstruction from binary voxels

Reconstructing meshes from binary voxels is clearly more challenging than from SDF grids. Learning from data is absolutely necessary in this scenario if one wishes to produce plausible outputs, as reflected in Table 5.5, where MC33 is significantly worse than all others in all metrics, except for vertex and triangle count. The results on Thingi10K and FAUST, and on $128^3$ inputs are at the end of this chapter: the results for the ABC test set are in Table 5.12, Thingi10K in Table 5.13, and FAUST in Table 5.14. They show the same pattern as Table 5.5 and demonstrate the generalizability of our method. We show visual results in Figure 5.12. Many observations in Section 5.4.3 still apply here: our method is significantly faster than NMC* and NMC-lite* (Inference time), produces significantly less
Figure 5.12: Mesh reconstruction results from binary voxel (occupancy) inputs at $64^3$ resolution. Zoom in to see some surface artifacts by NMC-lite* and NMC*, marked with blue arrows. The shapes in the first column are from ABC test set, and the last three columns from Thingi10K.
vertices and triangles (#V, #T), has better normal quality (NC), and can better preserve sharp edges and corners (ECD, EF1). Moreover, since binary voxels are more challenging than SDF grids, NMC* and NMC-lite* are underfitting, with reconstruction accuracy worse than NDC and UNDC, as reflected by CD and F1.

5.4.6 Reconstruction from point clouds

We test UNDC on the task of reconstructing meshes from point clouds. UNDC does not require normals as input, while most other methods do, making direct comparisons difficult to perform. To give competing methods a slight advantage, we provide normals to methods that require them, and re-iterate that our method does not leverage this additional information.

**Baselines** We compare against five methods, including classical Ball-pivoting [15] and screened Poisson [118]) surface reconstruction, as well as three deep learning methods like SIREN [227], Local Implicit Grids (LIG) [107], and Convolutional Occupancy Networks (ConvONet) [193]. The latter is the only method that does not require point normals, and we test its two variations proposed in the original paper: ConvONet-3plane which uses the 3-plane (xy, yz, xz) setting, and ConvONet-grid that uses the 3D grid setting. Note that we compare with SIREN rather than SAL [5] since SIREN is built upon SAL and has shown better performance in their paper.

**Ball-pivoting** [15] and Screened Poisson surface reconstruction (Poisson) [118]. These are classic methods for reconstructing meshes from point clouds, and they require point normals as part of the input. Ball-pivoting does not create new vertices - it only connects the existing vertices into consistently oriented triangles. Poisson constructs an implicit field according to the points and normals, then extract the surface with an octree structure. In our experiments, we use the implementation in Open3D [301] for these two methods, and use a maximum depth of 8 for the octrees in Poisson.

**SIREN** [227] is a method that overfits an neural implicit function to a given shape, therefore it takes much longer to process a shape than all other methods, since each time it needs to train a neural network from scratch. It requires point normals as part of the input. In our experiments, we use the official code released by the authors. We find that after training SIREN, there is a 10% possibility that the output shape is covered by a shell, which cannot be easily removed since it is close to the actual shape and connected to it in many pieces. Therefore, for those shapes we have to re-train the network for several times. Nonetheless, we report the inference time in the tables assuming all shapes are successfully trained in the first go.

**Local implicit grid (LIG)** [107] is a method that first divides the input point cloud into small overlapping blocks, and then reconstruct the part in each block by optimizing a neural implicit field, and finally put the implicit fields together to reconstruct the entire
Figure 5.13: Pre-trained ConvONet vs. ConvONet with our local backbone.

Convolutional occupancy networks (ConvONet) [193] is a method to reconstruct an implicit field from point clouds. It does not require point normals as input, therefore is the only method that takes the exact same input as our method. In our experiments, we use the official code released by the authors. The authors have introduced many network configurations in their paper, and we choose two representative ones in our experiments. In ConvONet 3plane, we use the 3-plane (xy, yz, xz) setting with the resolution of each plane 128$^2$. In ConvONet grid, we use the 3D grid setting with the grid resolution 64$^3$. We train both networks on ABC training net for a fair comparison. We also use the network weights released by the authors, pre-trained on synthetic scenes with objects from ShapeNet [28], denoted as ConvONet (P). We use 256$^3$ output resolution for all three models.

It is worth noting that unfortunately, all the networks in ConvONet are non-local, that is, their receptive fields need to cover the entire shape in order to properly decide which side is inside and which side is outside in the output implicit field. We tried to directly apply our backbone network in ConvONet, denoted as ConvONet*, but as expected, the training has failed. This is because our network is local, and ConvONet cannot decide inside/outside for a local patch, therefore generates many artifacts in the featureless regions, as shown in Figure 5.13. Note also that the pre-trained ConvONet tends to turn single-face walls into thin volumetric plates in Figure 5.13.

We test all methods with 4,096 input points. The output grid size of UNDC is 64$^3$. We train all data-driven methods on the ABC training set for a fair comparison. We illustrate these results in Figure 5.14. Quantitative results on the ABC test set are provided in Table 5.6, while results on Thingi10K and FAUST, which reveal a similar pattern and trend,
Table 5.6: Quantitative results on ABC test set with point cloud input. (+n) indicates that the method additionally requires point normals as input.

can be found at the end of this chapter: results for the ABC test set are in Table 5.15, Thingi10K in Table 5.16, and FAUST in Table 5.17.

**Analysis** As shown in Table 5.6, UNDC outperforms all other methods in all reconstruction quality metrics. SIREN has the closest results to ours in terms of reconstruction accuracy, but it has to be trained for, i.e., “overfit to”, each input shape. ConvONet, whose networks are not local, does not generalize well even within the ABC dataset. LIG is local and therefore expected to generalize better. However, its algorithm only considers the space around the input points and ignores the empty space. As a result, LIG generates many artifacts in the empty space, which are called “back-faces” in their paper, and a post-processing step is required to remove them. The post-processing step is not perfect, as shown in the first and fourth columns in Figure 5.14. UNDC and Ball-pivoting are the only two methods that directly output a mesh without iso-surface extraction, therefore they have the least numbers of vertices and triangles, and are the only two methods that can generate sharp features, as shown by ECD and EF1 in Table 5.6. As for inference time, UNDC is the fastest and significantly faster than all other methods compared, even the classical Ball-pivoting and Poisson.

5.4.7 Reconstruction from noisy real scans

We test UNDC on reconstructing meshes from raw scan data in Matterport3D [27]. The raw scan data contains depth images and camera parameters – we convert them into noisy point clouds as the input to our network. Since the point clouds represent large scenes, we first crop the scene into overlapping patches, and then run our network to obtain grids of edge intersection flags and vertex locations. Finally, we put together the predicted grids to form a large grid of the scene, and then run the meshing algorithm in Figure 5.4 to obtain the output mesh. Our network is larger than that of the previous experiment to accommodate for point cloud noise. Specifically, we replace the three 3\textsuperscript{rd} conv3d layers in Figure 5.6 with 8 residual blocks [95]. We train the network on the same ABC training
Figure 5.14: Results of reconstructing 3D meshes from point cloud inputs of 4,096 points. Please zoom in to observe the surface details. The shapes in the first two columns are from ABC test set, and the last three columns from Thingi10K.
set but with heavy data augmentation (random scaling and translation, in addition to the augmentations mentioned in the paper). During training, we also augment the input point clouds with Gaussian noise ($\sigma = 0.5$, assuming each cell of the output grid is a unit cube) to simulate the real noise from scan data.

**Baselines** We compare UNDC with ConvONet, since it does not require ground truth point normals and is designed to reconstruct large scenes. We use the pre-trained weights provided by the authors for synthetic scenes with objects from ShapeNet [28], denoted as ConvONet (P). Additionally, we compare to Poisson with estimated point normals. We show visual comparisons in Figure 5.15. Note that different from the experiments in most other works on deep learning scene reconstruction, which test their methods on sampled points from the “ground truth” meshes, we test on raw scan data, which is a more realistic setting. We do not report quantitative results since the “ground truth” meshes provided with the dataset were reconstructed by Poisson, one of the methods we are comparing against.

**Analysis** ConvONet is seen to significantly underperform compared to Poisson and UNDC, especially falling short in terms of surface quality and detail preservation. Therefore, we mainly compare UNDC with Poisson. Generally, UNDC produces less surface noise, which is especially obvious in the first row of Figure 5.15. The improvements are also observable in the other two rows, but they are less obvious due to the zoom-out to reveal the entire scenes. Since UNDC is trained on data with noise augmentation, it learns, to some extent, to remove noise.

Also, UNDC only reconstructs what is given in the input point cloud. In contrast, Poisson creates an implicit field of the scene, which could potentially inpaint the missing regions. However, such inpainting is not always desirable, and Poisson needs to trim the output mesh to remove surfaces that are generated in empty regions using a post-process (SurfaceTrimmer) that depends on careful tuning of parameters. If the trimming density threshold is too small, it may leave “bubble” artifacts as indicated by red arrows in Figure 5.15. If it is too large, it may accidentally trim the objects, as indicated by purple arrows in Figure 5.15. At the default setting shown, UNDC tends to produce more holes in the output, but avoids creating bubble artifacts, see the last row of Figure 5.15.

While watertightness can be beneficial as a prior, it can lead to poor reconstruction of thin surfaces; this can be observed from the blue arrows in Figure 5.15. One thing worth special attention is the bottom-most red arrow in the last row of Figure 5.15. The umbrella surface is thinner than a voxel. However, Poisson forces inside-outside by creating a bubble on top of the umbrella, so that the bottom of the bubble can form the surface of the umbrella. This creates an odd boundary after trimming.
Figure 5.15: Qualitative comparison between ConvONet, Poisson, and UNDC on reconstructing rooms in Matterport3D from raw scan data, where some walls and roofs are removed for better visualization. Colored arrows bring attention to regions where Poisson should be contrasted against UNDC. Red arrows: “bubble” artifacts caused by the watertightness prior to Poisson; purple arrows: objects or parts incorrectly trimmed; blue arrows: poor reconstruction of thin surfaces. Green arrow in the bottom row points out an instance of better preservation of surface details by Poisson (the strip patterns are not noise or reconstruction artifacts); the flip side of this, however, is surface noise, as seen over Poisson reconstruction in the first row.
Figure 5.16: Qualitative comparison between Poisson and UNDC on mesh reconstruction from point clouds with density or noise variations across the same shape, from its left to its right, as shown. The input point clouds in the first three rows have decreasing point density from left to right, while the inputs in the last three rows have increasing noise. UNDC@64$^3$ and UNDC@128$^3$ produce output grid sizes of 64$^3$ and 128$^3$, respectively.
Table 5.7: Comparing reconstruction results of UNDC (output grid size at $64^3$) and Poisson on point cloud inputs from ABC test set, with varying point counts and noise levels to test the robustness of our method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of input points</th>
<th>Gaussian noise levels</th>
<th>CD↓ ($\times 10^5$)</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>NC↑</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poisson</td>
<td>UNDC</td>
<td>Poisson</td>
<td>UNDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,024</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>34.872</td>
<td>2.510</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,048</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>16.406</td>
<td>1.226</td>
<td>0.387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,096</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>8.653</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,096</td>
<td>$\sigma = 0.2$</td>
<td>9.814</td>
<td>1.179</td>
<td>0.480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,096</td>
<td>$\sigma = 0.5$</td>
<td>14.017</td>
<td>2.061</td>
<td>0.331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16,384</td>
<td>$\sigma = 0.2$</td>
<td>5.286</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16,384</td>
<td>$\sigma = 0.5$</td>
<td>8.738</td>
<td>1.236</td>
<td>0.444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65,536</td>
<td>$\sigma = 0.2$</td>
<td>2.299</td>
<td>0.905</td>
<td>0.741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65,536</td>
<td>$\sigma = 0.5$</td>
<td>4.567</td>
<td>1.079</td>
<td>0.552</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robustness to varying point density and noise  We use synthetic data to study the robustness of UNDC on point clouds with varying density and noise. We train our network with point clouds whose point counts were randomly selected between 2,048 and 32,768, where each point cloud is augmented with Gaussian noise whose $\sigma$ is randomly sampled from $[0, 0.5]$. We then evaluate the trained network on point clouds of varying density and noise, and compare it to Poisson reconstruction with estimated point normals.

Some quantitative results are shown in Table 5.7, where UNDC evidently outperforms Poisson. In Figure 5.16, we show visual results where the point density or noise varies within each input point cloud. Note that UNDC at $128^3$ output resolution tends to produce worse results than at $64^3$ output resolution. This is because relatively, point sparsity and noise level are both more significant at higher-resolution grids, due to the smaller cell sizes.

5.5 Conclusions

We introduce neural dual contouring, a new data-driven approach to mesh reconstruction based on dual contouring. The volumetric version of our approach, NDC, takes the same input as MC and NMC, and it can better preserve sharp features while using approximately the same number of vertices and triangles as classical MC, which is 3-7 times reduction compared to NMC. The surface version of our approach, UNDC, is sign agnostic; it is therefore able to reconstruct open surfaces and thin structures from unsigned distance fields or unoriented point clouds. Both NDC and UNDC are designed as local networks using limited receptive fields, thus can generalize well to new datasets. Extensive experiments demonstrate the superior performance of our approach on multiple datasets over state-of-the-art methods, whether learned (e.g., NMC, SIREN, LIG, ConvONet) or traditional (e.g., MC33, Poisson, Ball-Pivoting).
Table 5.8: Statistics on non-manifold and boundary edges produced by NDC and UNDC. The methods are tested on ABC test set with $64^3$ output resolution. Non-manifold-3 denotes non-manifold edges with 3 adjacent faces, and Non-manifold-4 denotes those with 4 adjacent faces. Boundary-1 refers to boundary edges, defined as edges with only one adjacent face.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NDC</th>
<th>UNDC</th>
<th>UNDC</th>
<th>UNDC</th>
<th>UNDC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>$64^3$ SDF</td>
<td>$64^3$ SDF</td>
<td>$64^3$ SDF</td>
<td>4,096 points</td>
<td>4,096 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>NDC</td>
<td>UNDC</td>
<td>UNDC</td>
<td>UNDC</td>
<td>UNDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-processing</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-manifold-3</td>
<td>0.0 (0.000%)</td>
<td>125.3 (1.116%)</td>
<td>135.4 (1.206%)</td>
<td>139.4 (1.242%)</td>
<td>168.0 (1.496%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-manifold-4</td>
<td>20.1 (0.183%)</td>
<td>31.2 (0.278%)</td>
<td>31.7 (0.282%)</td>
<td>28.8 (0.257%)</td>
<td>30.4 (0.271%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary-1</td>
<td>0.0 (0.000%)</td>
<td>56.7 (0.505%)</td>
<td>29.6 (0.264%)</td>
<td>116.4 (1.037%)</td>
<td>41.1 (0.366%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Limitations

One limitation of our approach is that it can produce non-manifold meshes. Specifically, since DC and its descendants produce only one vertex per grid cell, they may create meshes with vertices and edges shared by multiple surface patches in cases where MC would output multiple disconnected components within one cell; see the second column of Figure 5.8 where the green arrows indicate non-manifold edges created by NDC and UNDC. These cases happen fairly rarely (see statistics in Table 5.8) and are easily detected and fixed by splitting vertices/edges or “tunnelling” through them, using the techniques described in [177] or [213], for manifold dual contouring.

However, UNDC can also produce open surfaces (with edges connected to one face) or non-manifold fins (where edges are shared by three faces). Creating open surfaces is generally good, as it allows reconstruction of thin features and partial inputs (e.g., note the thin sheets indicated by the blue arrows in the row of UNDC results in Figure 5.8 better approximate the ground truth). However, boundaries and fins may cause problems for downstream tasks that assume manifoldness as a pre-condition. Hence, UNDC may not be the best meshing solution for all applications.

Another limitation is that the output of NDC is not completely invariant to orientation. Although NDC is empirically less sensitive to rotations than NMC, we still see that NDC occasionally generates coherence artifacts on sharp edges as an object rotates. One example is shown in Figure 5.17 (a). The artifact occurs when one or more vertices of the cube have
SDF values very close to 0. It cannot be easily avoided since it is due to the continuity of neural networks. See the illustration in Figure 5.17 (b). When the SDF value of the vertex gradually moves from positive (outside) to negative (inside), the input to the network (the SDF values) changes smoothly, but the output needs to change in a discontinuous way in order to produce the ground truth. Since most neural networks are continuous, the output of the network will be continuous. Therefore the network will generate artifacts when such transitions occur.

**Future works** Besides fixing the issues above, it would be interesting to incorporate the NDC framework into an end-to-end system for recovering surfaces from neural representations inferred from multiple images, possibly using Neural Radiance Fields [167]. Or, UNDC could potentially be used with differentiable rendering to reconstruct one-sided surfaces from a sparse set of images acquired from cameras inside a scene. These and other NDC extensions are promising topics for future work.
Table 5.9: Quantitative comparison results on ABC test set with SDF and UDF grid input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>64^2 resolution</th>
<th>CD1</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>NC↑</th>
<th>ECD↑</th>
<th>EF↑</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>T↑</th>
<th>% Inaccurate normals (gt)</th>
<th>% Inaccurate normals (pred)</th>
<th>% small angles</th>
<th>Percentage of small angles (&lt;5°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.32</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.98</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-lite</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.34</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.97</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-est</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.34</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.97</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCA</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.34</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.97</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC*</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.34</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.97</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDC (UDF)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.34</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.97</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.10: Quantitative comparison results on Thingi10K with SDF and UDF grid input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>256^2 resolution</th>
<th>CD1</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>NC↑</th>
<th>ECD↑</th>
<th>EF↑</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>T↑</th>
<th>% Inaccurate normals (gt)</th>
<th>% Inaccurate normals (pred)</th>
<th>% small angles</th>
<th>Percentage of small angles (&lt;5°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.34</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.97</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-lite</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.34</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.97</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-est</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.34</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.97</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCA</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.34</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.97</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC*</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.34</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.97</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDC (UDF)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.34</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.97</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.11: Quantitative comparison results on FAUST with SDF and UDF grid input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>256^2 resolution</th>
<th>CD1</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>NC↑</th>
<th>ECD↑</th>
<th>EF↑</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>T↑</th>
<th>% Inaccurate normals (gt)</th>
<th>% Inaccurate normals (pred)</th>
<th>% small angles</th>
<th>Percentage of small angles (&lt;5°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.34</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.97</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-lite</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.34</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.97</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-est</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.34</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.97</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCA</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.34</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.97</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC*</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.34</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.97</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDC (UDF)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.34</td>
<td>&gt;80°: 1.97</td>
<td>&gt;5°: 1.97</td>
<td>3.25% (&lt;5°)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.12: Quantitative comparison results on ABC test set with binary occupancy grid input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>64³ resolution</th>
<th>CDₜ</th>
<th>F₁</th>
<th>NC</th>
<th>ECDₜ</th>
<th>EF₁</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#T</th>
<th>Inference</th>
<th>% inaccurate normals (gt)</th>
<th>% inaccurate normals (pred)</th>
<th>% small angles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.327</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>42,044</td>
<td>84,088</td>
<td>0.715a</td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>9.84</td>
<td>28.57</td>
<td>4.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-lite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.285</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>0.562</td>
<td>0.373</td>
<td>21,457</td>
<td>42,916</td>
<td>0.728a</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td>27.99</td>
<td>4.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.13: Quantitative comparison results on Thingi10K with binary occupancy grid input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>128³ resolution</th>
<th>CDₜ</th>
<th>F₁</th>
<th>NC</th>
<th>ECDₜ</th>
<th>EF₁</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#T</th>
<th>Inference</th>
<th>% inaccurate normals (gt)</th>
<th>% inaccurate normals (pred)</th>
<th>% small angles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.081</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>0.922</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>40,431</td>
<td>80,862</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>11.57</td>
<td>41.64</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>10.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-lite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.058</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>0.341</td>
<td>21,635</td>
<td>43,272</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>11.41</td>
<td>40.44</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>10.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.14: Quantitative comparison results on FAUST with binary occupancy grid input.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>128³ resolution</th>
<th>CDₜ</th>
<th>F₁</th>
<th>NC</th>
<th>ECDₜ</th>
<th>EF₁</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#T</th>
<th>Inference</th>
<th>% inaccurate normals (gt)</th>
<th>% inaccurate normals (pred)</th>
<th>% small angles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>82,406</td>
<td>164,806</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>70.31</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>4.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC-lite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>49,699</td>
<td>99,993</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>69.04</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>4.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 5.15: Quantitative results on ABC test set with point cloud input. (+n) indicates that the method additionally requires point normals as input. UNDC @ 64³ means that the output grid size of UNDC is 64³.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>point cloud (4,096)</th>
<th>CD↓</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>NC↑</th>
<th>ECD↓</th>
<th>EF↑</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#T</th>
<th>Inference time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ball-pivoting (+n)</td>
<td>3.080</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>4,096</td>
<td>7,439</td>
<td>1.292s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson (+n)</td>
<td>4.705</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>4.138</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>11,241</td>
<td>22,496</td>
<td>1.476s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIREN (+n)</td>
<td>1.340</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>2.636</td>
<td>1.522</td>
<td>97,219</td>
<td>194,545</td>
<td>168.595s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIG (P) (+n)</td>
<td>4.747</td>
<td>0.709</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>10.786</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>3,118</td>
<td>299,166</td>
<td>66.966s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConvONet (P)</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>1.522</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>127,247</td>
<td>254,627</td>
<td>4.598s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConvONet 3plane</td>
<td>8.073</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>4.113</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>75,342</td>
<td>150,689</td>
<td>2.692s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConvONet grid</td>
<td>8.844</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>9.701</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>74,171</td>
<td>148,337</td>
<td>2.404s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDC @ 64³</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>5,578</td>
<td>11,261</td>
<td>0.194s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.16: Quantitative results on Thingi10K with point cloud input. (+n) indicates that the method additionally requires point normals as input. UNDC @ 64³ means that the output grid size of UNDC is 64³.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>point cloud (4,096)</th>
<th>CD↓</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>NC↑</th>
<th>ECD↓</th>
<th>EF↑</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#T</th>
<th>Inference time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ball-pivoting (+n)</td>
<td>2.329</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>4,096</td>
<td>7,455</td>
<td>1.292s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson (+n)</td>
<td>12.799</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>3.439</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>11,498</td>
<td>23,010</td>
<td>2.404s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIREN (+n)</td>
<td>1.419</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>2.059</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>94,797</td>
<td>189,637</td>
<td>168.595s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIG (P) (+n)</td>
<td>4.453</td>
<td>0.691</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>8.471</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>146,554</td>
<td>292,847</td>
<td>66.966s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConvONet (P)</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>4,096</td>
<td>7,652</td>
<td>2.404s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConvONet 3plane</td>
<td>0.724</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>11,330</td>
<td>22,646</td>
<td>2.404s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConvONet grid</td>
<td>0.697</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>51,215</td>
<td>102,443</td>
<td>2.404s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDC @ 64³</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>0.686</td>
<td>5,543</td>
<td>11,159</td>
<td>1.716s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDC @ 128³</td>
<td>0.532</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>3,146</td>
<td>6,308</td>
<td>0.194s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDC @ 256³</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>12,601</td>
<td>25,202</td>
<td>1.716s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.17: Quantitative results on FAUST with point cloud input. (+n) indicates that the method additionally requires point normals as input. UNDC @ 64³ means that the output grid size of UNDC is 64³.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>point cloud (16,384)</th>
<th>CD↓</th>
<th>F1↑</th>
<th>NC↑</th>
<th>ECD↓</th>
<th>EF↑</th>
<th>#V</th>
<th>#T</th>
<th>Inference time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ball-pivoting (+n)</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>16,384</td>
<td>31,767</td>
<td>1.292s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson (+n)</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>4,096</td>
<td>7,439</td>
<td>1.292s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIREN (+n)</td>
<td>0.724</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>11,330</td>
<td>22,496</td>
<td>1.476s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIG (P) (+n)</td>
<td>1.140</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>1.170</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>78,821</td>
<td>157,622</td>
<td>168.595s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConvONet (P)</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>1.522</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>127,247</td>
<td>254,627</td>
<td>4.598s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConvONet 3plane</td>
<td>8.073</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>4.113</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>75,342</td>
<td>150,689</td>
<td>2.692s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ConvONet grid</td>
<td>8.844</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.939</td>
<td>9.701</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>74,171</td>
<td>148,337</td>
<td>2.404s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDC @ 128³</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.566</td>
<td>12,665</td>
<td>25,387</td>
<td>2.404s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDC @ 256³</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>51,043</td>
<td>101,733</td>
<td>1.716s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 6

MobileNeRF: Exploiting the Polygon Rasterization Pipeline for Efficient Neural Field Rendering on Mobile Architectures

6.1 Introduction

Neural Radiance Fields (NeRF) [167] have become a popular representation for novel view synthesis of 3D scenes. They represent a scene using a multilayer perceptron (MLP) that evaluates a 5D implicit function estimating the density and radiance emanating from any position in any direction, which can be used in a volumetric rendering framework to produce novel images. NeRF representations optimized to minimize multi-view color consistency losses for a set of posed photographs have demonstrated remarkable ability to reproduce fine image details for novel views.

One of the main impediments to wide-spread adoption of NeRF is that it requires specialized rendering algorithms that are poor match for commonly available hardware. Traditional NeRF implementations use a volumetric rendering algorithm that evaluates a large MLP at hundreds of sample positions along the ray for each pixel in order to estimate and integrate density and radiance. This rendering process is far too slow for interactive visualization.

Recent work has addressed this issue by “baking” NeRFs into a sparse 3D voxel grid [97, 288]. For example, Hedman et al. introduced Sparse Neural Radiance Grids (SNeRG) [97], where each active voxel contains an opacity, diffuse color, and learned feature vector. Rendering an image from SNeRG is split into two phases: the first uses ray marching to accumulate the precomputed diffuse colors and feature vectors along each ray, and the second uses a light-weight MLP operating on the accumulated feature vector to produce a view-dependent residual that is added to the accumulated diffuse color. This precomputation and deferred rendering approach increase the rendering speed of NeRF by three orders of
magnitude. However, it still relies upon ray marching through a sparse voxel grid to produce the features for each pixel, and thus it cannot fully utilize the parallelism available in commodity graphics processing units (GPUs). In addition, SNeRG requires a significant amount of GPU memory to store the volumetric textures, which prohibits it from running on common mobile devices.

In this paper, we introduce MobileNeRF, a NeRF that can run on a variety of common mobile devices at interactive frame rates. The NeRF is represented by a set of textured polygons, where the polygons roughly follow the surface of the scene, and the texture atlas stores opacity and feature vectors. To render an image, we utilize the classic polygon rasterization pipeline with Z-buffering to produce a feature vector for each pixel and pass it to a lightweight MLP running in a GLSL fragment shader to produce the output color. This rendering pipeline does not sample rays or sort polygons in depth order, and thus can model only binary opacities. However, it takes full advantage of the parallelism provided by z-buffers and fragment shaders in modern graphics hardware, and thus is $10 \times$ faster than SNeRG with the same output quality on standard test scenes. Moreover, it requires only a standard polygon rendering pipeline, which is implemented and accelerated on virtually every computing platform, and thus it runs on mobile phones and other devices previously unable to support NeRF visualization at interactive rates.

**Contributions**  
In summary, MobileNeRF:
• Is 10× \textit{faster} than the state-of-the-art (SNeRG), with the same output quality;

• Consumes less memory by storing \textit{surface} textures instead of volumetric textures, enabling our method to run on integrated GPUs with limited memory and power;

• Runs on a web browser and is \textit{compatible} with all devices we have tested, as our viewer is an HTML webpage;

• Allows real-time \textit{manipulation} of the reconstructed objects/scenes, as they are simple triangle meshes.

6.2 Related work

Our work lies within the field of view-synthesis, which encompasses many areas of research: light fields, image-based rendering and neural rendering. To narrow the scope, we focus on methods that render output views in \textit{real-time}.

Light fields [132] and Lumigraphs [83] store a dense grid of images, enabling real-time rendering of high quality scenes, albeit with limited camera freedom and significant storage overhead. Storage can be reduced by interpolating intermediate images with optical flow [16], representing the light field as a neural network [3], or by reconstructing a Multi-Plane Image (MPI) representation of the scene [194, 303, 166, 66, 262]. Multi-sphere images enable larger fields of view [22, 4], but these representations still only support limited output camera motion.

Other approaches leverage explicit 3D geometry to enable more camera freedom. While early methods applied view-dependent texturing to a 3D mesh [55, 23, 53], later methods incorporated convolutional neural networks as a post-processing step to improve quality [160, 96, 238]. Alternatively, the input geometry can be simplified into a collection of textured planes with alpha [144]. Point-based representations further increase quality by jointly refining the scene geometry while training the post-processing network [127, 208, 125]. However, as this convolutional post-processing runs independently per output frame it often results in a lack of 3D consistency. Furthermore, unlike our work, they require powerful desktop GPUs and have not been demonstrated to run on a mobile device. Finally, unlike the vast majority of the methods above, our method does not need reconstructed 3D geometry as input.

It is also possible to extract explicit triangle meshes via differentiable inverse-rendering [71, 173, 46]. DefTet [71] differentiably renders a tetrahedral grid with occupancy and color at each vertex, and then compositing the interpolated values at all intersected faces along a ray. NVDiffRec [173] combines differentiable marching tetrahedra [222] with differentiable rasterization to perform full inverse rendering and extract triangle meshes, materials, and lighting from images. This representation enables elaborate editing and scene relighting. However, it incurs a significant loss in view-synthesis quality. Furthermore, while real-time
Figure 6.2: **Overview (rendering)** – We represent the scene as a triangle mesh textured by deep features. We first rasterize the mesh to a deferred rendering buffer. For each visible fragment, we execute a neural deferred shader that converts the feature and view direction to the corresponding output pixel color.

Rendering is possible with simple lighting, global illumination (GI) is computationally infeasible on mobile hardware. In contrast, our method simply caches the outgoing radiance, which does not need expensive compute to model GI effects, and also results in higher view-synthesis quality.

NeRF [167] represents the scene as a continuous field of opacity and view-dependent color, and produces images with volume rendering. This representation is 3D consistent and reaches high quality results [247, 11]. However, rendering a NeRF involves evaluating a large neural network at multiple 3D locations per pixel, preventing real-time rendering.

Recent works have improved the training speed of NeRF. For example, by modeling the opacity and color of entire ray segments instead of just points [145] or by subdividing the scene and modeling each sub-region with a smaller neural network [199]. Recently, significant speed-ups have been achieved by decoding features fetched from a 3D embedding with a small neural network. This embedding can either be a dense voxel grid [230, 114], a sparse voxel grid [212], a low-rank decomposition of a voxel grid [29], a point-based representation [277], or a multi-resolution hash map [172]. These 3D embeddings can also be used without a trained decoder, for example by directly storing diffuse colors [154] or by encoding view-dependent colors as spherical harmonics [212]. While these approaches drastically speed up training, they still require a large consumer GPU for rendering.

Rendering performance can further be increased by *post-processing* a trained NeRF. For example, by reducing the network queries per pixel with learned sampling [175], by evaluating the network for larger ray segments [266], or by subdividing the scene into smaller networks [200, 270, 199]. Alternatively, pre-computation can speed up rendering, by storing both scene opacity and a latent representation for view-dependent colors in a grid. FastNeRF [75] uses a dense voxel grid and represents view-dependence with a global spherical basis function. PlenOctrees [288] uses an octree representation, where each leaf node stores both opacity and spherical harmonics for colors. SNeRG [97] uses a sparse grid rep-
Figure 6.3: **Overview (train)** – We initialize the mesh as a regular grid, and use MLPs to represent features and opacity for any point on the mesh. For each ray, we compute its intersection points on the mesh, and alpha-composite the colors of those points to obtain the output color. In a later training stage, we enforce binary opacity, and perform supersampling on features for anti-aliasing.

Among these real-time methods, only SNeRG has been shown to work on lower-powered devices without access to CUDA. As our method directly targets rendering on low-powered hardware, we primarily compare with SNeRG in our experiments.

### 6.3 Method

Given a collection of (calibrated) images, we seek to optimize a representation for efficient novel-view synthesis. Our representation consists of a polygonal mesh (Figure 6.2a) whose texture maps (Figure 6.2b) store features and opacity. At rendering time, given a camera pose, we adopt a two-stage deferred rendering process:

- **Rendering Stage 1** – we rasterize the mesh to screen space and construct a feature image (Figure 6.2c), i.e. we create a deferred rendering buffer in GPU memory;

- **Rendering Stage 2** – we convert these features into a color image via a (neural) deferred renderer running in a fragment shader, i.e. a small MLP, which receives a feature vector and view direction and outputs a pixel color (Figure 6.2d).

Our representation is built in three training stages, gradually moving from a classical NeRF-like continuous representation towards a discrete one:

- **Training Stage 1 (Section 6.3.1)** – We train a NeRF-like model with continuous opacity, where volume rendering quadrature points are derived from the polygonal mesh;

- **Training Stage 2 (Section 6.3.2)** – We binarize the opacities, as while classical rasterization can easily discard fragments, they cannot elegantly deal with semi-transparent fragments.
• **Training Stage 3 (Section 6.3.3)** – We extract a sparse polygonal mesh, bake opacities and features into texture maps, and store the weights of the neural deferred shader. The mesh is stored as an OBJ file, the texture maps in PNGs, and the deferred shader weights in a (small) JSON file. As we employ the standard GPU rasterization pipeline, our real-time renderer is simply an HTML webpage.

As representing continuous signals with discrete representations can introduce aliasing, we also detail a simple, yet computationally efficient, anti-aliasing solution based on super-sampling (Section 6.3.4).

### 6.3.1 Continuous training (Training Stage 1)

As Figure 6.3 shows, our training setup consists of a polygonal mesh \( M = (\mathcal{T}, \mathcal{V}) \) and three MLPs. The mesh topology \( \mathcal{T} \) is fixed, but the vertex locations \( \mathcal{V} \) and MLPs are optimized, similarly to NeRF, in an auto-decoding fashion by minimizing the mean squared error between predicted colors and ground truth colors of the pixels in the training images:

\[
L_C = \mathbb{E}_r \| C(r) - C_{gt}(r) \|^2_2. \tag{6.1}
\]

where the predicted color \( C(.) \) is obtained by alpha-compositing the radiance \( c_k \) along a ray \( r(t)=o + td \), at the (depth sorted) quadrature points \( K = \{ t_k \}_{k=1}^K \):

\[
C(r) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} T_k \alpha_k c_k, \quad T_k = \prod_{l=1}^{k-1} (1 - \alpha_l) \tag{6.2}
\]

where opacity \( \alpha_k \) and the view-dependent radiance \( c_k \) are given by evaluating the MLPs at position \( p_k = r(t_k) \):

\[
\alpha_k = A(p_k; \theta_A) \quad A : \mathbb{R}^3 \to [0, 1] \tag{6.3}
\]

\[
f_k = F(p_k; \theta_F) \quad F : \mathbb{R}^3 \to [0, 1]^8 \tag{6.4}
\]

\[
c_k = H(f_k, d; \theta_H) \quad H : [0, 1]^8 \times [-1, 1]^3 \to [0, 1]^3 \tag{6.5}
\]

The small network \( H \) is our deferred neural shader, which outputs the color of each fragment given the fragment feature and viewing direction. Finally, note that (6.2) does not perform compositing with volumetric density [167], but rather with opacity [3, Eq.8]. For real-world scenes, we further incorporate the distortion loss \( L_{dist} \) introduced by [11, Eq. 15] to suppress floaters and background collapse.

**Polygonal mesh** Without loss of generality, we describe the polygonal mesh used in Synthetic 360° scenes, and provide the configurations for Forward-Facing and Unbounded 360° scenes in Section 6.3.7. 2D illustrations can be found in Figure 6.4. We first define
a regular grid $G$ of size $P \times P \times P$ in the unit cube centered at the origin; see Figure 6.4a. We instantiate $V$ by creating one vertex per voxel, and $T$ by creating one quadrangle (two triangles) per grid edge connecting the vertices of the four adjacent voxels, akin to Dual Contouring [110, 35]. We locally parameterize vertex locations with respect to the voxel centers (and sizes), resulting in $V \in [-.5,+.5]^P \times P \times P$ free variables. During optimization, we initialize the vertex locations to $V=0$, which corresponds to a regular Euclidean lattice, and we regularize them to prevent vertices from exiting their voxels, and to promote their return to their neutral position whenever the optimization problem is under-constrained:

$$L_V = \sum_{v \in V} (10^3 I(v) + 10^{-2}) \cdot ||v||_1,$$

(6.6)

where the indicator function $I(v)\equiv1$ whenever $v$ is outside its corresponding voxel.

**Quadrature** As evaluating the MLPs of our representation is computationally expensive, we rely on an acceleration grid to limit the cardinality $|K|$ of quadrature points. First of all, quadrature points are only generated for the set of voxels that intersect the ray; see Figure 6.5a: Then, like InstantNGP [172], we employ an acceleration grid $G$ to prune voxels that are unlikely to contain geometry; see Figure 6.5b. Finally, we compute intersections between the ray and the faces of $M$ that are incident to the voxel’s vertex to obtain the final set of quadrature points; see Figure 6.5c. We use the barycentric interpolation to back-propagate the gradients from the intersection point to the three vertices in the intersected triangle. For further technical details on the computation of intersections, we refer the reader to Section 6.3.6. In summary, for each input ray $r$:

$$\bar{B} = \text{intersect}(r, G)$$

$$B = \{b \in \bar{B} | G[b] > \tau_G\}$$

$$K = \text{intersect}(r, \{t \in T | t \cap B\})$$

(6.7) (6.8) (6.9)

where $(a \cap b)=true$ if $a$ intersects $b$, and the acceleration grid is supervised so to upper-bound the alpha-compositing visibility $T_k\alpha_k$ across viewpoints during training.

$$L_{bnd}^\text{quad} = \sum_k \max(\mathcal{X}[T_k\alpha_k] - G[p_k], 0)$$

(6.10)

where $\mathcal{X}[.]$ is the stop-gradient operator that prevents the acceleration grid from (negatively) affecting the image reconstruction quality. This loss performs a stochastic upper-bound, as we initialize $G[\ast]=0$, and $G[p_k]$ receives gradients whenever $T_k\alpha_k > G[p_k]$. Similarly to Plenoxels [212], we additionally regularize the content of the grid by promoting its pointwise
sparsity (i.e. lasso), and its spatial smoothness:

\[ \mathcal{L}_G^{\text{sparse}} = \|G\|_1 \quad \mathcal{L}_G^{\text{smooth}} = \|\nabla G\|_2^2 \]  

(6.11)

### 6.3.2 Binarized training (Training Stage 2)

Rendering pipelines implemented in typical hardware do not natively support semi-transparent meshes. Rendering semi-transparent meshes requires cumbersome (per-frame) sorting so to execute rendering in back-to-front order to guarantee correct alpha-compositing. We overcome this issue by converting the smooth opacity \( \alpha_k \in [0, 1] \) from (6.3) to a discrete/categorical opacity \( \hat{\alpha}_k \in \{0, 1\} \). To optimize for discrete opacities via photometric supervision we employ a straight-through estimator [13]:

\[ \hat{\alpha}_k = \alpha_k + \nabla [\mathbb{1}(\alpha_k > 0.5) - \alpha_k] \]  

(6.12)

Please note that the gradients are transparently passed through the discretization operation (i.e. \( \nabla \hat{\alpha} \equiv \nabla \alpha \)), regardless of the values of \( \alpha_k \) and the resulting \( \hat{\alpha}_k \in \{0, 1\} \). To stabilize training, we then co-train the continuous and discrete models:

\[ \mathcal{L}_C^{\text{bin}} = \mathbb{E}_r \|\hat{\mathbf{C}}(\boldsymbol{r}) - \mathbf{C}_{gt}(\boldsymbol{r})\|_2^2 \]  

(6.13)

\[ \mathcal{L}_C^{\text{stage2}} = \frac{1}{2} \mathcal{L}_C^{\text{bin}} + \frac{1}{2} \mathcal{L}_C \]  

(6.14)

where \( \hat{\mathbf{C}}(\boldsymbol{r}) \) is the output radiance corresponding to the discrete opacity model \( \hat{\alpha} \):

\[ \hat{\mathbf{C}}(\boldsymbol{r}) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \hat{T}_k \hat{\alpha}_k \mathbf{c}_k, \quad \hat{T}_k = \prod_{l=1}^{k-1} (1 - \hat{\alpha}_l) \]  

(6.15)

Once (6.14) has converged, we will apply a fine-tuning step to the weights in \( \mathcal{F} \) and \( \mathcal{H} \) by minimizing \( \mathcal{L}_C^{\text{bin}} \), while fixing the weights of others.

### 6.3.3 Discretization (Training Stage 3)

After binarization and fine-tuning, we convert the representation into an explicit polygonal mesh (in OBJ format). We only store quads if they are at least partially visible in the training camera poses (i.e. non-visible quads are discarded). We then create a texture image whose size is proportional to the number of visible quads, and for each quad we allocate a \( K \times K \) patch in the texture, similarly to Disney’s Ptex [24]. We use \( K=17 \) in our experiments, so that the quad has a 16×16 texture with half-a-pixel boundary padding. We then iterate over the pixels of the texture, convert the pixel coordinate to 3D coordinates, and bake the values of the discrete opacity (i.e. (6.3) and (6.12)) and features (i.e. (6.4)) into the texture map. We quantize the \([0, 1]\) ranges to 8-bit integers, and store the texture into (losslessly compressed) PNG images. Our experiments show that quantizing the \([0, 1]\) range with 8-bit
Figure 6.4: **Configurations of polygonal meshes** – The meshes employed for the different types of scenes. We sketch the distribution of camera poses in training views.

Figure 6.5: **Quadrature points** – are obtained by (a) identifying cells that intersect the ray; (b) pruning cells that do not contain geometry; and, (c) computing explicit intersections with the mesh.

precision, which is not accounted for during back-propagation, does not significantly affect rendering quality.

### 6.3.4 Anti-aliasing

In classic rasterization pipelines, aliasing is an issue that ought to be considered to obtain high-quality rendering. While classical NeRF hallucinates smooth edges via semi-transparent volumes, as previously discussed, semi-transparency would require per-frame polygon sorting. We overcome this issue by employing anti-aliasing by super-sampling. While we could simply execute (6.5) four times/pixel and average the resulting color, the execution of the deferred neural shader $\mathcal{H}$ is the computational bottleneck of our technique. We can overcome this issue by simply averaging the features, that is, **averaging the input** of the deferred neural shader, rather than averaging its output. We first rasterize features (at
\[ F(r) = \sum_k T_k \alpha_k f_k, \]  
(6.16)

and then average sub-pixel features to produce the anti-aliased representation we feed to our neural deferred shader:

\[ C(r) = H(E_{r_\delta \sim r}[F(r_\delta)], E_{r_\delta \sim r}[d_\delta]) \]  
(6.17)

where \( E_{r_\delta \sim r} \) computes the average between the sub-pixels (i.e. four in our implementation), and \( d_\delta \) is the direction of ray \( r_\delta \). Note how with this change we only query \( H \) once per output pixel. Finally, this process is analogously applied to (6.15) for discrete occupancies \( \hat{\alpha} \). These changes for anti-aliasing are applied in training stage 2 (6.14).

### 6.3.5 Rendering

The result of the optimization process is a textured polygonal mesh (where texture maps store features rather than colors) and a small MLP (which converts view direction and features to colors). Rendering this representation is done in two passes using a deferred rendering pipeline:

1. we rasterize all faces of the textured mesh with a z-buffer to produce a \( 2M \times 2N \) feature image with 12 channels per pixel, comprising 8 channels of learned features, a binary opacity, and a 3D view direction;

2. we synthesize an \( M \times N \) output RGB image by rendering a textured rectangle that uses the feature image as its texture, with linear filtering to average the features for antialiasing. We apply the small MLP for pixels with non-zero alphas to convert features into RGB colors. The small MLP is implemented as a GLSL fragment shader.

These rendering steps are implemented within the classic rasterization pipeline. Since z-buffering with binary transparency is order-independent, polygons do not need to be sorted into depth-order for each new view, and thus can be loaded into a buffer in the GPU once at the start of execution. Since the MLP for converting features to colors is very small, it can be implemented in a GLSL fragment shader [97], which is run in parallel for all pixels. These classical rendering steps are highly-optimized on GPUs, and thus our rendering system can run at interactive frame rates on a wide variety of devices; see Table 6.2. It is also easy to implement, since it requires only standard polygon rendering with a fragment shader. Our interactive viewer is an HTML webpage with Javascript, rendered by WebGL via the threejs library.
6.3.6 Quadrature details

The regular-grid mesh $\mathcal{M}$ provides an efficient way for computing intersections between a ray and the mesh of size $P \times P \times P$ in $O(P)$ complexity, as shown in Figure 6.5.

First, we compute the set of voxels that are intersected by the ray. This involves solving $3P$ ray-plane intersections and using those intersection points to obtain at most $3P$ intersected voxels. This step is shown in Figure 6.5a and Eq. 6.7.

Then, we use the acceleration grid $\mathcal{G} \in \mathbb{R}^{P \times P \times P}$ to prune voxels that are unlikely to contain geometry, with respect to a threshold $\tau_\mathcal{G} = 0.1$. This step is shown in Figure 6.5b and Eq. 6.8.

Finally, we compute intersections between the ray and the faces of $\mathcal{M}$ that are incident to the voxel’s vertex to obtain the final set of quadrature points. This step is shown in Figure 6.5c and Eq. 6.9.

During the first quarter of the training iterations, $\mathcal{G}$ may not be accurate, therefore we will keep all $3P$ intersected voxels regardless of $\tau_\mathcal{G}$, and keep $3P$ intersection points (Recall that if the mesh grid is a regular grid, there are at most $3P$ intersections). Then in the next quarter, we will use $\mathcal{G}$ to remove empty voxels and keep at most $3P/2$ non-empty voxels and $3P/2$ intersection points that are closest to the camera. In the rest of the training, we will keep $3P/4$. We also double the training batch size each time we halve the number of intersections.

For the concentric boxes in unbounded $360^\circ$ scenes, we will compute their intersections and keep all of them.

6.3.7 Initial meshes

In this section we detail the polygonal meshes used for synthetic $360^\circ$, forward-facing, and unbounded $360^\circ$ scenes, see Fig. 6.4 for 2D illustrations.

We will call the coordinate system of a regular mesh grid in a unit cube centered at the origin as the normalized coordinates, and we can apply transformations to obtain the grids in the world coordinates for different types of scenes. In the following, we will denote points in the normalized coordinates as $\mathbf{p} \in [-0.5, 0.5]$ and points in the world coordinates as $\mathbf{p}'$.

For synthetic $360^\circ$ scenes, we apply scaling to the grid to put the object inside the grid.

$$\mathbf{p}' = w\mathbf{p},$$ (6.18)

where $w = 2.4$ or 3, depending on the size of the object. We use a grid size of $P = 128$. 
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In forward-facing scenes, we apply transformation to concentrate more voxels close to the camera, as shown in Fig. 6.4 (b).

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{p}'_x &= \exp(w(\mathbf{p}_x + 0.5)), \\
\mathbf{p}'_z &= u\mathbf{p}_x \mathbf{p}'_z, \\
\mathbf{p}'_y &= v\mathbf{p}_y \mathbf{p}'_z,
\end{align*}
\]  
\tag{6.19}

where \(w\) is set to a value so that \(\mathbf{p}'_z = 25\) when \(\mathbf{p}_z = 0.5\); \(u = v = 1.75\). We use a grid size of \(P = 128\).

In unbounded 360° scenes, we assume the cameras are inside the unit cube in the normalized coordinates, therefore we do not apply transformations. However, to model the surrounding environments, we add a set of \(L + 1\) concentric boxes around the regular grid. The boxes have fixed positions and geometry, and their distances to the center are given by

\[
d_i = \frac{(\exp\left(\frac{w_i}{L}\right) + w - 1)}{2w},
\]  
\tag{6.20}

where \(i\) ranges from 0 to \(L\). \(w\) is set to a value so that \(d_L = 8\), therefore \(d_i \in [0.5, 8]\). We use a grid size of \(P = 128\), and \(L = 64\).

### 6.3.8 Network and Training details

**Training**  Our training stages are formalized as follows. In the first training stage, we optimize

\[
\begin{align*}
\arg\min_{\mathcal{V}, \theta_A, \theta_F, \theta_H} & \quad \mathcal{L}_C + w_d \mathcal{L}_{\text{dist}} + \mathcal{L}_v \\
\end{align*}
\]  
\tag{6.21}

and

\[
\arg\min_{\mathcal{G}} & \quad \mathcal{L}_G^{\text{bnd}} + w_{g1} \mathcal{L}_G^{\text{parse}} + w_{g2} \mathcal{L}_G^{\text{smooth}},
\]  
\tag{6.22}

where \(w_{g1} = w_{g2} = 10^{-5}\). \(w_d\) is set to 0.0 for synthetic 360° scenes, 0.01 for forward-facing scenes, and 0.001 for unbounded 360° scenes. In the second training stage, we optimize

\[
\begin{align*}
\arg\min_{\mathcal{V}, \theta_A, \theta_F, \theta_H} & \quad \mathcal{L}_C^{\text{stage2}} + w_d \mathcal{L}_{\text{dist}} + \mathcal{L}_v \\
\end{align*}
\]  
\tag{6.23}

and Eq. 6.22. When the loss converges, we fix the weights of \(\mathcal{V}, \theta_A, \) and \(\mathcal{G}\) and optimize

\[
\begin{align*}
\arg\min_{\theta_F, \theta_H} & \quad \mathcal{L}_C^{\text{bin}}.
\end{align*}
\]  
\tag{6.24}
Network architectures We adopt the MLP designed in NeRF as the network for both \( A \) and \( F \). We increase the hidden layer sizes from 256 to 384, since \( A \) and \( F \) are not used during inference, so we can afford more time on training. The small MLP \( H \) is the same as the small MLP used in SNeRG, with two hidden layers, each consisting 16 neurons.

Texture images Since the features to be stored are 8-dimensional, we use two PNG images to store them. Each PNG image has 4 channels, therefore two PNG images have a total of 8 channels to store 8-d features. To avoid having an extra image to store the binary alpha (opacity) channel, we squeeze the alpha channel into the first feature channel, so that the alpha is one when the first feature channel is non-zero, and zero when the channel is zero. Since phones have a hardware constraint that the texture size must be a power of 2 and at most \( 4096 \times 4096 \), we split the large texture images into multiple \( 4096 \times 4096 \) texture images.

6.4 Results and evaluation

We run a series of experiments to test how well MobileNeRF performs on a wide variety of scenes and devices. We test on three datasets: the 8 synthetic 360° scenes from NeRF [167], the 8 forward-facing scenes from LLFF [166], and 5 unbounded 360° outdoor scenes from Mip-NeRF 360 [11]. We compare with SNeRG [97], since, to our knowledge, it is the only NeRF model that can run in real-time on common devices. We also include extensive ablation studies to investigate the impact of different design choices.

The online demo is available at https://mobile-nerf.github.io, where all the results can be viewed on a web browser. The models in our online demo are the same as the ones used in our paper. The rendered images of our method are nearly identical whether they are rendered in Python (for computing quantitative metrics) or web browsers, see Figure 6.7.
Figure 6.7: Comparison between images rendered in Python and in a web browser. Image pixel value range is 0-255. Zoom in for details.

If one overlays the difference image and the rendered image, one can find that the few very different pixels are all on the boundary of a part, which indicates that they are likely caused by precision errors in rasterization.

For Surface Pro 6, Gaming laptop, and Desktop, we disable frame-rate limiting from vertical synchronization by starting the Chrome browser with the following arguments:

```
--disable-frame-rate-limit
--disable-gpu-vsync
```

However, for phones and Chromebook, we did not find a way to easily disable vertical synchronization, therefore the FPS is capped at 60.

6.4.1 Comparisons

To show the superior performance and compatibility of our method, we test our method and SNeRG on a variety of devices, as shown in Table 6.1. We report the rendering speed in Table 6.2. The rendering resolution is the same as the training images: 800×800 for synthetic, 1008×756 for forward-facing, and 1256×828 for unbounded. We test all methods on a chrome browser and rotate/pan the camera in a full circle to render 360 frames. Note that SNeRG is unable to represent unbounded 360° scenes due to its regular grid representation, and it does not run on phone or tablet due to compatibility or out-of-memory issues. We also report the GPU memory consumption and storage cost in Table 6.3. MobileNeRF requires 5x less GPU memory than SNeRG.

**Rendering quality** We report the rendering quality in Table 6.4, while comparing with other methods using the common PSNR, SSIM [257], and LPIPS [297] metrics. Our method has roughly the same image quality as SNeRG, and better than NeRF. Visual results are shown in Figure 6.6 (a-c). Our method achieves image quality similar to SNeRG when the
Table 6.1: **Hardware specs** – of the devices used in our rendering experiments. The power is the max GPU power for discrete NVIDIA cards, and the combined max CPU and GPU power for integrated GPUs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>GPU</th>
<th>Power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iPhone XS</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>iOS 15</td>
<td>Integrated GPU</td>
<td>6W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel 3</td>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>Android 12</td>
<td>Integrated GPU</td>
<td>9W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Pro 6</td>
<td>Tablet</td>
<td>Windows 10</td>
<td>Integrated GPU</td>
<td>15W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromebook</td>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>Chrome OS</td>
<td>Integrated GPU</td>
<td>15W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming laptop</td>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>Windows 11</td>
<td>NVIDIA RTX 2070</td>
<td>115W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desktop</td>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Ubuntu 16.04</td>
<td>NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti</td>
<td>250W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: **Rendering speed** – on various devices in frames per second (FPS). The devices are on battery, except for the gaming laptop and the desktop which are plugged in, indicated with a ♦. The mobile devices (first four rows) have almost identical rendering speed when plugged in. With the notation \( \frac{M}{N} \) we indicate that \( M \) out of \( N \) testing scenes failed to run due to out-of-memory errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Synthetic 360°</th>
<th>Forward-facing</th>
<th>Unbounded 360°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>SNeRG</td>
<td>Ours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPhone XS</td>
<td>55.89</td>
<td>0.04( \frac{\text{g}}{\text{W}} )</td>
<td>27.19( \frac{\text{g}}{\text{W}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel 3</td>
<td>37.14</td>
<td>0.04( \frac{\text{g}}{\text{W}} )</td>
<td>12.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Pro 6</td>
<td>77.40</td>
<td>Unsupported</td>
<td>21.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromebook</td>
<td>53.67</td>
<td>22.62( \frac{\text{g}}{\text{W}} )</td>
<td>19.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming laptop</td>
<td>178.26</td>
<td>8.30( \frac{\text{g}}{\text{W}} )</td>
<td>57.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming laptop ♦</td>
<td>606.73</td>
<td>43.87( \frac{\text{g}}{\text{W}} )</td>
<td>250.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desktop ♦</td>
<td>744.91</td>
<td>207.26</td>
<td>349.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3: **Resources** – memory and disk storage (MB).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Synthetic 360°</th>
<th>Forward-facing</th>
<th>Unbounded 360°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>SNeRG</td>
<td>Ours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU memory</td>
<td>538.38</td>
<td>2707.25</td>
<td>759.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk storage</td>
<td>125.75</td>
<td>86.75</td>
<td>201.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

camera is at an appropriate distance. When the camera is zoomed in, SNeRG tends to render over-smoothed images.

**Polygon count** Table 6.5 shows the average number of vertices and triangles produced by our method, and the percentage compared to all available vertices/triangles in the initial mesh. As we only retain visible triangles, most vertices/triangles are removed in the final mesh.

**Shading mesh** In Figure 6.2a and Figure 6.8, we show the extracted triangle meshes without the textures. Most triangle faces do not align with the actual object surface. This is
Table 6.4: **Quantitative Analysis** – For NeRF [167] and NeRF++ [295], we dash entries where the original papers did not report quantitative performance. For SNeRG, while one could extend the method to include the unbounded design from [11], implementing this is far from trivial. Our method can be easily adapted to work across all modalities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Synthetic 360°</th>
<th>Forward-facing</th>
<th>Unbounded 360°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓</td>
<td>PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓</td>
<td>PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NeRF</td>
<td>31.00 0.947 0.081</td>
<td>26.50 0.811 0.250</td>
<td>- - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAXNeRF</td>
<td>31.65 0.952 0.051</td>
<td>26.92 0.831 0.173</td>
<td>21.46 0.458 0.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NeRF++</td>
<td>- - -</td>
<td>- - -</td>
<td>22.76 0.548 0.427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNeRG</td>
<td>30.38 0.950 0.050</td>
<td>25.63 0.818 0.183</td>
<td>- - -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td><strong>30.90 0.947 0.062</strong></td>
<td><strong>25.91 0.825 0.183</strong></td>
<td>21.95 0.470 0.470</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5: **Polygon count** – Average number of vertices and triangles produced, and their percentage compared to all available vertices/triangles in the initial mesh.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Synthetic 360°</th>
<th>Forward-facing</th>
<th>Unbounded 360°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>494,289 224,341</td>
<td>830,076 338,535</td>
<td>1,436,033 608,785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>1.964% 1.783%</td>
<td>3.298% 2.690%</td>
<td>4.891% 4.147%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

perhaps due to the ambiguity that good rendering quality can be achieved despite how the triangles are aligned. For example, the results of our method after Stage 1 in Table 6.6 is similar to other methods in Table 6.4. Therefore, better regularization losses or training objectives need to be devised if one wishes to have better surface quality. However, optimizing vertices does improve the rendering quality, as shown in Figure 6.6h.

**Per-Scene metrics** We provide per-scene breakdown for the quality metrics at the end of this chapter, in Table 6.8 6.9 6.10 6.12 6.13 6.14 6.16 6.17 6.18. We provide per-scene breakdown for rendering speed and storage cost in Table 6.11 6.15 6.19, where OOM (out-of-memory) indicates the device cannot run a testing scene due to GPU memory issues, and ICP (incompatible) indicates the device cannot run the method due to compatibility issues. The GPU memory and disk storage were tested on the Desktop.

**6.4.2 Ablation studies**

In Table 6.6, we show the rendering quality of our method at each stage, and report our ablation studies. The rendering quality gradually drops after each stage, because each stage adds more constraints to the model. In Stage 1, the performance drops significantly if we use a fixed regular grid mesh instead of having optimizable mesh vertices, or if we forgo view-dependent effects by directly predicting the color and alpha of each point. The performance drops slightly if the grid is smaller ($P=64$ vs. 128). If we remove the acceleration grid, we are not able to quadruple the batch size during training; the performance drops if we train this model the same number of iterations as our method. Note that the PSNR of this model
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Synthetic 360°</th>
<th>Forward-facing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSNR↑  SSIM↑</td>
<td>PSNR↑  SSIM↑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1, our method</td>
<td>32.13 0.955</td>
<td>26.57 0.839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1, fixed mesh grid</td>
<td>29.87 0.938</td>
<td>25.43 0.797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1, no view-dependent MLP</td>
<td>29.91 0.935</td>
<td>25.91 0.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1, smaller grid $P=128 \rightarrow 64$</td>
<td>31.58 0.952</td>
<td>26.39 0.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1, no acceleration grid</td>
<td>31.77 0.953</td>
<td>26.61 0.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2, our method</td>
<td>31.01 0.948</td>
<td>26.32 0.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2, no fine-tuning</td>
<td>30.80 0.946</td>
<td>26.25 0.832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2, only pseudo-gradients</td>
<td>29.70 0.935</td>
<td>26.01 0.820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2, binary loss</td>
<td>30.89 0.947</td>
<td>26.32 0.832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3, our method</td>
<td>30.90 0.947</td>
<td>25.91 0.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3, larger texture $K=17 \rightarrow 33$</td>
<td>30.99 0.948</td>
<td>26.14 0.830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3, smaller texture $K=17 \rightarrow 9$</td>
<td>30.49 0.945</td>
<td>24.85 0.796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3, no supersampling</td>
<td>29.26 0.937</td>
<td>24.88 0.799</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6: Ablation — rendering quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Speed in FPS</th>
<th>Space in MB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pixel 3</td>
<td>Surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1, our method</td>
<td>37.14</td>
<td>77.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2, our method</td>
<td>31.01</td>
<td>0.948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3, our method</td>
<td>30.90</td>
<td>0.947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1, fixed mesh grid</td>
<td>29.87</td>
<td>0.938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2, no fine-tuning</td>
<td>30.80</td>
<td>0.946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2, only pseudo-gradients</td>
<td>29.70</td>
<td>0.935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2, binary loss</td>
<td>30.89</td>
<td>0.947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3, larger texture $K=17 \rightarrow 33$</td>
<td>30.99</td>
<td>0.948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3, smaller texture $K=17 \rightarrow 9$</td>
<td>30.49</td>
<td>0.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3, no supersampling</td>
<td>29.26</td>
<td>0.937</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.7: Ablation — rendering speed/memory.

is higher on forward-facing scenes. This is because the acceleration grid will remove cells that are not visible in the training images, thus cannot “inpaint” the objects and may leave holes. In Stage 2, if we do not perform the fine-tuning step that only optimizes $F$ and $H$ and fix the weights of others, the performance drops. If we only use the binary opacity with pseudo-gradients by applying $\mathcal{L}_{\text{stage2}} = \mathcal{L}_{\text{bin}}$ instead of Eq. 6.14, the performance drops. If we use a binary loss on the predicted opacity, e.g., $\mathcal{L}_{\text{binary}} = -\sum |\alpha_k - 0.5|$, instead of using the pseudo-gradients with $\hat{C}(r)$, the performance drops slightly. In stage 3, when we use a larger texture size $K=33$ instead of 17, the performance improves, but the texture size will be quadrupled; the performance drops when we use a smaller texture size $K=9$. 124
Figure 6.8: **Shading mesh** – not textured. The mesh corresponds to the bicycle (see Figure 6.1). We manually removed the background mesh to better show the geometry of the object. Zoom-in to see more details. In the bottom, we also show the rendered images of our method. Note how the coarse mesh is able to represent detailed structures such as the spokes of the wheels and the wires around the handles, thanks to high-resolution textures with transparencies.

If we remove the super-sampling step, the performance drops significantly. Visual results are shown in Figure 6.6. We omit some models because they do not have significant visual differences compared to our method. Notice the squared pixels of the texture images are clearly visible in the dashed-line boxes in (e) and almost invisible in (d). The aliasing artifacts are conspicuous in the solid-line boxes in (f). In Stage 1, if the grid vertices cannot be optimized, the results will be significantly worse, as shown in (h). Without the small MLP, the model cannot handle reflections, as shown in (i). Changing to a smaller grid size introduces some minor artifacts in (j). In Table 6.7, we show the rendering speed and space cost if we use a larger or smaller texture size, or if we remove the super-sampling step, or if we only perform the rasterization without using the small MLP to predict the view-dependent colors. One can find that the super-sampling step and the small MLP have the most significant impact.
6.4.3 Scene editing

The explicit mesh representation provided by MobileNeRF gives us direct editing control over the NeRF model without any complex architectural change (e.g. ControlNerf [128]), but in this paper we only superficially investigated these possibilities.

Our representation is a textured mesh with baked lighting, and thus can be used in any application that combines, renders, or manipulates such meshes. Figure 6.10 (a) shows a simple example where meshes learned from four different sets of photos are composited into a single scene. The scene, rendered in 1920×1080 resolution without super-sampling, runs at 150 FPS on the gaming laptop, and consumes 1.5 GB of GPU memory. Similarly Figure 6.10 (b)(c) show scenes where some parts or objects are edited or removed by manipulating the triangle meshes of the scenes in a 3D modeling software. The resulting renders do not account for differences in illumination between the captured photos or indirect illumination between different meshes. However, it suggests an easy way to create “photorealistic-looking” scenes from a library of objects captured using photos rather than painstaking 3D modeling.

https://youtu.be/kVy2W6afuyk shows three examples where we manipulate the learned NeRF objects interactively in real-time. We also highlight how easy it is to implement these operations with our mesh representation. In contrast, implementing those with classic NeRF is non-trivial.
Figure 6.10: **Scene editing** — (a) four objects learned from the synthetic scenes are added into an unbounded scene. (b) a branch of the ficus is bent. (c) the horns are removed.

In the first example, we render all 8 objects learned from the synthetic scenes at the same time, and we move the objects by using mouse to drag the objects. This is implemented by a single line of code with the *DragControls* class provided in the *threejs* library. *DragControls* is designed for manipulating meshes, which suits our needs exactly since our objects are meshes. We also cast real-time shadow of the objects by applying shadow mapping. This is implemented by having a directional light, an ambient light, and a plane below the objects to receive shadows. The drag control and the real-time shadow are also used in the following examples.

In the second example, we interactively deform the learned chair object to create new variations of chairs. To implement the deformation, we only need to deform the vertex positions of the meshes, and this is achieved by adding vertex deformation code in the vertex shader. Specifically, we implemented three operations: moving the chair up/down will lengthen or shorten its legs, moving the chair left/right will adjust its width, and moving the chair forward/backward will adjust the skew of its back.

In the third example, we render 9 ficus objects, which are considered “NeRF” objects, and a blue ball, which is a classic object with standard material used in classic rendering. We again change the vertex shader to make the leaves of the plants to be repelled by the blue ball.
6.5 Conclusions

We introduce MobileNeRF, an architecture that takes advantage of the classical rasteriza-
tion pipeline (i.e. z-buffers and fragment shaders) to perform efficient rendering of surface-
based neural fields on a wide range of compute platforms. It achieves frame rates an order
of magnitude faster than the previous state-of-the-art (SNeRG) while producing images of
equivalent quality.

Limitations Our estimated surface may be incorrect, especially for scenes with specular
surfaces and/or sparse views (Figure 6.9a); it uses binary opacities to avoid sorting polygons,
and thus cannot handle scenes with semi-transparencies (Figure 6.9b); it uses fixed mesh and
texture resolutions, which may be too coarse for close-up novel-view synthesis (Figure 6.9c);
it models a radiance field without explicitly decomposing illumination and reflectance, and
thus does not handle glossy surfaces as well as recent methods [247]. Extending the poly-
gon rendering pipeline with efficient partial sorting, levels-of-detail, mipmaps, and surface
shading should address some of these issues. Also, the current training speed of MobileNe-
eRF is slow due to NeRF’s MLP backbone. The extension of MobileNeRF to fast-training
architectures (e.g., Instant NGP [172]) constitutes an exciting avenue for future works.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Drums</th>
<th>Ficus</th>
<th>Hotdog</th>
<th>Lego</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Mic</th>
<th>Ship</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NeRF [167]</td>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>25.01</td>
<td>30.13</td>
<td>36.18</td>
<td>32.54</td>
<td>29.62</td>
<td>32.91</td>
<td>28.65</td>
<td>31.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAXNeRF [56]</td>
<td>33.88</td>
<td>25.08</td>
<td>30.51</td>
<td>36.91</td>
<td>33.24</td>
<td>30.03</td>
<td>34.52</td>
<td>29.07</td>
<td>31.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNeRG [97]</td>
<td>33.24</td>
<td>24.57</td>
<td>29.32</td>
<td>34.33</td>
<td>33.82</td>
<td>27.21</td>
<td>32.60</td>
<td>27.97</td>
<td>30.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>34.09</td>
<td>25.02</td>
<td>30.20</td>
<td>35.46</td>
<td>34.18</td>
<td>26.72</td>
<td>32.48</td>
<td>29.06</td>
<td>30.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.8: **PSNR↑** on **Synthetic 360° scenes**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Drums</th>
<th>Ficus</th>
<th>Hotdog</th>
<th>Lego</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Mic</th>
<th>Ship</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NeRF [167]</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAXNeRF [56]</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNeRG [97]</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.867</td>
<td>0.947</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.9: **SSIM↑** on **Synthetic 360° scenes**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Drums</th>
<th>Ficus</th>
<th>Hotdog</th>
<th>Lego</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Mic</th>
<th>Ship</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NeRF [167]</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAXNeRF [56]</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNeRG [97]</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.10: **LPIPS↓** on **Synthetic 360° scenes**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Drums</th>
<th>Ficus</th>
<th>Hotdog</th>
<th>Lego</th>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Mic</th>
<th>Ship</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iPhone XS</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel 3</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Pro 6</td>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromebook</td>
<td>28.06</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>26.11</td>
<td>27.08</td>
<td>16.48</td>
<td>26.99</td>
<td>11.01</td>
<td>22.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming laptop</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>10.27</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>9.41</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>21.65</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming laptop</td>
<td>37.66</td>
<td>51.06</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>45.52</td>
<td>60.20</td>
<td>13.81</td>
<td>87.67</td>
<td>11.17</td>
<td>43.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desktop</td>
<td>120.70</td>
<td>147.72</td>
<td>81.88</td>
<td>436.05</td>
<td>232.03</td>
<td>92.45</td>
<td>507.54</td>
<td>39.73</td>
<td>207.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU memory</td>
<td>1254.00</td>
<td>4729.00</td>
<td>8243.00</td>
<td>1253.00</td>
<td>1253.00</td>
<td>1253.00</td>
<td>1251.00</td>
<td>2422.00</td>
<td>2707.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk storage</td>
<td>141.00</td>
<td>44.00</td>
<td>43.00</td>
<td>67.00</td>
<td>114.00</td>
<td>134.00</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>129.00</td>
<td>86.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.11: **Rendering speed** in frames per second (FPS), and **GPU memory and disk storage** in MB, on **Synthetic 360° scenes**.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Fern</th>
<th>Leaves</th>
<th>Fortress</th>
<th>Orchids</th>
<th>Flower</th>
<th>Trex</th>
<th>Horns</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NeRF [167]</td>
<td>32.70</td>
<td>25.17</td>
<td>20.92</td>
<td>31.16</td>
<td>20.36</td>
<td>27.40</td>
<td>26.80</td>
<td>27.45</td>
<td>26.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNeRG [97]</td>
<td>30.04</td>
<td>24.85</td>
<td>20.01</td>
<td>30.91</td>
<td>19.73</td>
<td>27.00</td>
<td>25.80</td>
<td>26.71</td>
<td>25.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>31.28</td>
<td>24.59</td>
<td>20.54</td>
<td>30.82</td>
<td>19.66</td>
<td>27.05</td>
<td>26.26</td>
<td>27.09</td>
<td>25.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.12: **PSNR↑** on Forward-facing scenes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Fern</th>
<th>Leaves</th>
<th>Fortress</th>
<th>Orchids</th>
<th>Flower</th>
<th>Trex</th>
<th>Horns</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NeRF [167]</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.641</td>
<td>0.827</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAXNeRF [56]</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>0.897</td>
<td>0.657</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNeRG [97]</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.647</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>0.825</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.13: **SSIM↑** on Forward-facing scenes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Fern</th>
<th>Leaves</th>
<th>Fortress</th>
<th>Orchids</th>
<th>Flower</th>
<th>Trex</th>
<th>Horns</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Room Fern Leaves Fortress Orchids Flower Trex Horns Mean
| NeRF [167]     | 0.178| 0.250| 0.316  | 0.171    | 0.321   | 0.219  | 0.249| 0.268 | 0.250|
| JAXNeRF [56]   | 0.086| 0.207| 0.247  | 0.108    | 0.266   | 0.156  | 0.143| 0.173 | 0.173|
| SNeRG [97]     | 0.133| 0.198| 0.252  | 0.125    | 0.255   | 0.167  | 0.157| 0.176 | 0.183|
| Ours           | 0.143| 0.202| 0.245  | 0.115    | 0.277   | 0.163  | 0.147| 0.169 | 0.183|

Table 6.14: **LPIPS↓** on Forward-facing scenes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Fern</th>
<th>Leaves</th>
<th>Fortress</th>
<th>Orchids</th>
<th>Flower</th>
<th>Trex</th>
<th>Horns</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Room Fern Leaves Fortress Orchids Flower Trex Horns Mean
| iPhone XS OOM OOM OOM OOM OOM OOM OOM OOM -
| Pixel 3 OOM OOM OOM OOM OOM OOM OOM OOM -
| Surface Pro 6 ICP ICP ICP ICP ICP ICP ICP ICP -
| Chromebook 9.75 6.02 OOM 9.68 OOM 5.12 8.68 OOM 7.85
| Gaming laptop 7.77 1.28 0.80 8.46 1.14 0.67 4.72 4.18 3.63
| Gaming laptop ♦ 52.40 14.45 6.15 54.47 12.43 8.77 32.87 26.51 26.01
| Desktop ♦ 110.36 28.18 13.54 122.91 17.59 15.96 62.65 34.46 50.71
| GPU memory 3594.00 3585.00 4729.00 3595.00 5903.00 3595.00 3595.00 4312.13
| Disk storage 149.00 288.00 408.00 162.00 704.00 321.00 251.00 415.00 337.25

Table 6.15: Rendering speed in frames per second (FPS), and GPU memory and disk storage in MB, on Forward-facing scenes.
Table 6.16: **PSNR**↑ on **Unbounded 360° scenes**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bicycle</th>
<th>Flower</th>
<th>Garden</th>
<th>Stump</th>
<th>Treehill</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NeRF++ [295]</td>
<td>22.64</td>
<td>20.31</td>
<td>24.32</td>
<td>24.34</td>
<td>22.20</td>
<td>22.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>21.70</td>
<td>18.86</td>
<td>23.54</td>
<td>23.95</td>
<td>21.72</td>
<td>21.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.17: **SSIM**↑ on **Unbounded 360° scenes**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bicycle</th>
<th>Flower</th>
<th>Garden</th>
<th>Stump</th>
<th>Treehill</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JAXNeRF [56]</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.376</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NeRF++ [295]</td>
<td>0.526</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.635</td>
<td>0.594</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>0.548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>0.426</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.470</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.18: **LPIPS**↓ on **Unbounded 360° scenes**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bicycle</th>
<th>Flower</th>
<th>Garden</th>
<th>Stump</th>
<th>Treehill</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JAXNeRF [56]</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.415</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>0.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NeRF++ [295]</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>0.513</td>
<td>0.526</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>0.470</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.19: **Rendering speed** in frames per second (FPS), and **GPU memory and disk storage** in MB, on **Unbounded 360° scenes**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bicycle</th>
<th>Flower</th>
<th>Garden</th>
<th>Stump</th>
<th>Treehill</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iPhone XS</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>22.20</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>OOM</td>
<td>22.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel 3</td>
<td>9.44</td>
<td>8.61</td>
<td>10.49</td>
<td>8.54</td>
<td>9.12</td>
<td>9.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Pro 6</td>
<td>20.24</td>
<td>19.12</td>
<td>21.67</td>
<td>18.21</td>
<td>17.97</td>
<td>19.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromebook</td>
<td>15.89</td>
<td>14.72</td>
<td>16.56</td>
<td>14.23</td>
<td>15.02</td>
<td>15.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming laptop</td>
<td>55.62</td>
<td>59.18</td>
<td>58.19</td>
<td>51.73</td>
<td>51.89</td>
<td>55.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming laptop ‡</td>
<td>195.63</td>
<td>194.66</td>
<td>204.31</td>
<td>178.89</td>
<td>189.46</td>
<td>192.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desktop †</td>
<td>280.24</td>
<td>282.02</td>
<td>295.74</td>
<td>265.90</td>
<td>274.58</td>
<td>279.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU memory</td>
<td>1350.00</td>
<td>1081.00</td>
<td>808.00</td>
<td>1082.00</td>
<td>1490.00</td>
<td>1162.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk storage</td>
<td>400.00</td>
<td>294.00</td>
<td>239.00</td>
<td>337.00</td>
<td>453.00</td>
<td>344.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, we introduce several deep learning algorithms that reconstruct meshes from various input sources, including voxels, point clouds, single images, and multi-view images. These methods encompass models that rely on encoding global shape features, encoding local features, and differentiable rendering. They provide a wide range of tools for high-performance mesh reconstruction and generation, as well as frameworks for future research and industrial applications.

In Chapter 3, we introduced BSP-Net, a shape decoder network that generates compact and structured polygonal meshes in the form of convex decomposition. Trained as a neural implicit representation, our network learns an explicit BSP-tree built on a set of planes, and in turn, a set of convex primitives, in an unsupervised manner. These planes and convexes are defined by weights learned by the neural network. Compared to state-of-the-art methods, meshes generated by BSP-Net exhibit superior visual quality, especially in sharp geometric details.

In Chapter 4, we introduced Neural Marching Cubes, the first iso-surfacing algorithm capable of recovering sharp geometric features without requiring additional inputs, such as normal information. We designed an efficient parameterization to represent a triangle mesh in a regular grid structure that is compatible with neural processing. Trained on automatically generated “ground-truth” meshes, our method shows superior performance in preserving various geometric features such as sharp/soft edges, corners, and thin structures.

In Chapter 5, we introduced Neural Dual Contouring, a new data-driven approach to mesh reconstruction based on Dual Contouring. The signed version of our approach, NDC, has similar performance with Neural Marching Cubes but produces 3-7 times fewer vertices and triangles. The unsigned version of our approach, UNDC, is sign agnostic, therefore able to reconstruct open surfaces and thin structures from unsigned distance fields or unoriented point clouds. Both NDC and UNDC are designed as local networks using limited receptive fields, thus can generalize well to new datasets. Extensive experiments demonstrate the su-
perior performance of our approach on multiple datasets over traditional and deep-learning state-of-the-art methods.

In Chapter 6, we introduced MobileNeRF, an architecture that takes advantage of the classical rasterization pipeline (i.e. z-buffers and fragment shaders) to perform efficient rendering of surface-based neural fields on a wide range of compute platforms. Thanks to its explicit mesh representation with deep-feature textures, MobileNeRF achieves frame rates an order of magnitude faster than the previous state-of-the-art while producing images of equivalent quality.

7.2 Future Work

BSP-Net adopts an encoder-encoder structure, therefore, in principle, it can reconstruct meshes from all types of inputs as long as they can be encoded into a global shape latent code. However, recent evidence has suggested that relying solely on global features may lead to overfitting to the training category and inability to represent detailed geometries. NMC and NDC employ fully convolutional networks with limited receptive fields, therefore they are only aware of local features in the input, which gives them strong generalization ability across new shapes and new datasets, but in turn hinders their ability to perform global-aware inference such as shape completion and shape generation. MobileNeRF relies purely on differentiable rendering, and thus cannot benefit from any learned priors from large training corpuses. Therefore, unifying global features, local features, and test-time optimization such as differentiable rendering, is an interesting topic for future research on neural mesh reconstruction.

Reconstructing 3D representations from multi-view images has been a trending research topic these days. Our attempt, MobileNeRF, has an apparent undesirable trait that its output is a polygon soup, where the triangles neither align with the actual shape surface nor form manifold meshes. In addition, MobileNeRF uses fixed mesh and texture resolutions, which cannot adapt to the granularity of different objects in the scene. Besides, how to model semi-transparent objects, reflection, refraction, and other light effects remains an open and challenging research problem.

The primary focus of this thesis is on mesh reconstruction, where substantial information in the inputs is relayed to the mesh outputs. Generative models that can take sparse and ambiguous inputs, such as texts, to perform shape editing and novel shape synthesis constitute another valuable research field. Existing works in this field are predominantly based on differentiable rendering, neural fields, and optionally, differentiable iso-surfacing. However, these approaches based on differentiable rendering and large text-to-image models differ significantly from how humans imagine new shapes. It prompts us to explore more natural ways of creating 3D shapes with neural networks, and perhaps ways that offer compact meshes, as opposed to those extracted from neural fields.
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